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EFFLUENT MO'NITRINd ROCEDURES: METALS ANALYSES

This course is designed for wastewater t r=eatment plant
techniciani who will 'be respensible for perfoiming the
splected,analyses. a

I,

Uiing, methods approved by the:U.S. Envir onmental Mi.-
tection Agency'for *TES applications and reports, the

. student will perform.selected metals'analyses including:
boron, copper, iren,inercury,.godiUM,-and

Classroom instruction is limited to 1nformaction about
performing the selected analyses .and reportingtne. results.
Most of the time is given to-laboratory experience for -

the trainee who uses'detailed,stepwise procedures to
analyze typical samplet.

Those attending this course should be able to use labora-
. tory glassware, and be able to do grithmetic calCulations

for formulas prOded.

Qr
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A'PROTOTYpE FOR DEdLoPMENT.OF
RbUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

fOr the

,;-DETERMINATIONBORON,CURCUMiN;METKOD

O
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4.

as appiel in

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES 2
and in the

MONITORING OF.EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS .

Developed 'by the

National Training and Operational Technology Center,
Municipal Operations and Training Division

. Office of Water Program. Operations
Emeronmental Protection Agency.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

This operational procedure was developed by:

NAME : Audrey D.-Kroner

ADDRESS EPA, OWPO, NTOTC, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

0 -POSITION Chethist-Instructor

EBUCAtION.ANb TECHNICAL BACKGROUNn

<

B.A.:- - Edgecliff College

1 year rndustrial Research Cho-Mist

8 years Secondary School Chemistry Instructor

4 years.DHEW-6I,Uater Quality Program Chemist

7 -1/2 .years -DI -EPA, Chemist-Instructor
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

1. Objective:,

To determine iheing/1 colicentration of boron in an unfiltered-sample.

2. Brief Detcription of Analysis: .

A-sample of water containing boron is acidified with hydrochloric acid and'
evaporated in the presence of curcumin. The reaction forms a red-colored
Product called rosocyanine. The rosocyanine is takentup in/ethyl alcohol
andthe red color in the solution'is compared to that of standards in
slectrophotometer.

Calcium, magnesium and other cations interfere with the spectrephotometric
Measurements. These form salts which will-not dissolve in ethyl alcohol,
thereby contributing turbidity to the solution of rosocyanipe. Such cationic
interferences are removed by filtering the samples after rosocyanine
formed'and dissolved in-the ethyl alcohol:

3. Applicability. of this Procedure:

a. Range of Concentration:

0.10 to 1.0 mg/lier born (The range may be extended for samples by
dilution.)

b. Pretreatment of Samples:
C-

. /
The Federal Register Guidelines do.not specify any,pretreatment (such as
digestion) for determining total boron. A Ov4t micron. filtration of
samples is specified for determinlng dissolved boron. This procedure
does not include directions for the filtration procest. \,

c. Treatment of Interferences in Samples:

The Source of'Procedu're* cites turbidiy/caused by hardness cations and
nitrate nitrogen Concentrations in excess of 20 mg/liter as interferences.
This procedure includes directions fo- removing turbidity in samples but
does not include determination and removal of nitrate nitrogen. Consult

the Source of Procedure* if the presence of excessive nitrate nitrogen
. is suspected in samples.

r.

*Source of Procedure: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater, 14th ed., 1976, APHA, Washington, DC, p. 287.

Page No: 1-4
8
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NG PROCEDURE:

z

FLOW SHEET

Determinatton of Syron, Curcumin Method.
,

SAMPLE

COLOR DEVELOPMENT_

BY REACTION WITH

CURCUMIN REAGENT

4.f!.;,,,

REMOVAL OF , s.;

CATIONIC INTERFERfaS:
/

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENT,

1
OF ABSORBANCE AT 540 nm

FINDING CONCENTRATION OF BORON, mg/1
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron,'Ourcumin Method

Equipment and Supply Requirements
k

.A. Capital EqUipmept

1. Balance, analytical with a 0.1 milligram.sensitivity.
- .2. Fume hood or equivalent.

3. Refrigerator capable of maintaining a 4
o
C temperature.

4. .0ectrophotometer for use at 540 pm, with a:minimum path length of 1 cm.

5% Water bath, constant temperature to maintain 55' + .20C. Size depends on

number of samples to be processe0 along with 5 standards in 100 ml

evaporating dishes. Each requires about 5 square inches of space.
6. Water still, metal or a mixed bed ion exchange resin cartridge to

prepai-e boron-free distilled water.
. ,

B. Reusable Supplies

NOTE: Glassware made of Corning alkali-resistant glass and storage vessels

made of ordinary soft glass have been satisfactoi-y as -" boron-freel* glas-sware.
t

' \ '

1. 1 Beaker, 5011
2. 1 Bottle, 500 ml,.boron-free*-glass with stopper.
3. 1 Bottle, 1000 ml, polyethylene with screw cap or boron-free, glass

with stopper.
.

-_,.. .4

4. 1 Bottle, 5000 ml, polyethylene with screw cap (for distilled water).

5. 1 Cylinder, graduated, 250 ml. ,

6. Dishes, evaporating, porcelain, 100 ml, 5 plus 1 for each sample to be run.
a 0

-7.,1 Dropper, 1 to ,2 ml with bulb. ,
...

-. 8. Flasks, volumetric, 25 ml, with stoppers. 5 plus 1 for 16ch sample.

9. Flaslis, volumetric,- 100 ml, with stoppers. 6 plus 1 for each sample

'to be run.
10. 1 Flask, volumetric, 1000 ml, with stopper. '9

al r

11. Funnels, fluted, 600, 40 mm diameter, 50 mm stem length. '1.for each_sample.

12.1 Glassrod, short. A .
.

13. 1 Mortar and pestle, 70 ml, porcelai (needed only if curcumin is not in ,

finel) powdered form).
14. 1 Pipet, measuring, Mohr, 10 ml.

, 15:Pipets, volumetric, 1.0 ml, 5 plus 1 or each sample.
,

16. 1 Pipet, volumetric, 2.0 ml.
17. 1 Pipet, volumetric, 4.0 ml. .,,

18. 1 Pipet, volumetric, 5.0 mit

19. 1 Pint,-volumetric, 8.0 ml. Alternatively, use a ml measuring (Mohr)

-- pipet
20. 1 Pipet, volumetric, 10.0 ml.
XI. 1 Pipet, volumetric, 100.0 ml. '

22. l Stirring rod (policeman), polyethylene, about 6 inch length.

23. 1 Propipet or pipet bulb. 9

'24. I Support, ring stand with small rings(for filtration)

25. 1 Thermometer, degrees C. (To check water bath temperature.)

26: 1 Triang (for filter funnel). , -

27. 2 Wash bot es, polyethylene squeeze type.

28. 1 Laboratory n. ..

29. 1 Pair safety glasses. _..,'

l a'
Plge No. 1-6
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE!' Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

C. Consumable, Supplies*

1. 5 Weighing boats (disposable plastic it suitable).
2. Grapn:paper: 8 1/2 inch by,11 inch with 10 major divisions along

the 11 inch side is suitable.

3. Wax pencil. .

4. Tivlues, lint free for wiping spectruphotometer.cells.
Wafer, distilled; boron-free 2.5 - 3 liters% ''-

6. Boric acid (H3803), ACS Reagent, anhydrous powder (1 lb unit).

7. Curcumin [(2,CH30C6ti3-1-0H-4uCH:CHCO)2CH2) Eastman No. 1179 or equivalent

(25 g
8. 95% Ethyl alcohol (CH1CH,OH), Denaturedis acytptaolq (1 gal. or 3 kg' unit).

9. Hydrochlork:acid (fICT),`"ACS Reagent, (5 pt. or 7 lb. unit).

10.*Oxalic acid4(-41
2
C
2
0
4
), ACS Reigent (1'lb.

11.el-Box filter paper, Whatman No. 30 or equivalent with diameter to fit

filter funnel.. tA.dtameter of 7 cm will fit the*filter fuhnel described"

in B.)

C.

*
NOTE: Use polyethylene or-boron-free glass bottles for storageiof.reagents

after preparation'.

N

4

f.

C.

s.

Page No. 1-7
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-EFFLUENT MOAITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curc.umin Method

OFTRATING PROCEDURP

A. Preparing to Test.
the Sample.,

12

,

, z

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOAt 'SPECIFICATIONS

1. Assemble all equipment to be la. Equipment. list is on pp. 6 and 7.
used.

2. Check the water bath for
maintenance of the
55*2°C temperature;reqUired
for the test.

p. If necessary, clean all
labware to be used-for the
test.

4 Prepare the reagents for the
teSt. al

5. Recordthe identification
information forthe sample(s)

4

4
6. Record the date and time you

are teginning the analysis.

-

7. Beginthe analysiviith --
Procedure E, Preparation of
Standards:

2a. Use'Procedure B, Checking the Water bath.

3a. Use Procedure C, Cleaning Labware.'

3b. It is w. convenient to clean labware
immedie,.., ...ter performing the test so it is
dry and ready for the next use.

4a. Use Procedure D, Reagent Preparation.

5a. The sample(s) should be at hand before continuing
. with the test.

5b. Use a laboratorpnotebook with space for informi-
tion.similar to the "Example Laboratory Data -

Sheet."

Sc. In one column for each sample record:
"Identification Code, " "Type".(grab or composite),
"Date and Time Collected',"/ the name'of,the
"Sample Collector."

6a. Use the "Example Labo ratory,Data Sheet.," IX.A.6.

(P. 33)
6b,. In the column(s) of information-you recorded for
-4 the stmple(s).

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES)

IX Sheet 1

(p. 33)

JX.A. ,

(P. 33)
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.EFFLUENT MONITORING "PROCEDURE: Determination of iokin :turcumin Method

OPERATING PROCEDURFc. STF.P. SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOAISISPECIFICATIONg
TRAINING

GUIDE' MATES

B. Checking the Water
Bath .

O

. Fill the water bath/to a
16e1 where the evapora ing
dishes fo-r the test can

float.

2. Place a Centigrade
thermometer into the water
bath.

Set thetemperature
'regulator to 55 °C.

4. Turn the, bath heating

element// on

-

5. Allow'the bath to heat to
55°C.

6.ht least ten minutes' after.
the bath reaches 55°C, .

'check the temperature of
the water bath.

'

.Leave the bath turned on.

14
.r

la. The-water bath should be in a fume hood.

I)2a.'The thermometer should be' eliably accurate.

5a. You could start Procedure DReagent Preparation,
during this time.

6a. A longer time is all right.

6b. The temperatui-e should be betWeen 53 and 57°...

6C; If the temperature.is..belom 53 °C, adjust the
'temperature regulator upward and repeat stepi .

5 and 6.

6d. If.the temperature is above 57 °C, adjust the
temperature regulator downWard and repeat steps
5 and 6..

15
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EFFLUENT MONITORING-PROCEDURE: Determination pf Boron' Ctircumbi'Method ./

OPERATING PROCEDURES

C. CleanlqgeLabware
.01

STEP SEQUENCE

. -All bottles, evaporating
dishes, flasks, graduates,
pipets, stirring rods,
filter funnels and spectro-
photomete, cells for this
procedure should be clewed
using the folloWing steps.

2. Rinse each item thoroughly
with tap water.

3. Rinse each item with warm
1:1 hydrochloric acfd
(HC)) solution.

.4. Rinse each item thoroughly
with tap water.

"5. Rinse e501 Item with seDen
.

Individual' rinses of boron-

free distilled' water.

15. Place items in a clean
'area to drain dry on clean

towels.

,.

3a.

*4b.

3c.

3d.

3e.

.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

New labwaie should be cleaned before using it
for this test.

N

In a. fuffie

Wear rubb& gloves.
CAUTION:'Odrochloric acid and its fumes are

hazardous. ,

The .steps to prepare 1;1 hydrochloric acid solu-
tion are in D., Reagent Preparation, Reageht"2.
1:1 nitric.acid solution could be used instead.

Several rinses with smaller volumes of water
are. more effective titan one or two iarge-volume

rinsings,

.TRAINING
GU DE NOTES

16
a

4

17
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NIAONITORING.PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method
7

WATINGIPROCEDURES

1!;-fie6ent Preparation

1.

:disti1. water..

UnrOn=sred:

STEP SEQUENCE

11 Hydrodhloric
acid solution

S

1. Prepare boron-free distilled
water.

.1. Measure 250 ml boron-free
distilled water'. ,

INFORMATION,OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFIdATIONS

Ia. Use a metal still or a, mixed bed iokexchange resin
. ,

lb. About 5 liters are required for reagents,, etc.i
plus about 1 ml for each standard and sample to be
analyzed.

lc. Store th4 water iii polyet hylene bottles or boron-
free.glass.bottles..

to

la. Use a gradu'ate tomeasUre the water.

2. Pour the water into,a clean,
boron-free 500 mlSiorage!
bottle. '

3. Measure 250.m1 conAtrated
'hydrochloric acid (HC1).

4. Slowly pour'the acid into
the bottle of water, along
the inside wall.

5. Swirl the mixture.

a.

2b.

3a.

lb.

3d.

Use a polyethylene, screw-capped bottle or a boron-
free glass bottle with stopper:

The bottle'should be cleaned 00'1:1 hydrochlorià
acid solution. To do. this, follow these steps using
0.1 of 'the volumes given, then. use Procedure-C,
Cleaning Labware.

lif2 a graduate: a
In a fume hood. ;

CAUTION; Hydrochloric acid causes severe burns.

Also, the fumes are hazardous and can cause poison-
'

ing if inhaled.

3d. 1:1 nitric acid could be preparea using these steps
if its use for cleaning, labware is preferred.

4a. To.avoid spattering of the mixture.

,
5a. To thoroughly mix the contents..

GUIDE NOTES

Page_ No. -1 1
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TORINtPktibbRE:Determinatipn of Boron, CurcuMin:HethOd .

00tRATING_PROCEDUR S

,\-

.. Reagent Preparation

(continued)

3. Curcumin reagent

'1

.20

STEP SEQUENCE

6. Label the bottle.

. Add about 35 ml of 95% ethyl
a1cohol(CH3CH.20H) to a

\ 106 ml volumetric flask.

2. \Finely grind the curcumin

t,(2-CH30C6H3-l-OH-4-CH:CHCO)2

CH
2
] if it is not in' this

form.

3. Weigh out 0.040 glcurcumin

4. Carefully transfer the.
curcumin to the 100 ml
volumetric flask.

5. Swirl, the mixture.

6. Weigh out 5.0 g oxalic acid
(H2C204)..

7. Carefully transfer the
oxalic acid to the same
flask.

8. Swirl the -mixture.

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

6a. This is 1:1 hydrochloric acid. Also, write the

date.and your name.

6b. This solution isused to clean glassware used in the
test procedure.

la. You need 4.0 ml of this reagent for each standard'
and sample to be analyzed.

3a. Use ,

3b. Use an analy'ti'cal balance.

4a. Use 95% 'ethyl alcohol in a squeeze-type wash bottle.

.?

6a. This oxalic acid intensifies the color of the'
reaction product and arso prevents the formatiOn of
interfering colors produced by some metals, if
present.

,

7a.'Again, use 95% ethyl alcohol.

TRAINING
GUIDE MIES

iw

21
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EFFLtfiNT MONITORING.PROCEOURE: Beterminftion of Boron, Curcumin Method
,

-OPERATING PROCEDUPES.

:--D.-Reagent Preparation
Icontinued)

4. 95% Ethyl a3conol

5. Stock hbrpn,-

solution

STEP SEQUENCE

9. Measure .2 m toncentrated
hydrochloric acid (HC1).

slf),WAdd the acid to the 'same

Al. Swirl the mixture. -

12. Oilutethe mixture up to the
100.0 ml mark with 95% '

alcohol.
-

13. S pper the'flask.

14. Invert the flask several
times.

15. Label the f)ask.

d
16.iStpre in ef refiigerator.

.

1. This needs no preparation
but have a supply at hand to
perform the procedure.. 1

. Add about 500 ml boron-five'

.disti'-ed water_to-a-1000 ml
flask.

(1

'INFORATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECLFICATIONS

9a. Use a graduated pipet.

4,

14a. To mix the contents.
A

.

15a. This Ili urcumin reagent. Also Write the date
and your name.

.

TRA1NING
GUIDE'NOTES

.

16ai This 'reagent will be stable up to a. weig<When.
stored in a cocil., dark place. *-

/

la.-You need 25 for each standard and sample2,.

lb. Soe of the-alcohol should be in a sdueeze-type
wash bottle.



Detirthination
. .

urciiMin Method
.

OPERATI,NC-PROCEOURES STEP SEQUENCE sINFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

-O. Reagent Preparatton
(continued)

4

J 4

6, Standard boron
.sOlution

24

t-.

I

, =

2: Weigh out 0:5716 g
anhydrous boric acid

3. Carefully transfer the
--boric acid to thelOGOl

flajk.

.4. Swirl the mixture.

2111,

2a. Use a weighing boat,
2b:Use an analytical balance.
2C. 5o not drpthe bdric acid in a 103?

loses weight. Use ACrreabent grade
and keep.theThemical bottle tightly

5. Dilute th'e mixture up to .

the 1000.0 ml mark with
boron-free distilled water:

1

6. Pour this stock solution
into a 1000 ml boron-free
reageSt bottle.

7. Label the bottle.

4

AVMVM.as

oven;

.boric,a,Od"

spepered.

6a. Use a poly4vlene, screw-capped bottle or a
bOrqqffree, glass bottle with a stopper.

qp.:This is the stock boron solution. 1.00 ml =

1004Ag B.. Also, write the date and your name

1^ ,

8. Store in a refrisprator.

.1. Add about 500 ml 136ronl-

distilled Wfree distillater to a
,1000 ml, volumetric flask.

on the label.

a
la. The standard solution should be- prepared fresh

each day samples are to be analyzed.

lb. Although small quantities of this 461ution" are

required, make one liter to increase the accuracy

of its.concentcation.

jTRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

0

25
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OFLUENT*MONITORING PROCEDURE: -Determination,Of Boron,'Curcumin Method
4

,

OPERATING PROCEDURES
4,4..w....

STEP SEQUENCE it

S
INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECTRICATIONS

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

D. Reagent Preparation
(continued)

-

. -.

2. Measure 100.0-mt of the
stock boron solution.

_ __ ._

'

3. Deliver the stock solution
to the volumetric flask. ,

4. Swirl the flask

5. Dilute the mixture up to
the 1000.0 ml mark wi.:'

boron-free distilled water.

6. Label the .flask.

2a. The stock solutid -must be at room temperature,
before this mea rea-,:nt is-done.

2b. Use a volumetr' pipet.
.

.i

.

. - .

6a. This is the standard boron solution. ,

100 ml = 10.0Akg B. Also, write the date and
your name on the label.

/ .

,.

.

--

,

E. Preparatia of Stand-
ards

.
.

.

/

1. If you are establishing a
calibration curve, pre-
pare standards using the
following steps. If a

calibration curve has al-
ready been established,
prepare a blank, and a
check standard beginning
below at Step 11.

.

.

.

la. You Should prepare a calibration curve each day

you'do'this test. If several samples are. to be
analyzed, a blank and a standard to check the
curve should be run with each group of samples run
after the curve has been prepared.

.'

.

.

.,
.

, .

.

.

.

.

0

27
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OPERATING PROCEDURES: STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERA TING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING-- e-
GUIDE NOTES

E. Prepara1lyp h of Stand-

, ards (c dirtied).

t

a

28

2. Mark five 100 ml volumefrio 2a, Flasks mus'. be clean.

flasks with the,concentrd-
tions of boron, mg/liter
which are shown in the
second-column in Table 2d.

3. Add ,about 40 ml boron-free
distilled water to each
flask.

4. Do not put any standard
solution into. the flask

marked "0.00".

5. Into each of the remaining
marked, flasks,_Ipipet_the-

-Corr'esponding,volume of
standard boron solution as
shown in the third column
in.Table 2d.

6. Do not add any more water
to the flask marked "0.00".

2b.' Use a wax pencil.
2c. These concentrations are recorded on the "Exampje

Laboratory Data sheet ".

2d. Table 2d;

Flask
Boron,

. .er liter

tron,
'nil Standard

1 . _ _0.00 lone
-

2 0.20 2

3 0.50
i

' 5

4 0.8$ ,13

5
-t--

1.00 '10 ,

4a. This flask contains the blank.

5a.. The concentration of, the standardboron solution-
1:00 ml 10.010 B.

'5b. Use volumetric pipets.

6a. A volumetric measurement is not necessary for the
blank at this time.

L(P 33)
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EFFLUEN MONITORING PROCEDURE:

OPERATING PROCEDURES

leT

Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

.STEP SEQUENCE

E. Preparation_of_Standm__
ards. (confinued)

30

7. To each ,of the other 4

flatks, carefully add
boron-free distilled water
up to the 100.0 ml mark.

6.:Put a stopper in each
flask.

9. Gently invert each flask 9a. To ensure thorough mixing.

severaLtimes.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

.

_TRAINING
GUIDE .NOTES

7a. Use a squeeze bottle for the final addition of

water.
\,
\

10. GO to the next ProOedure,
T.:Color Development.

11. If a calibration curve has la.

been established,. prepare lb.

a blank and a check stand-
ard using the-following
steps. ,

12. Mark one 100 ml volumetric 2a.

flask"0.00" mg/liter B.

13. Add about 40,,m1 boron-free 3a.

distilled water. 3b.

14.11ark a second 100 ml volu-

metric flask "0:50" mg/
_ liter B.

Q w

*-- -,---

The blank is used to zero the spectrophotometer.
The.check standardis compared to the standar:0

curve to chdck reproducibility. ,

Use a wax,pencil.

Thitflask contains the blank.
A volumetric measurement is not necessary for the
blank at thii time.

4a. this concentration is recorded on the "Example,
Laboratory Data Sheet.",

1WwIpe*,..UM". b...*40./ **,

IX.E.l4
(p. 33) ".

31.
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AMITORING-PROCEDURE:- -DeterilithatiOn:Oflitr_Ctircumiwkethod-

: --
OPERATI1G_PROdEDURE1.

Preparation of Stan
ards-(continued),

rx-r4.

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample

32

1 6 .

STEP SEQUENCt. INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

5.0 ml o nestandard
boron solution:_,,,,

Add .boron-free distille
water up to the 100.0 ml
mark on,-the flask.

17. Put a stopper in the flask.

18. Gently inveht the flask .

several

19. Go to the next, Procedure,
F. Color Development.

1. If you are establishing a
calibration curve for the
day, use the following
steps. If you are using
a blank and check standard,
begin below at Step 5.

2. Mark five 100 ml evap-
orating dishes with the

. .

concentrationS-of boron,
mg/lite i. which are shown

in Table 2e.

e-cOncentrti-orof-the-sititiciard-bcrron sou n

is: 1.00 ml 10.0Ag,B.
15b. Use a volumetric pipet. .

1§a. Use'a squeeze bottle for the final addition of

-water.

-

8a. To ensure.thorough miThg. .

4;*

47

-

. A

2a..Each evaporating dish should be clean, dry, and
free from scratches and scoring.

2b. The dishes must be identical 'in shape, size, and
composition to ensure equal evaporation time.

2c. Use wax pencil markings on the'outside near the
top.

2d.,These concentrations are recorded on the "Example
'Laboratory Data Sheet."

*(continued)
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

1

REE

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample

(continued }_

c

STEP _SEQUENCE

3. Pipet 1.0 ml of the 0.00
mg/1 B (blank) solution
and of each of the stand-
ards into the correspon-
dingly marked evaporating

dish.

4. Skip Steps 5, 6 and 7 and
'continue at Step 8.

5. Mark two 100 ml-evapohtin
dishes with the concentra-
tions of boron, mg/liter
which are shown in Table
5e.

INFOWAtION/OPERATiNG-GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

e Table

Dish Boron, mg per liter

1 0.00 .

2 0.20

3 0.50
.

4 0.80

5 1.00

3a. Use a clean, dry, volumetrfc pipet for each
solution. .

3b. The standards Were prepared in 100 ml flasks tiSi.ng,

E, Preparation of ,Standards.

4a. These steps are used for a blank and check

standard.

5a. Each evaporating dish should be clean, dry, and

free from scratches and scoring.
5b. The dishes must be identical in shape, size, and

composition to ensure equal 'evapbration time.
5c. Use wax pencil markings on the outside near the

top.
5d. These concentration's are recorded on the "Example

Laboratory Data Sheet."

5e.

Dish Boron, mq per liter

1 0.00.

_2 0.50 . .

-

.1

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES.,

35
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F ENT MONITORING'PROCEDURE: .Determinatiektf;Boron, Curcumin Method rep,

-

1\;'INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
, OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP' SEQUE

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample,

(continued)

1

- -

36

.

6. Pipe 1.0 ml of the 0:00-
mg/1 B (blanOinto the
dish marked "0 00".

7. Pipet 1.0 ml o

- mg per liter s
the dish marke

the p.50
andard into
"0.50".

8. Reced the sa ple identi-
fication code for the

samplei

9. Mark_the samp e
cation code on a 100 ml
evaporating dish. .

10. Measure 1.0 ml of the
sample (or of diluted
sample) into the marked
evaporating dish. \

clean, ery, volumetric pipet.

,,It.:.-:'

7a. Use _clean, dry, volumetric pipet.
. .

. ,

8a. On ihe "Example Laboratory Data Sheet" to the left

of Vie blank where "Absorbance" will be recorded

--fiir

1

the sample.

9a. Theldish should be clean, 'dry, and free from-
. 4

___

scratches and scoring:
',

,.

9b. Thel dishkshould'be identical In shape, siz67arar

conposition to the dishes used for the-standards.

9c. Ma e a wax pencil mark'on the outside near the to
.

y

10a. Fo samples containing 0.10 'to 1.00 mg per liter

b On, use undiluted sample.
Mb. F r samples containing more than 1.00 mg per liter.

b ron, make an appropriate dilLaion with boron-

contains approkimately 0.50 g boron (50 mg per
free distilled water So 1.00 ml portion

lAter).
0c. V the boron concentration of"the sample is un- 1,.

plown, you might use 1.00 ml Of undiluted samplei

ond also 1.00 ml of a 50% dilution (1:1) of the'

§ample.

.
)IMM.m*....M.M.I..III..m.W..IMM.MiM.'MmWgiMMM..Emm........e*,....

I ..
7711111.-

4.0.-............/.17
,

.M.......m.:,
.

e .

.
._ _.,_ 0 :, '.

.

0 ,. - -:, -ii?..1

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES .

IX.F.8.

(p. 33)
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EFFLUENT 'MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination ofBorone

v'.

urCuMin Mythod.

OPERATING PROCEDURES-

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample
(continued)

38

STEP SEQUENCE

11. Repeat Steps 8, 9, and 10
for each sample to be
analyzed.

12. Add 4.0 ml curcumin reage
to each evaporating dish:

13. Gently swirl each dish. ,

14. Float the dishes on a %ate
bath'set at 554"t 2°C and

-let them remain for 80
minutes to evaporate to
dryness.

15. Record thy time after 80
minutes have elapsed.

INFORMAIION/OPEATING GOAL4/SPECIFICATLONS , :131.111DE NOTES
.

e :

I.
,

lla. The number-of samples thai-can be analyzed along
with. the standards depends on the size of the

water bath.

2a. Use a volumetric-pipetfor better -Control of this
alcohol solution.

2b. If you are establishing a standard curve, there
are 5 -dishes of standards plus the dish(es) of

.sample(s).
2c. If a standard curve is establiShed, there are 2

dishes of standards plus the dish(es) of sample(

3a. To thoroughly Mk content.

4a. The water bath should have been checked, for main-.
-tenance of 'this temperature and turned on as des-

ceibed in B, Checking,,the Water Bath.
4b. The temperature is critical to the test.' Higher

- temperatures cause loss of color. .

4c. A red-colored product, rosocyaOne, is fAned.
4d. The odor of hydrochloric acid (HC1) is gone when

evaporation is complete.'
4e. Keep drying time constant for standards and

,samples.
4f. The length of drying Lime critically affects the

intensity of cOlor.

15a. This is, the "Time Evaporation Ended" on) the
"Example Laboratory Data Sheet".

lyo..Spectrophotometric readings must be' done within.

3" the next hour.

*.

JX.F.15.

(p. 33)
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample
(continued)

o

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/"PECIFICATIONS

16. Turn the water bath heat-
ing element off.

Unless -more-samples are to be determined,

b

17. Rembve each aish from the
water bath.

0

17a. Be careful that drops of water from the bottc,: of
onedish do not drip into other di7hes still, in

the water bath.,

G. Carefully wipe the mois-
ture from the bottom of
each dish.

9. Allow the dishes to cool
to room temperature.

19a. Five to 10 minutes.

20. Turn on the spectro- ,

photometer.

20a. The instrument can warm up during the next steps,

21. Mark 25 ml volumetric
flub'. .'th the concen-,
trations of the standards
you are running.

22. Mark 25 ml volumetric
flask(s) with the identi-
fication code(s) of the
Ample(s).

43. Add about 7'ml of 95%
ethyl alcohOl (CH3CH20M)
to the dish containi-9
sample.

40,

21a. If you are establishing a standard curve, ma,..*
5 flaSks'as'0:00, 0.20, 0.50, 0.80, and 1.00 mg

per liter, respectively.'
21b. If you ar' running a blank' and check standard,

mark 2 flasks as 0:00 and 0i50 mg Krliter,
respectively.

22a. If any flasks are not dry, rinse them with 95%

ethyl alcohol.

23a. Use a measuring pipet and very slowly t the

alcohol along the walls of the dish so cy
spattered solids are washed downto the bottom.

23b. Transfer samples first, then the standards.

PAW

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES_

41
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-EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determinatipn of Boron, Curcumin Method,

4T-

OPERATING'PROCEDURES

F. Color Development of
Standards and Sample
(continued)

42

STEP SEQUENCE.

24. Use a clean, dry poly-
ethylene rod to gently
stir the mixture until
all the red - colored pro-

duct isAissolved.

25. Use A Squeeze bottle-of
95% ethyl alcohol to rinse
the mixture from the tip
of the rod into the 'dish.

26. Using a dropper, transfer
the solution from the dish
into the corresponding
25 ml volumetric flask.

27. Add a few ml of 9!i% ethyl

alcohol to the dish.

28.,Use the same dropper to
transfer this rinse to the
corresponding flask.

29. 'Repeat steps 27 and 28 two

more times.

30. Remove the bulb from the
dropper and rinse 95%
ethyl alcohol from the top
through the tip and into
the flask.

INFORMATION,TPERATING*GOALS/SPECIFICAOONS_
-t

TRAPPING
GUIDE NOTES

24a.'Keep the mixture in the bottom part of the dish.

25a. Keep in,thind that-25 ml is the-final volume
allowed in .the. following steps.

.

26a. Be carefill not to scratch the surface of the
evaporating dish with the tip. of the glass dropper

26b. Be careful not to lose an'yrofithe Solution during

the transfer.
26c. A very small funnel can-beused for this transfer.

27a. Use a squeeze-type plastic wash bottle for the,
alcohol.

29a.

29b.

Add just a few
25 ml limit of
The absence of
dish indicates
'transferred.

ml each time to keep within the
the receiving volumetric flask.
yellow color from all areas of the
all original solution has been

4

-43



Determ nat on =o oroni urctnnAlfeWo
ov

.

OPERATING,PROCEOURES STEP SEQUENCE

,

. .- .

,,

' INFORWIONAPERATING GOALS/SPECIFIC ATIONS ,

TRAINING_
GUIDE 'NOTES

.
.

.

.

,

4

.

r.

. .

. ,

_

-

F. Color DeVelopment of
Standards and Sample

(continued)
.

.
.

_ ,

. .

.

..

.

.
.

..

:
.

31. Rinse the outside of the
tip of the dropper into
the flask.

32. Replace the bulb on the
,

dropper.

.

33, Add a few more ml of 95%
ethyl alcohol to the dish:

34. With the- dropper, use this
alcohol to bring the vol-,

ume in the flask to the
25.0 ml mark.

.

35%Put a stopper in the'flask.1

36. Gently invert the flask
several times.

,

.

37. Repeat steps 23 through 36
,of any other samples,
then for the standards in

evaporating dishes.

38. Obtain all spectrophoto-
metric readings within one
.hour.of the time evapora-
tion ended by using H,
Spectrophotometric Measure-

ments.

i

. . . ..)77..-.

''' ',1;" ''

.

. .

.
.

.

u ...
.

.

-
-

. -,'

. ,
. .

. . .

.

.

u
,/

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

:

...

36a. To thoroughly mix the contents.

3 . IMPORTANT: Any, turbidity in the.iample solution(s)

at this point interferes with spectrophotometric

.

readings. Use Procedure G to filter sample(s)-now.
.

37a. heck'that each is transferred to the flask marked
with the corresponding sample identification code

or concentration.
.

.

38a. The time evaporation ended is recorded on the

"Example Laboratory Data Sheet".

.

,
.

, .



...4: !EFFLUENT MONITORING PRdCFEL: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP, SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

G. Removal of Catidnic
Interferences from

the Sample(s)

46

. Mark a small receiving
vessel' with the sample

identification code.

2. Place a small funnel into
a clay triangle on a ring
stand support.

3. Flute a piece. of filter
paper to fit into the

funnel.

4. Place the paper in the
funnel.

5. DO NOT "wet" the filter
paper.

6. Using a Wall glass rod,
transfer the sample from
the flask onto the filter

er.

7. DO NOT rinse the original
flask and DO NOT add
alcohol to the filtered
solution,

8. Remove the receiving
vessel from under the

funnel.

la. Samples shouldbe filtered to remove turbidity.
lb. One of a set of matched spectrophotometer tubes

or a very small beaker Would be suitable re-

ceiver.

a. A funnel with a 40 mm diameter and a 50 mm stem
works well with this vouma.

,3a. Use Whatman No. 30 or equivalent filter paper.
31): A diameter of 7 cm fits the above funnel.

5a, You could change,the concentration of the sample.

6a. While sample is being filtered, continue with
transfers of other samples, then the standards
from evaporation dishes to flasks at,..Atep F.23

7a. Adding any alcohol will change-the concentration
of the sample. You only need about 15 ml of

-filtered sample to get spectrophotometric readings

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES



1FFLUENTMONITORING-T OCEDURE: nation--,o

OPERATING PROCEpURES STEP SEQUENCE

G. Removal of Cationic
Interferences from
the.5ample(s)
(continued) 9. Repeat Steps 1 through 8

for each sample being '

Inalyzed:

10. Obtain spectrophotometric
readings with4in one hour
of the time evaporation
ended by usingH, Spectro-
photometric Measurements.

H. Spectropihotometric
Measurements

coe

.

.

. Check that the instrument
is warmed up and ready to

use.

2. Set the wavelength at
540 nm.

3. Set the Instrument at
infinite absorbance.

4. Use the, 0.00 mg per liter
boron standard to set the
instrument at zero ab-
sorbance.

.

5. Removethe 0.00 mg per
lifer.boron standard.

6. Check that the scale read-
ing returns to' infinite
absorbance.

48

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

/1

9a. Rinse out the funnel and dry.. it between uses so

<
no liquid, is added to the next sample.

10a. The time evapo tion 'ended is recorded on the
"Example Labora ory Data Sheet". \

la. Allow a warm-up period of approximately 20 minutes
(5 minutes minimum).

lb. There is an EMP on "Use of a Spectrophotometer".

4a. Use alcohol for any rinsings of the spectro-
photometer tube.

4b. Wipe the outside if thespectrophotometer tube to
.remove moisture and fingerprints before inserting

the tube into the instrument.
4c. Use this same spectrophotometer for standards and

"samples processed im the same-size evaporating
dishas was used to process this blank.

6a. If the reading is not at infinite-absorbance, set
the control knob until that reading occurs, re-
insert the 0.00 mg per liter standard and reset
the instrument at zero absorbance.

6b. Then repeat steps 5 and 6.

11

49
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin_Method

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES1

H. Spectrophotometric
Measurements
(continued)

AA,

T. Record the time.

8. Measure and record the
absorbance of each
standard.,

A

9. Measure and record the
absorbance of each sample.

10. Turn off the spectro-
photometer.

7a. On the "Example Laboratory DataiSheet" as "Time .

Absorbances (were) Read". ,

8a. If,you are establishing a standard curve, there
are 4 Standards.

8b, If a standard curve is established, there is 1
check standard, 0.50 frig per liter:

8c. Keep flasksAightly stoppered When not in use
because the alcohol-solvent can evaporate, ,thereby
changing the concentration.

8d. Use the same qell for each solution, rin:Ang it
once with alcohol, then,tWo times with the solu-
tion to be measured and wiping.off the outside
before inserting it into the instrument. (You

can also use matched cells.)
Be. Record results on the-"Example Laboratory Data IX.H.8

Sheet in the column next to Column E.2.

IX.H.7

(p. 33)

(p. 33)

I h

9a. Use the same cell and techniques as in 8d above.
9b. Record the results on the "Example Laboratory IX.H.9

Data Sheet" in the column next to Column F.8, the (p.33)
"Sample Identification Code.".



OPERATING PROCEDURES

I. Making a Calibration
Curve

STEP SEQUENCE

. If a calibration curve has
been'established, omit this
Operating Procedure and do
Operating Procedure J,
Checking the Calibration
Curie. If a calibration

curve has not been estab-
lished, do the following
steps.

2.P1 t the absorbance values
r the four standards ob-

tained in H, Step_8 vs. the
concentrations of boron in
the calibration standards
in E, Step 2.

3. Draw the best straight line
through all the points to
produce a calibration curve.

4. This curve can be used for
Procedure K, Findifig the
Concentration of Boron,
mg/liter for the Sampl4

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS

la.'There is-an EMP on "Preparation of CalTbration
Graphs". /

2a. All this information should be availablefror
the "Example Laboratory Data Sheet".

2b. An exampliofthe axes ior the calibration graph
is in the Training Guide-

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

IX. Sheet 1

(p. 33)
IX. Sheet 2

(p. 34)

J. Checking the Calibre- 1. On the calibration curve, la.

tion Curve- locate the absorbance value
recorded,for the,check
standard (0.50 mg / liter) lb.

Nn H, Step 8.

2. Draw a dotted line over
to the calibration curve.

52

This information shOuld be availablb froM the
"Example Laboratory Data Sheet" in the column
next to "Boron, mg/1 in Standards".
The curve was developed in Procedure I, Making a
Calibration Curve.

.4)

IX. Sheet 1

(p. 33)

IX. Sheet 2
(p. 34)

53
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EFILDITEMONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Methnd

%
h

.

.711 11101.47 2IIL

OPERATING PROCEDURES bTE2 SEQUENCE

J. Checking the
Calibration Curve
kcontinued)

K. Finding the
Concentration of
Boron, mg/liter for
the Sample(s)

54

3. From that point on the
calibration curve, draw a
perpendicular line down. to

the concentration. line.

4. Record the'concentration o
boron, mg/liter at this
point for the check
standard.

5. Compare this observed.
concentration df boron,
mg/liter to the expected
,concentration of 0.50
mg/liter.--

If the 1-cerved;concentra-
tion of Loran, mg/liter is
within the acceptable
range, the calibration
curve can be used for
K., Finding the
Concentration Cf Boron,
mg/liter for the Sample(s').

1. On the calibration curve,
locate the absorbance value
recorded-for-the-5ftle in
H. Step 9.

2. Draw a dotted line over to
the calibration curve.

3. From that point on the
calibration curve, draw a
perpendicular line down to
the concentration line.

TRAINING

INFORMATION/OPERATINGAOALS/SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE NOTES

4a. Record the value on the "Example Latoratory Data
Sheet" in the column next to the absorbance
value for the 0.50.mg/liter standard.

5a. The observed concentration should be within ±2%
of the expected concentration of 0.50 mg/liter.
1) 2% of 0.50 is 0.01.
2) Thus the acceptable' range of the observed

value is 0.49 - 0.51 mg/liter.

6a. If the observed concentration is not 0.49 - 0.51,
you can re -run a 0.50 mg/liter check standard
and repeat thA comparison in $p 5'above.

6b. If the observed concentration still is not
0.49 - 0.51,discard the calibration curve and
establish a new one by -unniq standards send
constructing a curve. Begin at E.1.

IX.J.4.
(p. 33)

la. This information should be available from the
"Example Laboratory Data Sheet" in the column
next to the "Sample Identification Code."

2a. The curve was developed in Procedure I, Making a
Calibration Curve.

IX. Sheet 1

(P 33)

IX. Sheet 2

(p. 34)

55
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

K. Finding the Concen-
tration of Boron;
mg/liter for the
Sample(s)' (continued

STEP SEgUENCE

4. Record the aoncentration
of boron, mg/liter at this
'point for the sample.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 4
for each sample.

6. Sign the "Example Labora-
tory Data Sheet":

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

4a. Record the value on fhe "Exampletaboratory Data
Sheet" in the column next to the absorbance value
for that s'ampIe.

6a.. On the line marked "Analyst" in the top section.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

IX.K.4.

(p. 33)

IX.K.6.

(P. 33)

5

z

5 7



'EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

SECTI N

I* .

iI

III

IV

V

VI

VII

IX*

T INING,GUIDE

TOPIC

Introduction

Educational Concepts- Mathematics

Ediicational Concepts-Science

Educ'ational Concepts-Comunications,

Field & Laboratory Equipment

.Field &,Laboratory Reagents

Field & Laboratory Analysis

Safety

Records & Reports

*Training guide terials are presented here under the heading marked*.
These standardized headings are used throughout this series of procedures.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boron, Curcumin Method

INJRODUCI

0

Section I

TRAINING GjIDENOTE REFERENCES/RESOURCES

.Boron may occur naturally in some waters .a.. may be
added to water in certain cleaning compounds or as
an industrial waste effluent,

ti

4

The determination of boron in waters, industrial
wastes, and sewage effluents is particularly im-
portant to agrtculture. 4 Boron in small quantities
is an essential element for plant growth. However,
boron in excess of 2.0 7g /liter in irrigation wattr
is harmful to most plants; some are affected by
concentrations as low as 0.75 mg/liter. Drinking
waters generally contain less than 0.1 mg/liter.
Rarely dp they contain more than 1.0 mg/liter which
is still considered innotudUs for human consumption.

The test rescribed in this instruction can be found
in Standard Methods on page 287, entitled 405A.
Curcumin Method, This is the only procedure for
Boron acceptable for NPDES purposes.

Page No 1-32
59

I

1. Water Quality Criteria,
1972. U.S. EPA Govern-
ment Printing Office, No.
5601-00520, Washington,
DC,.p. 341.4

Jr

2. Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and
Wastewater, 14th ed.,
1976, APHA, Washington,
DC, p. 287.-

410



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Boton, Curcumin Method

RECORDS AND REPORTS SECTION IX

SHEET 1
EXAMPLE LABORATORY DATA SHEET Name of Plant

STEP SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE

P.5 Identification Code

A.5 Type (grab or composite)
..

A,5 Date and Time Collected

A.5 Sample Collector

A.6 Date and Time Analysis Began .

,

.

F.15 time Evaporation Ended

H.7 Time Absorbances Read

K.6 --Analyst .

E.2

E.14

Concentration of Boron, ..

mg/1 in Standards

H.8 Absorbance J.4

Concentration of Boron,
mg/1 11 Chick Standard

0.00
.

'.--..

:

0.20 4

0.50

,G.80

1.00

F.8 Sample Identification
Code H.9 Absorbance K.4

Concentration of Boron,
mg/1 in Sample

Page No. 1-33
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A PROTOTYPE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
ROUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

for the

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL CALCIUM
(VOLUMETRIC METHOD)

as applied in

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES
and in the

MONITORING OF EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS

Developed by the

National Training and Operational Technology Center
Municipal Operations and Training Division

Office of Water Program Operations

. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

CH.ca.EMP.lb.6.77
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: yolumetric Determination of Total Calcium

This Operational Procedure was developed by:

NAME William T. Engel

ADDRESS Charles County Community College
P. O. Box 910
La Plata, Maryland 20646

POSITION Associate Professor of Chemistry

EDUCATION AND TECiNICAL BACKGROUND

BS - Saint Francis College, Loretto, Pennsylvania

MS - Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio

4 years Instructor (Chemistry).

2years Assistant Director Pollution Abatement
Technology Department

A
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:00olumetric Determination of Total Calcium

1. OW4Ctive:

To determine the total calcium content of a wastewater effluent sample.

2. Description of Analysis:

The procedure, involves a pretreatment of the sample r,ith' nitric acid
which eliminates interferences from suspended'Material normally present
in wastewater. The sample is subsequently analyzed by the,EDTA
titrimetric method. The results are reported as Total Calcium in mg/l.

1

Source of Procedure: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater, 13th Edition, APHA, AWWA, WPCF, 1971. pages 84, 85, and 416.

Methods for Chemical Analysis of W4ter and Wastes, 1974 Edition, Methods
Development and Quality Assurance Research Laboratory, National Environ-
mental Research Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268. pages 82-83.

Page No. 2-4
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Volumetric Determination of Total Calcium
. .

.

. . -i-'-
4:.

Equipment anefSVPOY/Requirem'epi

\
A. Capital Eq ipMent \

..., , ,..---,-

1: Balance -Analytical,0.1--mg accuracy
2. Balaficet-72trIple beam 0.1 g accuracy

-44

3. pH met+
, 4: Hoeplas must heat to above 100°C

B. ReusabTe Stwpp1 es

1.1.4ceakers - 50 ml, 250 ml, and 600 mi
i%Oottles - storage B/S 8,ind 32 oz.
4i Buref- 50 ml /' .

7/4.Allinders -' graduated', 25 ml, 50 ml and 500 ml
,/ 5: Flask - Erlenmeyer,.125 ml, and 500 ml

// 6. Pitiets - Mohr, 2.ml, 5 ml, and 10 1-----
/// 7. Pipets - Volumetric, 10 ml .and,

8. Ring stand
9. Flask - Volumetric, 100 ml, 500 ml, and 1000 ml
10. Clamp - Burst

x
11. Funnel - 60"
12. Plastic wash bottle
13. Measuring spoon - 0.2 g

C. Consumable Supplies

1. EDTA (EtWylenedinitrilo4etraacetic acid disodium salt)

(Na2H2C10H1208N2 . 2H20)

2. Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) anhydrous powder
3. Hydrochloric acid - concentrated (HC1)
.4. Ammonium hydroxide - concentrated (N H)H40
5. Methyl red indicator
6. Nitric acid - concentrated (HNO3)
7. Filter -pager (#42)

8. Sodium-hydroxide (NaOH) r
9d SOdium,chloride (NaC1).

,10. Eriochrome blue black R indicator (Calcon)

CU

0



vimIINFr OC Y RE: oumerceermlfarrOno o a ac um

OPERATING PROCEDURES

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL C
41.

A. E ipment
Preparation

1, Glassware Wash-up

2. 3alance Inspection

3. pH Meter
Inspection

IIEN111.3111..
MENEM.

TaTJE-TTOT-Z93

TRAiNiNG
STEP SEQUENCE . INFORMATION/OPMAIING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS CEDE NT ES

LCIUM ('VOLUMETRIC METHOD), mg/

. Clean all glassware in a,
Suitable detergent.

. Clean all balarres -
analytical balance and
trip1 'am balance.

. Use 01P on pH to calibrate
the pH meters.

la. Distilled water drains without leaving any
droplets.

la. Free of dust and dirt.

Ia. See EPA-430/1-74-015, Outline 15.

B. Reagent Preparation

1. Distilled Water

2, Hydrochloric
Acid (BC1 1:1)

. Deionized distilled water
should be prepared by
passing distillu1 water
through a mixed bed of
cation end anion exchange
resins.

1. If metal impurities arcs
present, follow the same
distillation procedure as
for the nitric acid.

2. Pour 400 ml of distilled
water in a 1 liter volu-
metric flask.

3. Add 500 ml of concentrated
hydrochloric acid to th'

flask and mix.

la. All reagents and calibration standards should be
prepared with this water.

3a. Transfer tne acid'in fume hood. 8



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Volumetric Determination of Total Calcium

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMAT- ION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIF!CATIONS

B. Reagent "reparation
(Continued)

3. EDTA Titrant
(0.01M)
(Ethyleriedini-

triolo tetra-
acetic acid
disodium salt)

Na
2
H
2
C
10

H
12

0
8
N
2

2H
2
0)

4. Methyl Red
Indicator

69

4. Mix thoroughly.

5. Dilute to 1pliter.

6. Transfer to a 1 liter
storage bottle and label
asl:T hydrochloric aci-d-
(HC1).

1. Weigh 3.723 grams of EDTA
in a weighing boat.

2. Dissolve the EDTA in
approximately 800 ml of
distilled water in a
1 liter volumetric flask.

3. Dilute to 1 liter.

4. Transfer to a storage
bottle and label.

o

1. Weigh 20 mg of methyl.red
indicator in a weighing
boat.

2. Dissolve in a mixture of
60 ml of ethyl' alcohol

and 40 ml of distilled
water.

3. Transfer. the indicator
solution to a 100 ml

-stor?,e bottle any label
-app ,priately.

_4.

GUIDE NOTES 4

la. One milliliter of 0.01 M EDTA titrant is
equivalent to 400.8 pg calcium.

70
Page No. 2-7



MORINO PROCEDURE: Wm:metric peterminatIon OT
o

'OPERATING PROCEDURES

B. Reagent Preparation
(Continued)

STEP SEQUENCE

5. Ammonium'Hydroxide 1. Measure 203 ml of reagent

Solution grade ammonium hydroxide

(NH4OH 3N) (NH
4
OH)'-in a graduated

.cylinder.

2. Transfer to 500 ml of
distilled water in a

6. Standard Calcium
Solution

71

ti

1 lit-i-iiiiTUmetric flask.

3.-Mix the solution and dilut
to 1

4. Transfer to a storage
bottle and label.

1. Weigh 1.000,gram
anhydrous calcium
carbonate (CaCO 3) in a

weighing boat.

2. Transfer to a 500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

3. Add 1:1 HC1 to the flask
until all the calcium
carbonate has dissolved.

A. Add 200 ml distilled water
to the flas.:.

5. toil the flask fur a few 5a.
minutes.

6. Cool the solution and add
4 drops of methyl red
indicator.



INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TI

GU

gent
tide

r--

f

lask.

dilut

a

task

fed.

water

few 5a. This will expel excess carbon dioxide (CO2).

add

k



o

TRAINING 4
GUIDE NOTES

72
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EFFLUENT M6NITORING PRCCEDURF.: Volumetric Determination of Total Calcium

OPERATING PROCEDURES.

B. Reagent Preparation
(Continued)

STEP SEQUENCE

7. The color gust now be ad7
justed to an intermediate
orange color by'adding
3N NH OH or 1:1 HC1 as

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS-

required.

8. Transfer the solution to
a 1 liter volumetric flask
and dilute to 1 iiter with
distilled water.

9. Transfer to a storage
bottle and label.

7. Sodium Hydroxide 1. Weigh out 40 grams of
Solution sodium hydrokide.
(NaOH 1N)

8 Eriochrome
Blue Black R
Indicator

2. Dissolve in 600 ml of
distilled water in a 1
liter volumetric flask.

3:Dilute to 1 liter.

4. Transfer to a storage
bottle and label.

. Grind together 200 mg
of rxiochrome Blue Black
R dye-with 100 grams of
solid sodium chloride
(NrC1).

2. Store in tightly

---1-3-----
i stoppered bottle.

9a. This solution is equivalent to 1.00 mg
CaCO3 per 1.00.ml.

la. Use a mortar and pestle.
lb. 0.2 grams will be used for each titration,

it is therefore advantageous to have a 0.2 gram
transfer spoon available.

TRAINING'
GUIDE NOTES

Page No. 2-9
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

umetr c 'e erm ma

STEP SEQUENCE

on oa ac um

C. Standardization of
EDTA Titrant

(

75

3

. Measure 25.0 ml of the
standard calcium solution
into a 125 ml Erlenmeyer
flask.

2:: Add 2".0aNaTHsolfft-to
to the flask.

3. Tratisfer 0.2 grams of the
Eriochrome Blue Black R
indicator to the flask.

4. Add the EDTA titrant from
the buret slowly and with
swirling until the color
changes from red through
purple to bluish purp'.:

to a pure blue.

5. Record the ml of EDTA on
the data sheet.

tr

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

=-rays -111Wo 'Wl

TRAINING .

GUIDE NOTES

.17-11Tti46,11ftl-on shauld nowbeilTrIte-0-range

of 12;13,;,,

2b. 6 pH meter may be used to check the solution.

4t1

5a. If the concentration of EDTA was exitctly 0.01M,
then the titration should require 25 ml and the

value of B in the formula:

mg/1 Ca =AXBX400.8
ml sample

,would be equal to (1).
5b. B is the mg of CaCO3 equivalent to 1.00 ml of

EDTA titrant.

(Continued)



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Volumetric Determination of Total Calcium
4

OPERATING PROCEDURES

=1-..
STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

TRAINING
GUIDE.NOTES

C. Standardization of
EDTA Titrant
(Continued) 5c. Therefore:

B = ml 00 EDTA titrant required in
your standardization

. 25K1
If-ml-of titrant = 25 ml

the6-3 = 25/25 = 1

If ml of titrant = 24

then B = 24 = 0.96
75"

D. Analysis of Calcium
in the sample,

';1. Pretreatment of

Sample

7 7

. Acidify the sample at the
time of sample collection
by the addition of conc.
Nitric acid -to a pH of 2.

2. Transfer 50 ml of well
mixed sample to a 150 ml
beaker.

3. Add 5 ml of 1:1 hydro7
chloric acid.

4. Place the beaker on a hot
plate and heat at 95 C for
15 minutes.

3

la. The nitric acid should be free from Ca or re-
, diStilled. .

lb. Use a pH meter to measure.

'2a. Use a graduated cylinder.

3a. Use a graduated pipet.
3b. The hydrochloric acid should be free from calcium

or redistilled.

4a. The sample should not boil during this'time.

# 7 6

Page Nu. 2-11



EFFLUENT-MONITORING PROCEDURE: Volumetric Determination of Total-Calcium
rage No. z-ic

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

D. Analysis of Calcium
in the sample
(continued) 5. Cool to room temperature.

*Titration

6. Filter the sample.

7. Adjust the sample volume
to 50 ml with'distilled

water.

*8. Transfer the sample to a
125 ml Erlenmeyer flask.

1. Using tbe digested sample,
acid 2.010 of NaOH
(soJium hydroxide) solu-
tion to the beaker.

2. Transfer 0.2 grams of the
Eriochrome Blue Black R
indicator to the beaker.

3. Add the EDTA titrant from
the buret slowly, and with
thorough mixing, until the
color changes from red
through purple to bluish
purple to a pure blue.

INFORMATION/ORERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

6a. Use filter paper.
6b. Filter into a 50 ml graduated cylinder
6c. Wash down the walls of the beaker and add to

ne flask.

7a. Dilute to the mark on the volumetric flask.
7b. The sample'is now ready for analysis.

8a. For titration.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

la. This solution should be in the pH range of

12-13.
lb. A pH meter may be used to check the solution.

2a. Use a 0.2 gram spoon.



'EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Volumetric Determination of Tctal Calcium

OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

D. Analys.s of Calcium
in the sample (con-

. tinued
4. Record the ml of EDTA on

the data sheet.

81

11111101M11
TRAINING

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS GU.DE NOTES

ti

4a. Calculation of Total Calcium (mg/1)

mg/1 Total Co =AXBX400.8
-Erof sample

A = ml of EDTA used in titration
B = mg CaCO3 equivalent to 1.00 ml EDTA

(See C.5 for the value)

-Example: A = 5.2 ml
B = 0.96
ml of sample = 50

mg/1 Total Calcium (Ca) =
5.2 X 0.96 X 400.8 = 40 mg/1

c0



A PROTOTYPE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
ROUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

for the

DETERMINATION OF COPPER (Cu++), MAGNESIUM (Mg++)

MANGANESE (Mn++), AND ZINC (Zn++)

as applied in

WASTEWATER TREATMENT' ACILITIES
and in the' --

MONITORING OF EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS

Developed by tne

National Training and 00eational Technology Center
Municipal Operations and Training Division

Office of Water Program Operations
U.S. E;vironmental Protection Agency 0

Ch. ET.aa.EMP.1b.7.77

83
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EFFLUENT MONITORIN1 PRtCEDURE: Determination of Cum, Mgr, Mn ,and ZN

This instructional sequence was developed by:

NAME 'Pal,d F.,Hallbach

ADDRESS EPA, OWPO, NTOTC, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 ,

POSITION Chemist- Instructor

EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

B.S. Chemistry
14 years Industrial Chemist
16 years HEW-FWPCA-EPA-Chemist

I
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDUP* Determination of Cu++, Mg++, Mn++,and Zn++

1, Analysis Objective:

To determine the copperi magnesium, manganese and zinc concentrat;',n of

an effluent.

2. Grief Description of Analysis:

The sample is digested with concentrated nitric acid Ad evaporated

to dryness. The residue is treated with hydrochloric acid, silicates
and other insoluble material are removed by filtration ane, the sample
is analyzed for the total metals of interest by atomic absorption
spectrophotcmetry.

*4*

Source of Procedure: Methods for Chemical Analysis orWater and Wastes, 1974,
Environmental Protection Agency, Methods Development and Quality Assurance

-RatePrch Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio, p. 82

Page No. 3-4
85
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Cu++, Mg++, Mn44,and Z1144

Operating ProCedures:

A. Sample Digestion

B. Reagent Preparation

C. Instrument Calibration

D. Instrumental Analysi

E. Calculations

$0-

-66
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Cu ", Mg
++

, Mn
++

, and Zn
++

General Description of Equipment and Supplies Used in the Process

A. Capital Equipments,

1. Balance, analytical - sensitivity 0.1 milligram

2. Atomic absorption'spectrophotometer
3. pH meter
4. Hot plate, 110 V

B, Reusable Supplies

1. Flasks, volumetric 100 ml, 1000 ml pipets
2. Pipets, volumetric, 50 ml, 3 ml, 1 ml
3. Reagent bottles, glass with glass stopper
4. Anion and cation exchange resin cartridges
5. Beakers, 100-m1
6. pH paper
7: Watch glass
8. Funnel, 80 mm diameter
9. Ring stand and 3 inch ring

10. Graduates 50 ml. 10 ml

C. Consumable Supplies

1. Reagents

Copper metal (analytical reagent grade)
Magnesium oxide, analytical reagent grade

Manganese metal
Zinc metal

Sr'

Page No. 3-6,
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Cu
++

, Mg
++

, Mn++, and DI
++

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

A. Sample Digestion

f.

. Transfer 50 ml of sample
into a clean 100 ml beaker.

2. Check the pH using
pyhydrion paper.

3. add 3.0 ml of concentrated
nitric acid.

4. Place the beaker on a hot

plate.

5. Evaporate to dryness
cartiously.

6. Remove the beaker from the
hot plate. Allow it to
cool- to room temperature
and add another 3 ml
aliquot of concentrated
nitric acid.

7. Cover the beaker with a
watch glass and place it on
the hot plate.

8. Increase the temperature of
the hot plate so that a
gentle reflux.ar:tion

occurs.

9. Add 5 ml of lql,HC1,and
again warm the bea:.er"to
dissolve the residue.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

la. Use a 50 ml pipet:

2a.

3a.

4a.

5a.

The pH should be 2.0. If the sample was, not
acidified upon collection, add 1:1 nitric acid
dropwise until the pH is adjusted to 2.0.

use a 3 ml pipet. Use a rubber bulb on the

pipet.

Adjust thp hot plate'for medium heat.

Make certain that the sample'does not buil.

6a. Use a 3,0 ml pipet.

8a. Continile heating adding additional acid as
necessftry, until the digestion is complete
(generally indici.tect by a light colored

residue).

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

Page No. 3-7



an4 Zn

QPERATING PROCEDURES' STEP SEQUENCE

rase nu. 34.TS-

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
YRAINING

'GUIDE NOTES

A. Sample Digestion
(Cont'd.)

10. Wash down the beaker wall% 10a. Use a plastic wash bottle.
and watch glass with dis-
tilled water.

11. Filter the sample through
Whatman #42 filter paper
into a clean 100 ml
volumetric flask.

12. Dilute the .flask to the
mark with distilled water.

B. Reagent Preparktion

1. Deionized
Distilled Water

2. Nitric Acid
Concentrated
(HNO3)

3. Hydrochloric Acid
(HC1) 1.1

4. Copper Stock
Standard Solution

90

, Prepare by passing distilled la. Use deionized distilled
water through a mixed bed of all reagents, calibration
of cation and anion ex- dilution water.
change resins.

r for the preparation
ndards and, as

. Commercially available
reagent grade.

. Prepare a 1:1 solution of
reagent grade hydrochloric
acid by adding 25 ml of
commercially available
reagent grade hydrochloric
acid to 25 ml of deionized
water.

. Carefully weigh 1.00 grams
of electrojte copper
(analyt' reagent grade)
on an ana:tical balance.

le: Use a 50 ml graduate

la. Use a plastic weighing dish.

91
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-cFLUENT MONITPRING PROCEDURE: Determination of Cu++, Mq+, Mn++., and Zn++

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

B. Reageht Preparation
(Cont'd.)

5. Magnesium:Stock
Standard Solution

1
6. Manganese Stock

Standard Solution

92

2. Transfer the copper into a
clean 100 ml beaker. Add
15 ml distilled water and
5 ml-HNO

3
and dissolve.

3. Transfer the solption.td a
1000 ml volumetric flask
and dilute to the mark with
deicnized distilled water.

1. Weigh 0.829 grams of mag-
nesium oxide on an analyt-
ical balance.

2. Transfer the reagent into a
hit) ml beaker and,add 15 ml
distilled water and 10' ml
of concentrated HNO

3

3. After dissolution transfer
into a clean 1000 ml volu-
metric flask and dilute to
the mark with deionized
water.

1. Weigh 1.000 grams of
manganese metal on an
analytical balance.

2. Transfer into a 100 ml
beaker. Add -15 ml dis-

tilled water.

3. Add 10 ml HNO
3

and dissolve.

4. Transfer the solution into
a 1000 ml volumetric flask.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/ °ECIFICATIONS,

3a. Use a plastic wash tattle to rinse the beaker
into the volumetric ask.

3b. One ml equals 1 mg copper (1000 mg/1):

la. Use a plastic weighing dish.

3a.

3b.

Use a plastic Wasrbottle to rinse the beaker
into the volumet1ric flisk.

One ml equals 0.550 mg4g (500 mg/1) .

la. Use a plastic weighing dish.

3a. Warm if necessary.

93
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- OPERATING'PRQCEDURES

B. Reagent Preparation
(Cont'd.)

erin n on o u t-1-1177'17741, and zn

'STEP SEQUENCE

5'. Dilute to the mark with
1 percent (0) HC1.

7. /inc Stock standard Weigh 1.00 gram of zinc
metal moan analytical
balance.

2. Transfer into a,100 ml
beaker. Add 15 ml distil

water and 10 ml of concen-
, trated HNO

3
and dissolve.

3. Trtnsfer the solution into
a 1000ml volumetric.flask
and dilute to the mark.
with deionized distilled
water.

Solution

INF4TON/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
--,-7

5a. Ole percent (v/v) HC1 canbeHmade by adding 10 ml
Hil .,ci 990 ml' of deicnized.water.

5b. One ml equals 1 mg Mn(1000 mg/I)

la. Use a plastic weighing dish.

8. Fuel and Oxidant 1. Cbmmereial.grade acetylene
is generally acceptable.

2. Air may be supplied &OM a
'compressed air line, a
laboratory compressor, or
froM a cylinder of
commercial air.

'C. instrument Calibratior

9,4.

1. Turn on air supply.

2. Turn -on acetylene supply.

3. Turn on instrument and
ignite flame.

t

a. 'Ilse a 10 ml graduate.

3a. Use a plastic wash bottle to rinse the beaker
during the transfer.

3b.,Onem1 equals 1 mg-Zn (1000 mg/1)

2a. Caution: Air -supply must be 'free from oil

or othe'conteminants.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

3a. See instruction manual for your partiCular
instrument.
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, TOUAT M6NITOiNG PROCEDURE: Detenmination'of Cu", Mg7",-Mh, alid,Zn++°
4r

4

0 ERATING PROCEDURES.

t

0

S

C. Inittument Calibraii 4. Turn'on.power,to'hollow
(Ccint'd.) cathode la*.

,

5. .Select wave length for
appropriate metal.

6. Prepare a series of stand-

. . ard solutions for each
Jt

metal as follows:

Copper.

Transfer lo,p ml of'stock
"copper solution, into a

100 ml volumetric flask
and dilute to the matk
with deionized distilled
water and shake well.

Transfer 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.
and 1.0 ml of the diluted
standard solution into each
of five 100 ml.volumetrie
flasks'respectively.
Dilute to tne mark witk
deionized distilled water
and shake well. The con-

' centration of these solu-
tions will be 0.2, 0.4i- .

0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mg/1-
respectively.

Magnesium
Transfer 1.0.ml of stock
magnesium standard into a

96-
100 ml volumetric flask q

and-Oilute to the mark with

Afstilled,water.

, .

INFORMATION/.OPERATING POALS/SPECIFI6ATIONS,
a

A

a 'Select lamp for proper metal-analysis.

TRAINING
AGUIDE-NOTES- :1

5a. Copper-(324.7 nm), magnesium,(285:2 nm),
manganese (279.5 nm) and zihe (t13.9 nm)

1

Use a 1. ml micro Wet graduated in 0.1 ml.

. .

.1 97
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. OFERATIN&PROCEDURES.,z-, STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOAWSPiCIFICATIONS

C. Insthiment Calibration
1Cont'd.)

4,

2

S

98.

.4/

Transfer 0.2, 0.4,
0.8, and 1.0 mT of the
diluted Stindard solttion
into each of five 100 ml.

j volumetric flasks re-
f spectiliely. Dilute to the
/..mark with deionized-dis-
: tilled water-andishake

well. The concentration .

of these.solutions wit] be'
0.02,'0.04, 0:06,,0.08 and
0.10 mg/1 respectively.

'Man ganese

rails er1.101.0 ml of stock

manganese solution into a
100' ml volumetric flask.
Dilute to the mirk
deionized distilled.wate
and shake well.

Transfer 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8i and 1.0 ml of the
diguted*standard into each
five 100`ml volumetftc 'r
flasks respectively.
Dilute to the mark with de-
ionized distilled water and,
shake well. The coRcentra-
tion of these solutions will
be 0:2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0 Mg/1 respectively.

V

Zfn
ra sfei '10.0 ml of stock

zinc solution into a.100

-

Co

e .

TRAINING ;.

G 'DENOTES.

t,

9 9

:
-

°
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Cu++,Mg++, Mn .and Zn4+

OPERATING PROCEDURE-S.-

C: Instrument Calibripion
(Cont'd.)

4,

D. Instru ental Analysts

100,

STEP SEQUENCE

volumetkc Tlask. Dilute
to the mark with deionized
distilled water and. shake
well

Transfer 0.2, OA, 0.5,
0.8, and 1.0 ml 'of the-'
dilated standard into each
of five 100 ml Volumetric
flasks respectively. ,Di-
lute the mark with deiohi
distilled water me shakes
.Weil. The. concentration
-ofthese solutions will be
0.2, .0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0 flig/1 respectively,

7., Ignite flame and aspirate
standard solutions into' the
flame.

IL-Pre-Pare a calibration curve
by plotting the concentra-
tion of the respective'
metals against.the response
for each concentration.

I FORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

.'2

Mml=p

8a. Record the response on a -recordee or use the
readout provided on the instrument.

1. Aspirate-the'unknown solu- la. Flame characteristics and instrumental settings
tion into the instruthent. shoult1 be She same for standards and unknowns.
immediately following the
aspiration of the standards.

2. Record the. response.

0

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

--rft

' 1 0 1
Page No. 3-13
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OPERATING PROC STEP SEQUENCE _ INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE 'NOTES

4

. culations

102

1.'Determine the'Conceiltrati6n
of the metal in the sample
by subitituting the db:
served instrumental re-
sponse on the appropriate

1---

calibration curve.

a

ti

0

4

103'



'A PROTOTYPE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
ROUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

for the

DETERMINATION OF LEAD Di:ATOMIC ABSORPTIONt
USING THE EXTRACTION PROCEDURE

d1

as.applied in

WASTEWATEkoTRiATMENT FACILITIES
, and in the

MONITORING. OF EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS

6
Developed by the

National.Training and Operational Technology Center
Kunicipal Operations and Training Division

. Office of Water Program Operations
U.S, Environmental Protection Agency

lb .

1 04
t:1

4

CH.MET.aa.EMP.2b3.77 44. . Page No. 4-1 .
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, V

EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: DOerminati4n of Lead iy Atomic Absorption
UsIng,t,eqxtraction Procedure

,
/

-
.

P Tkis operational procedurewaJ dev94iped by:
-- , ,/

,'' _NAME John D. Pfaff
%

ADDRESS EPA, OWPO, NTOT.C, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

A
,POSITION. Chemist-Instructor,

EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

B.S. Chemistry
3 years - Research Chemist
15 years - Training Instructor .

Y.

O

I

105
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption
Using`the Extraction Procedure

1. Analysis Objectives:
. .

,
I

The learner will
. ,

determaneth lead content of a sample by extracting
' the sample and determining the resul s on an Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer.

. , .
.

2. Brief Description of Atplysis: ,
I

The sample is concentrAted through chelation and extraction with organic:
solvents. The method Produces a solution which can be run under s*,- ''

. conditions for atomic absorption. The solution is then aspirator'
into any atomicabsorpi*on instrument of sufficient sensitivity. illb procedure

\I
contains directions for the use of an Instrumentation Laboratory inc.*, Model
153 Atothic Absorption Spectrophotometer: '

3.- Applicability ofthis Procedure:

a. Range of Concentration:

The extraction procedure is recommended for levels of lead below 100 micro-
grams per liter.

b. Pretreatment of Samples:

Tpis EMP ntludes the digestion procedure specified in the'Federal Register
Guidelines to determine total lead concentrations. "o'

c. Treatment of Interferences in Samples:

Since this EMP procedure involves cheladon and extraction of lead from
a water sample into'organic solvents, the lead is separated'fkrdissolved

, materials that might interfere in a direct aspiration. The EMP includes
procedures or information,about glasAware preparation, reagent purity and
the exceptional sensitivity of this analysts to turbulence and absorption
bands in the flame. The choice of using a 217:0-o 283.3 nm wavelength is
also discussed. A section about interferences to atom' bsorption spectro-

photometry (chemical, dissolved solids, ionization and spec can be

. found in the Source of Procedure.*

* Source of Procedure: Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes, 1974,
Environmental Protection Agency, Methods Development and Quality Assurance
Research-Labortory, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268, Page 89'and 112.

*Mention of particular brand name,does not constitute endorsement by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

106
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Adsorption
, Using the Extraction Procedure

A. Preparing to Test tfte Solution

B. Reagent'Preparation

Sample Preservation and Haridling

D. Instrument Set-Up

E. Solubilliiation of Sample

F. Preparation of Standard Dilutions

G. Extraction Procedure

H. Instrument Operation

I. Calibration

-Instrument Shui4owm

K. Maintenance

14

SEE FIGURE 1 ON PAGE 31 IN THE TRAINING GUIDE FOft A "FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE

.EXTRACTION METHOD".
,

1

k

10

O

eo,
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,
EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic AbsOrption

Using the Extraction Procedure

General Description of.Equipment Used in the Process

./)

A. Capital Equipment

.1. Instrumcntation Laboratories* Model 153 Atomit Absorption orequivalent

2. Hollow cathode lamp - lead

- 3. Balance, analytical with a 0.1 mit:11gram sensitivity //

4. Pressure regulator valves:

a. Two stage reigulatoidesigned to .deliver acety,leile

with an "Inlet CGA 510 .connector
0

ti:-Two stage. regulator designed -tto detiVer-tir-from---
'cylinder with an Inlet CGA 1340 connector

5. Balance, with a,O.l'or 0.01 gram sensitivity
6: Magnetic stirrer - hot plate and magnet retriever

A 7. Still, borosilicate glass distillation apparatus

8. Steam bath for 100 ml'beakers, 6 plus X samples
9. pH meter (optional) to adjust-PH fnr test'

B. Reusable Supplies .

. .

1. Six plus' one/sample. Beaker 100/m1 capacity

'2. One for each sample plus one more. Beaker 250 ml capacity

3. Three bottles, dropper, browpt glass, 100 ml capacity
4.,One bottle reagent; brown glass, 1000 ml capacity
5. Two bottles reagent, clear glass, 501, ml capacity
`6. One cylinder,Araduated, 250 ml capacity
7. Two cylinders, graduated, 500 ml capacity
8. Two flasks, Erjenmeyer,.graduated, 500 ml capacity.

.
9; Two ,fla-sk'S;. Volumetrit, 1000 ml capacity

10. Four flasks, volumetric, 10(ltil capacity

11. Six one/sample. Flask, vklumetric, wide base, 10 ml capacity

,
12, One for each sample, very small- funnel to filter 3-5 ml,

13. Stx plus one/sample. Funnel separatory, 250 ml capacity

14.. Otte pipet volumetric, 1 ml capacity
'15. One' pipet volumetric, 2 ml capacity
16. One pipet volumetric, 3 ml capacity

.
17. Three pipets volumetric, 5 ml capacity

'18. Five pipets volumetric, 13 ml
19. One pipet volumetric, 20 ml
20. Three pipets graduated] /10, 10 ml
.21. One pipet graduated l' /lo, 1 ml

22. Two pipets, graduated 1/10, 25 ml
23. One pipet, volumetric, 15 ml
24. One for. each sample.4Watch glasses,, 3.5 inch 'diameter

25. Instrument manufacturer% manual on the atomic absorption instrument

26'. 'Safety_glasses
27. One separatory funnel rack
28. One washtbottle, plastic

* Medtion of a particular brand namedpes not constitutvendorsement by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Page No.' 4-6
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead,.by Atomic Absorption
USIng the Extraction Procedure

C. Consumable Supplies

.

1,'Deionizing column - mixed bed type, such as Barnstead-Ultrapure-red cap
(D0809) or Fisher #9 -034 -3

2. Gases:
Fuel - acetylene (C2H4).- for use with the atomic absorption instrument,.

F. "purified" grade, cylinder size -(DOT78AL) 380 cuf, CGA,size 510
Oxidant -air - for us,_ with, the atomic ibsorption instrument, 'dry"

grade_rylinder_sizeADOT3AA2.0151_2200cuf,CAsize,1340'
Label for reagent L'ott1es - at least 7,

4.- Laboratory notebooks'
5. Pencil, wax marking

, s
6. Reagents' _

. :

a. Ammbnium hydroxide (NH4OH) r a test reagent, purchase reagent grade 7

- 1 pt (473 m1) minimum ,

b. Brompheno4 blue* - (C10198r405S) - a test reagent, purchase ACS

grade - 5 gram minimum, may not be needed if pH meter. is used to
adjust pH .

.

c. Con disulfide (CS2).. used to prepare a reagent, purchase
_ .

7 reagent ,grade -/1 pint (473 ml) minimum.
d. Chloroform- (C4IC1

3'
-- used td prepare a reagent, purchase reagent

grade, 1 gal (3800 m1).minimum .

e. Ethyl alcohol* - (CH3CH2OH) - used to prepare areagent, purchase

denatured - 1 ptA473-m1)-minimum-(May-not be needed if pH meter
. is used to adjust-pH)

.

f. Hydrochloric acid ( C1) -iused as a reagent, purchase ACS grad, 1 pt
(473 ml.) minimum

g. Lead nitrate,.anhy zus (Pb(NO3)21__=_msed_p_prgpare'standaHs,

puraase,ACS grade 1/4 pound or 100 grams minimum
h. Nitric Acid (HNO3) useds a reagent, purchase ACS grade, 1 pt (473 ml)

minimum
Pyrrolidine (C4H9N) - a test reagent,:purchAse reagentArade, 1/4 lb

or 100 g:minimum can be purchased ?rom Aldrich Chemical Co.
(Cat. No. P7,380 -3) 940'W. St. Paul Ave.

',Milwaukee, WI 53233

/
'7. Filter _per, Whatman #42 to fit very small funnel

.

* if Bromphenol blue solutiim is purchased, theie reagents need not be purchased.

109
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the Extradtion Proc Ure

,

' TRAINING_'OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE kOTES
T/ , , . .

A'. Preparing to Test 1. Clean all glassware to la; All glassware including sample bottles,shaild V.A.1. .

the Solution, . remove all metals . be washed.- (p.-.29)*
0

.,

. 2. AsSemble equipment to be . See the equipmentolists'contained in this EMP. I.A.2.
.. . Aised. (p. 27).

.

.
.4 3: Prepare all reagents for 3a. See proce 'res, Section If.

.

_
.

. . .z the-test. , ; 1,.

.
,, .- ,4. Optimize ,the atomic 4a. See procedures, Sections D and H. and Manufactur-

v. 'absoiiim,inttrument. er's mantial.
, .

_
. . , .

.
.

i -
. .

5. Solubiliie the samplecs) 5a: See ProCedures, Sections E, F, and G.
,

. and extract the sample(s) . ,

. and stedard dilutions., , .

.

. .

.

. .-
,

..,

1,
.,' Aspirate all'into;the AA. 6a. See procedures, Section I. .

,

..-, . .
.,

.-:, 7Calculate results and , 7a. Record sample'information in a'lab nptebook along
'record' data. with date and iimeZof analysis..

..,

. . 7b. After analysis, rqcord.the'analYtic_linformation

. ' beside sample information. . .
.

- . , .

,
, .

.

. ,..0-...
.

,x.
.

.B. Reagent Prepahtion
'.

. -.,

.

.

.

/1,.Deronized distilled 1. Prepare by passing dist: la. Irseodeionized distilled water fOr.the prOaration
water- 'tilled water throqgh a 7- , of all reagents, standards, blanks

'

andas
I.-,

, mixed bed of cationand , dilution water. .. _ .

anion exchange resibs. ,lb. Use bed such as;'Bahistead-Ultraliu re red cap .
.&

,

(D0809) or Fisher #9-034-3.
.

2. Nitric acid , . No preparatibn necessary. la. Use only reagent grade of analyzed purity. .
.

concentrated -
.,,

, ,
.

.
% ,

1 0
4 i
0.



-4 EFFLUENT'MONITORING OfiOCEDURE: 'Oeterminatioti of Lead by 'Atomic AbsorOtion Using '

.the Utrectibn Procedure -

.400

OPERATING' PROCEDURES

B. Reagent Preparation
(continued)

3. 'Nitric acid

(1:1 dilution)-
HRO

3

4
4. Hydrochloric aciri

02 6,014)

I.

1.

1.

STEP SEQUENCE

.\..

Prepare by addtng arl equal
volume of acid to an equarl
volume of water (i.e., 250
ml acid to 250 ml water).

ahout 50 ml water to a

----tpu-n4-volometrit-flask
4-- .

2. Pipet 5 ml concentrated
,HCl to the flask.,

3.'Cool and dilute to 100 ml

with water.

5. Stock lead solution

$1''
6. Working lead stand-

.,ard solution.

'Dissolve 1.599 g of
analytical reagent grade
lead nitratet(Pb(NO,L)
in water. f 6*

- Add 10',m1 concentrated

nitric acid (HNO3)

3.:Riluta to 1 liter. with

eionized distilled water.

1. Add -500 ml water to a
volumbtric flask.

,1

2. Add 10 ml concentrated
Nitric Acid (HNOk).

INFORMATION/OPERATINd COALS/SPECIFICATION$.

la. Caution: acid should-ilAys'Nbe added fo water

so as to avoid spattering.
lb. A graduated.Erlenmeyer flask can be used for

this preparation.

la. Use a'reagent grade-analyzed acid to avoid con-
tion.

lb. Caution: protectivieequipment should be used.

2a. Use-a-5 re volumetric pipet. .4.4.24+4416

3a. Store in brown dropper..bottle (about 100 ml
vol.) before use:

la. Weighing should be done on an analytical balance.
lb. All, reagents should be labeled with reagent name,

concentration, date of 'preparation.
lc. Concenthtion of stock is 1-mg Pb/ml.
ld. Use'a .1000 ml

.2a. Use 'a graduate.

a

Ute a 1000 ml volumetric
Should be prepared'freih
is to be,done..

Use a graduate:

Arian in.

flask.
each day an

4-

analysls

1.

41.

4

113
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46fiOn-Ti-oci.dure--
f

I

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES
_ .

B. Reagent-Preparaiion
(continued?;--

7. Pyrrolidine'
. dithiocarbaMic

-acid (PDCA)

8. Ammonium hydroxide
(NH4OH) concentrated

. 114

3. Add 10.0 ml stock lead
-solutiOn (Reagent 5) to
the flask.

4. Dilute to the mark with
water.

. Add 500 ml.dhloroform to
a liter flask.

2.-Add 18 ml of analytical
gradelYftolidine.

3. Add 15 ml of carbon
disulfide (CS,) in small
portions With `swirling.

4. Dilute to 1 liter with
chloroform.

. Pot r the concentrated
NH

4
OH into a glass dropper

bottle. ,

3a. Use a volumetric pipet.

4a. Concentration is 0.01 mg Pb/ml.

4 ..

la. This reagent should be prepared in a well ven-
tilated area (or hood)

lb Measure 500 ml-with graduated cylinder.

2a. Pipet with a graduated Pipet.
2b. Generates heat -- cool before proceeding.
2c..For supplier, see chemical list.
12d. CAUTION -- reagent is flammable, toxic and

corrosive.
. /

3i.*Carbon disultite is very odorous. Prepare in
hood-or well ventilated area.

3b. Use a Measuring pipet.
.

.3c. CAUTION - Heat generated - cool before proceeding.

4a, This solution can-be stored far 'several months
if stored in a brown bottle in a refrigerator.

la. Use a .hood to prevent inhalation 'o fumes. Avoid

contact with skin. Year protective equipment.
lb. Only some drops of this are.-needed for the pH ad-

justment of acidified.samples.
lc. A'hrown -glass dropper bottle conserves the sta-

,Bility of this reagent. .
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EFFLUENT:MONITORING PROCED Determ
the Ex

nation of Lead by Atomic Absorpti
ration Procedure

k "

OPERATING P6CEDURES

B. Reagent Preparation
(continued)"

9. Ammonium hydroxide
(NH

4
OH) 2N--

10. Bromphenol bTue
indicator

Diute 3 are concentrated
N OH to 100 ml with water.

.1

in
alcoh 1. -

lve.0.1 g of the solid
e y

1.

I A
,

1 ,

la.iThis re'agent shAildthe re'pared in thle hobd.to
A I

Prevent inhalatiqn of f4mes. Avoid contact with

._ Iskin.Near prOt4tiVe equipment. _

lb. Pnly several-drop ,are needed per samble.
lc. Use a brown droop bottle to store.

.

. 1 .7. 0/ ,

1 a. A platform/balance an be used for weighing. ,:

.. ii order to prep re is so,u n,

all shoud\be diTut din half (i.e., 50 ml albhol
tb 50 ml WOter).' /

lc. Ti' iolut'o s stale inbefinately sb long as
it .is ke tightly s
ion

oppered to prevent evapora-
t; '

1

, 2

. 11

, Acid shouldlalways be added tOl'water

so as, to avlid spattering., .

)

INFORMATION/0 ERATING GOALS/SPECIRCATIO6S,

11. hydrochloric Acid
Thl dilution) Hila

-1. Prepare by adding an equal

vplume.o acid to An equal
yolume o
ml acid o 250 ml water).

I.

C. Sample Preservation
andlHandling

1. Collecta representative ,

sample.

2. Preserve
justing to
of 1:1 red
'acid per 1

e sample,by ad-
pH 2. Use 3 ml

stilled nitric
ter.

la.
4

3.1),_COT. Heat is generated.
lc. Use sa ety glasses:, I 0

1

1

,
, 41

/(C11 ect about 1 liter o

a0o nplfor analysis.
quart assure ample

a

. .

.

2a. 4uallY. this amount is uf However, some

highly$uffered waters ight require more,

2b. plec the pH of the sample With\litmus pabe rto
assu e plat the pH is 2 trloVi.

\ ,

1

117' )
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*RATING PROCEDURES

e foOdare--..

11.1...4.rim
STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

4

D. Instrument Set-Up

14 pre warm-up

)
2.

4
Lamp installation

Burner optimization

1;

118

1. Prepare the instrument,for
initial operation.

a

. Install lead hollow- ' °
dathede-la .

1: Attach the necessary tanks
of gases to the instrument/.

y

2. Follow manufacturer's in-
structions and optimize
the burner.

Ta. Reference is made to the manufacturer's marNal
of instruction. 1_

,

14. ChecOower requirements and availability.
lc. Provide adeqUate ventilation, inclUdirievent, over

instrument burper.
Id. Provide adequate space for instrument and work

area.
le. Proyide drain

la. The trimpot for thedoosition into which the lamp
is 'instal 11d-liiould-be-adiusted-untii-the-lamp
draws its optimum lamp'currents Set the lead
lamp' to 5 mA. .

lb, Do not exceedthe maximum.current rating for the
lamp as this can seriously'affect its life and
stability.

lc. Rgfer to the operation manual for proper instal-
ration procedure,'

la. For the lead_procedure, acetylene and air are
required. Use purified grades of gases.

lb. Attach'pressure regulator to each cylinder.
Care Should be taken to match,C.G:A: nUmbers;

lc. Connect cylinders throdgh the ,regulators to the
rear of the instrument atdthe marked positions.

ld. All cylinders shpuld be securely chained to pre-
yent thgm frOm tipping over: '

2a. The analysis of lead is exceptionally sensitive
to turbulence and absorptipn bands in the flame.

.Therefore, 'some-care should be taken to position
the light beam in, the most stable, center portion
of the flame. To do this, first adjust the .

"burner to maximize'the absorption reading with a
lead standard. Then aspirate a. water blank and.

make minute a'djustme'nts in the burner'alignment to

minimize the signal.

3

V.D.3.la. .

(p. 29)
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption,Using

the Extraction Procedure

OPERATING-PROCEDURLS

E. Solubilization of
Sample

STEP SEQUENCE

Cr

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

1. Acidify the Ample with
1:1 nitric acid to a pH
of 2-atthe time of sample
collection.

2. Transfer 200 ml of well
mi)0 sample to a 250 ml

beaks:r.

3.,Add 3 ml of concentrated
nitric acid to the sample.

4. Place the beaker on a hot
plate and cautiously evap-
orate to dryness.

- .

5. Cool the beaker and add
another 3 ml portion of
the concentrated nitric
acid.

6. Cover the beaker with a
watch...glass and return to

the hot plate.

7. Increase the temperature
of the hot plate so that
a gentle reflux action
occurs.

8. Continue heating until a
light colored residue forms

9. Add sufficient I.1 hydro-

120
chlotic ecid (HC1) solu-

.

' tion and again warm the

residue. Page No. 4-13*

la. For mo_i samples, 3 ml of i:laNNO, per liter of
sample lowers the pH sufficiently.

lb. Highly buffered sample's require more acid. If

in doibt, check the pH.

2a. 200 ml is the usual sample volume for concen-
trations containing less than 10044g/liter.

2b. ChOose a volume appropriate to the expected level

-of metals.

3a. Use a 10 03 graduated pipet.

4a. The sample should not boil during thii time.

5a. Use a 10 ml graduated pipet.

7a. This will be indicated by droplets forming on
the underside of the watch glass.

8a. This will indicate that the digestion is com-

plete.
8b.'Additional acid maybe required io complete thiS

digestion. ,e

9a. Use a 1 ml graduated pipet.
9b. Use the watch glass again to cover the beaker.

GUIDE NOTES

VII.E.1.

(p. 30)
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EFFLUENT:MONITORING-PROCEDURE:- iieermna .110r1.-1) ea. ..y

the Eictraetionl3rOdadure

/;

OM c so: p, on-

ti

_OPERATING.LPROCEDURES

E. Solubilization-of
Sample (0itinUeo)

t)

a

MTN'
STEp_SEQUENCE WORPATIONtOPEPATIWGOALS/SPECIFICATIONS-1 -IGTAjnotti-Es

,.-

0:-Wash down the beaker walls
and watch glass with dis-

, tillekWater.

. Filter the sample into a
250'im1 graduated beaker.

11i. Use a filter paper such as Whatman #42.
11b. To remove silicates and other insoluble material

that could clo§ the, atomizer of the atomic ab-
torption instrument.

%

Thesample=is now ready for extraction.
The graduatfons on the beaker can be used to
measure the volume.

12c. Results shall be reported as "total".

2. Adjust the volume to 200 12a
ml (or the starting volume. 12b.
size).

3. The sample is'nOw ready for
the Extraction Procedure.
(G)

F.,Preparation of
Standard Dilutions

122

. Prepare ablank and series
Hof standard dilutions in
250 ml separatory funnels.

la, Using the working, lead itodari (Reagent 6) pre-
pare the.blank and standafas using volumetric pi-
pets (1,5, 1,0, 20 -mr1) for measuring the working
lead standard and a graduate0 cylinder'for the
water.-*epare as follows, using Columns A and B.

k B C D E

ml's of ml's' mg Pb/1 mg Pb/1

'Std. in , of conc. in conc. in Instrument

200 ml. water 200 ml final 10 ml Reading
7---

0.0 200 0.0 0.0

1.0 199 0.050 1.0

5.0 195 0.250 5.0,

10.0 190 0.500 10.0 ' ,

15.0 185 0'.750 15.0

20.0 180 1.000 20.0
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption' Using-
...,

Preparation. of

Standard Dilutions
1 (continued)

the Extractibn Procedure
. . .

OPERATING PROCEDURE

f.; ' ,

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

arry'these standards
through the extraction
procedure, beginning at
G.1, pH adjustment. ,

lb. Make sure stopcock on separat ry funnel is ,clOsedr

'before'any addition.
lc. Mark the.m1s,of standard used'(,)on the. funnels.
'1d. These tandard-dildtions.should\ e prepared-.fresh

for each an4lysis.
)

.

0

4

4

TRAINING '7

GUIDE-NOTES

G. Extraction Procedure 1. Place a 280 ml separatory
funnel into the ring on

the stand.

5

1?4

2. Add 200 ml of sample_to
the separatory funnel.

la. Check the stop-cock on the separatory funnel to
assure thatlit is <lased.'

NOTE: If a pH meter:With two electrodes is to be.
used to.adjust the pH the next steps, do

those ste0s before ding ample tO the
separatorY-funnel. f usi g a .single com-

bination electrode, t is an2be done' in the

separatory funnel..

a. If you have-a sol(Ibil.ized'sample from Procedure E,

pour the 200 ml from the beikeninto the funnel,

and,rinsethe beaker into the funnel.
25. In other cases, use,a 500 ml graduated cylinder

to measure the necessary volume. Add rinse.

2c.= RecorcrtamOle vol ume used. for analysis.

'2d. If use of 200 ml of samplelgives results too high
to be-Ain scale,f'a dilution can Be made. However,

the dilution shoulrbe made to provide a 200 ml

final volume.
I2e. If use of a 200 ml sample gives too low results,

more than one sample aliquot can be treated and

the extracts combined.

F

-----125
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he-Extra- Ton-Proce ure
--._-

, ^ ^ I

'OPERATLNG 2R66Eb-ORES_ 'STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OP.ERATING-'GOALS/SPECItIdATioiis_gt
.. _

_

-G. iXti'attion-Ftocedure
-(continued)

1. pH adjustment

2. Chelation and Ex-
traction

126

1. Add 2 drops brom he ol blu
indicator to the samp (s)

and,,to each standard. --

0, 2. 'MX well. -

3. Add ammonium hydroxide
drop-wise until a very pale
blue color persists.

4. Add 0.6 N_ hydr bloric acid
(Reagent 4) d -wise un.-

.01 the blue. or just
disappears.

-5. Add 2.0 ml 0.6 N hydro-
chloric acid (Reagent 4).
Stopper and shake.

1. Add 5.0 ml pyrrolidine .

dithiocarbamic acid ,(PDCA)
(Reagent 7)

2. Shake vigorously for 2 min.

la. Should.a -pH Meter-be -used ;to adjust the pH; omit

steps _ 1 througlij-atiCr begin. at- step:-5.

lb. -Apply-,each steo\to each .sample an&standard. .

. 3a, Use-concenirated.--NHAOH- for acidified samples -and

=standards =0a0.0416710or -more.miT Of- acidified .

workirig1ea&ttindar0.- lIse-,211./NHAH for more
dilute standa,s ,

3b. The reagehtS--istrOuld be fri,glass dropper bottles

for this iddltion. lite a hOol.

ir

4a. Use a-glats -droppertottle -#or.this addition.
. The bottle should be labeled, HC1-.6N.

4b. Pale yelletccelor may appear;

5a. Use a 2.0.ml volumetric pipet.
5b. If .a pH meter is-Used; add add until the OH .

is 2.3.- Then, the -nerd' procedure will -bring the
pH to the of-2.8.

.
. .

la. Use a 5.0- ml volumetric pipet for this -step.
lb. This reagent, should be allow& to-come to room

temperature before :pi petti pg since it will be
ttored, in a refrigerator.

lc .° The, bottle shoUld be restoppered. immediately after

use and returned to the, refrigerator prolong .

uselulriess::

2a. CAUTIOR: Uss proper technique , with the separatory
funnel. The reagent contains volatile
solvents and pressure is formed.

*rt

4
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:

A

Deierminatipn of Lead by Atomic Absorption Usirif

the Extraction Procedure .

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

G, EXtraction Procedure
(continued)

3. Allow the reagent to settle
to the bottom of the sepa-'
ratory funnel.

14. Open stopcock and slcwly
drain off the reagent phase

. intoa 100 ml beaker.

3. Recovery of Com-

plex

5. Add a second 5.0
PDCA reagent to the separir
tory,funnel.

6. Shake vigorously for two
minutes.

7. Allow, reagent to settle

and separate'.

8. Open stopcock and slowly
drain off reagent phase.

. Evaporate to dryness on
a steam bath in hood.

2. Remove and cool 2 minutes.

4.Digestion of CoM- 1. Add 2 ml concentrated

plex nitric acid (HNO3) .

\ 128

INFORMATION/OPERATING-=GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

3a.Enough,time should be allowed.for complete
separation of the two phases.

3b.. It. may take up to 3:Minutes. '-

4a. Mark the beaker.with the number: of nil used to pre-
' pare the standard-or with the sample identifica-

tion _code,

a. The-same volumetric pipet can be used for all
addttioni of.PDCA,to-all samples 'and standards

prdVided caution "is used-to,preVent.contamina-
tion.

73:. This 'should take about 2-4 minutes. ::,,,

8a. The reagent should be drained into the same beaker

used in step 4. This will.combine both the ex-

traction volumes.
8b. Pale pink aolor may ,show in' extracts.,

la. Residue is light color with possible pale green

or blue tinges.
lb. Do not "bake" the residue.
lc. Shoul&take about 10-15 minutes.

la. The concentrated HNO3 must be'a good grade as any
lead in,the.acid will be concentrated along with

the sample.
lb. Best carried out in a hood. ThiS is a violent,

reaction; babbling, dark, brown fumes given off:

(Continued)

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES_



OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

O

G. Extraction Procedure
(continiled)

Tir

5..Dissolv:.ng the
Residue .

13

2.'Placd the beaker on a low
temperature hot plate and
evaporate just up to dry

\
ness.

3. Remove from hot plate and
cool for 2 minutes.

.. _

'1. Aad2 ml of 1:1 nitric 4
acid (FIN03) - Reagent 3..

2. Return sample to the low
temperature hot plate and
heat for 1 minute.

3. Cool and quantitatively
transfer the solution to
a' 14 ml volumetric flask
---15ring to final volume '

mark.
74.

4. The sample is now 'ready
for aspiration into the
atomic absorition instru-

ment.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SOECIFK IONS

,lc. Use a measuring pipet and add acid dawn walls,

dropwiseet first until most residue dissolvesv
ld. Hold beaker at a 45 Agree angle andIslowly add

the acid. Rotate the beat6 while, adding to ef-
fect therough contact of the.acid with the-os=-
idue. /

a.--Care-shoul4 be. taken-to,remove pe beaker when
only a very small amount of deep brown jiquid

. remains-in the beaker.
2b. The. evaporation should take about-8 minutes.

f
0

la. Use a measuring,pipet.-
lb. Down inside walls at 'first.

2a. Both standardt and samples should be at this point
together and carried through this step as it could
affect the final concentration of

'3a. A stirring rod and a ,plastic wash bottle con-
, tainiing deionized distilled water s ould be used

to wash the beaker for transfer.
3b. A wide base 10 ml volumetric flask Is suggested

of,place.the volumetric flask 4n a beaker to pre-

vent tipping it over: A 10 ml stoppered graduated
cylinder can be used instead of a volumetric flask.

3c. Mark the flask or cylinder with the number of ml
used' to prepare, the standard. This is also .the

mg Pb/1 concentration in this.final 10 Ml. Eor

samples, mark the identification code.

TRAINING
GUIDE-NOTES
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead.by Atomic Absorption Using'
e Eitracton roceureP d; th i

z

.

s--

' ,
_

. 0 ,

OPERATING PROCEDURES

H. 'Instrument Operation
d

.

STEw-SEQUENCE

. Rotate the-lamp turi.dt

until the lead lamp is
in the light path.

1

2. Depress the power switch
to the on position.

3. Depress the hollow cathode
power switch to the on
position.

4. Set mode iWitch at "A".

5. Set absorption/emission.
switch for channel "A"
at absorbance.,

,

6. Adjust channel "A" hollow
cathode lamp current.

7.,Adjust burner position..

8. Set monochromator to
proper wavelength.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

la. See instrument manual for location and expla-
nation of each control orswitch. .

lb. Figures, 2 through 5.in the Training Guide slime

locations of controls.

2a. Properly.connected to the power line., this switcti
Controls all power except that of the hollow
cathode lamps.

2b. Figure 3 - location of controls. .

3a. In the on pos/tion,connects-the hollOw cathode
lamps to their power supply.. .,

3b. Figure 3.

S.

iii:,6elects the single channel direct readout mode
of operation.,

4b. See Figure 5.'
k

5a. 'Seleces the negative logarithmic absorbance
for channel "A". -

5b. SelFigure 5.

6a. For the lead lamp, .thig,should be 5.0 mA.
6b. See Figure 5.-

7a. For the lead analysis e! Poling Burner should be
ugia. :this is-the standard burner head supplied.

, with the IL-153 instrument.
7b. The burner height should be adjusted to 8 mm for

lead analysis.
7c. See instrument manual for procedures on burner

adjustment.

8i. Forte lead analysis the wavelength should be
set for 283.3 nm.

(Continued)

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES-

(pp. p-35)
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EFFLUENT= MONITORING PROCEDURE:
Determination of Lea by Atomic Absorption Using
the Extraction Procedure

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

rage np.,

,a1m..=.
INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS

H. Instrumert Operation
(continued)

13 -44

9. Set slit width.

10: Peak the wavelength.

8b. The 283.3 nm lead line is about. half as sensitive
as that of the 217.0 nm line. lic4e44, the
283.3 line has less background absorbance and is
correspondingly less noisy. Consevently, the
operator should experimentto decide which line

' to use.
8c. See Figure 4 for location of controls.

9a: The slit setting for the lead procedure should
be 80A tor position 4 on the instrurpent.

9b. See Figure 4.

10a. Turn the wavelength selector and watch the channel
"A" Incident Intensity Indi:ator. Adjust the

wavelength selector knob past the indicated 'wave
length in both. directions and note where the
maximum upward deflection on the indicator occurs.
Place the wavelength adjustment knob at the posir_

tion where the miXimum upward deflection is
.

obtained.

11. Set I and Io indicators . lla. Adjust tEa channel "A" incident intensity control

in the green balance zones. to a position so that the indicator needle on the
channel "A" indicator rests approxidately in the
center of the green balance zone at the top of

the meter. Adjust the transmitted intensity
control so that the indicator needle on the

. indicator is parallel ,to the needle on'the channel

"A" incident intensity indicator.
11b. See Figure 5 for location.

12. Ignite the flame.

4-

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

12a. The section in the manufacturer's manual describ-
ing burner operation should be read thoroughly.
before attempting to ignite the burner.

.040.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: .%Determination of by Atomic Absorption Using.

the Extraction Procedure

OPERATING PROCEDURES-

N. Instiumeiii Operation
(continued)

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING -
GUIDE NOTES

13..Adjust fuel andoxidant
pressures.

14. Set scale expansion at
2.5.

1 3 G

5. Set. calibration control

fully clockwise.

16. Set dampening selector
swit:h at M position.

13a. For the lead pr6cedures it is recommended that
the acetylene pressure be set.at 4.5 psig and
the,air pressure be set at 7.0psig. Thi$: will

produce a stoichiometric flame that-will produce

best results..
c--

13b. The analysts'of lead is exceptionally sensitive
to turbulence.and absorption bands in the flame,
particularly for the 283.3.nm band. Therefore;

some care must be taken to position- the light

beam in the most stable, center portion of'the
,flame. To do.this, first adjust the burner to
maximize the absorbance reading with a lead

standard. Then,.aspirate a water blank and make

. minute adjustments in the burner alignment to
minimize the signal.

13c. SeeFigure 3 for location of controls.

14a. Graduated in relative absorbance units, this

control allows selectionof the instrumental
sensitivity.

14b. See Figure 5 for, location.

15a7 This control is in parallel with.the channel "A"

Digitial display, used.wilh the automatic cali-
bration button to set the appropriite absorbance
or concentration level on the display.

15b. See Figure 4 for location.

16a. Selects the settling time of both. the digital'

displays or selects the integration sampling
period. The "M" position is equivalent to a
ten second time constant in the real-time
damping of the readout.

16b. See Figure 5 for location.

137
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44

06

e erm nat on=o -Lead by
the ExtraCtion Procedure

tomic Absorption
,

,ravenu. 4-44

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE .

ne.........-.

IVFORMATION/dPERATINQ GOALS/SPECIFICATIghs
TRAINING

-GUIDE NOTES
, .

H. Instrument Operation
(continued)

.

,

.

,...

.

,

1.7. Aspirate blank and de-

' -press auto-zero. .

,..

18. Set read/hold switch .

to read.

19. Set 0000-with auto-zero
zero control. -

.

.
.

.
. 1 ,-,-,

.

.

, .

.
.

...
1, 3..

.

'170. Activates the channel "A' zeroing servos,
electronically setting I When'equal-to. Io the :.

." .
. .

.:-..

blank is aspirated. .1

17b: See Figure 4 for location. % :'

.

. -

18a. 'Activates the digital display.' :

18b. See figure.5 for location. ..
.

19a. The zero control sets the channel."A" digital
display to zero.

19b. See Figure 4 for location. .

.
. ..

\.

.

,,

,

°f

I. Calibration

138-- .

.

1. Calibrate the instrument
by aspirating the 10 mg/
standard.

,

2. Depress the auto -cal
button while'the standard
is being aspirated.

,

3. Set the digital display
to read 1000. .

#

4. Release the auto-cal
button.

5. Final adjustment to the
concentration read-out
should be done with the

.

la. The IL Model 153 atomic absorption instrument
carlae calibrated either friabsorbance or concen-
tration,w The procedure liyen is for concentration,

'lb. It Is assumed the steps in sections F and G have
been carried out.-

4 .

2a. See Figure 4 for locatiom
,

.

2b. This activates the calibration mechanism to
estaalish the slope of the absorbance concen-

tration.'

3a. Use the calibration' control to set the digital
'disOlay -if it does not read 1000.

3b. See Figure 4 for location of controls.

- .
.

,

5a. Should different sensitivities be required, the
scale expansion switch can provide it.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

calibration control wit -
out depressing the auto-cal
button.

139
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:. determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption 'Using

the Extraction Procedure

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

. I. Calibration ,

(continued)

140

6. Awrite the-rest of
the standards.

7.-Multiply the resultant
concentration by the
apprdpr4te dilution
factor if't4e sample has

been diluted.

8. Aspirate the samples.

9. Occasionally re-aspirate
the 10.0 mg/l'standard.

INFORM#ION/OpERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES.

6a: Record the instrument reading for each standard

in Column E on the Table in'Procedure-F.1a.
6b. A standard turve,,plotting thn meter -display vs.

the-known.contentration,(dolunn-E vs. column C,

Table I) can be mide,ttrprOve,if a straight line

relationsh:p-7ftbeing-obtained'
6c. So long'es,200 MT portions erg-used, the call

bration_as described hdre will give correct
values for thOemples in mg/l. Since the stand-

ard used to-CalibreWthe-instrument wet-set to
read its concehtratieri-in Mg/1,' the dilution .

factors 'needed because of using 200 ml.end con-
centrating.the sample to 10 ml are incorporated

into the instrument calibration. Consequently,

no change in the sample size can be done. unless

the value obtained from the Instrument read-out

kisMultiplied-by-a-dilution-factor.

7a. Concentration of sample before dilution'.

Concentration found from instrument X

total mls: after dilution
mis. of-sample taken for'dilutim

8a, Leavg.the parameters as established by the

aspiratthn of the standards.

9a. This will,indicate whether the instrument calir

bration bat remained constant.
9b. On re-checking the same calibrating standard,

depress,the auto-cal button to re-establish the

slope of the absorption-concentration relation-

ship.

-

.

141
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the Extraction Procedure
om c sorp, raw lid

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE
&

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS G
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

I. Calibration'
(continued) .

p

.

-

10. Record all analytical_
data in a laboratory
notebook.

.
.

.

10a. Report.results to the nearest whole-microgram
per liter. .

.

.

.

.

. .

O. Instrument Shut-down

.

.

.

..

1. If a flame is;burntog
aspirate water for about
15 seconds;

2. Close the acetylene
cylinder valve.

3. Close the air cylinder
valve.

4. Depreini.C. switch to
. off.. .

Is

5. Depress power switch.to
off. i

.

la. This will prevent build-up of solids in the
capillary. .

.
..

.
.

,.

2a. The flame will automatically extinguish itself,
leaving about 9 psig in the acetylene supply line.

''
,

.

5a. Caution: Execise care in touching the burner
head and vent area. These will be hot enough
to cause serious burns.

.

,.

K. Maintenance
.

.

142 .

1. Clean the instrument ,

regularly.
.

.
. ,

.

2. Insure 'the drain cup,is
"filled each day prior to
ignitton.

.

la. A regular program of care and maintenance will
prolong the!' life-time and maximize its utility,
Such items as filters in gas lines, airintake,
burner compartment, burner, and nebulizer should

' be cleaned. "
$

2a. See the*instruMent manufacturer's manual for
exact procedures.

.

. .

.
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EFLUEltMONIfORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption Using
Ir; 'the Extraction Procedure

OPERATING- PROCEDURES

Maintenance
Icontinued)

141

t.

STEP SEQUENCE

3. Change the acetylene tank
when its pressure falls
to 75 psig.

4. Change 0 rings in burner
body when aspirating
organic solvents. ,

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

3a. 'This will insure a minimum carry over of any
acetone. 4

4a. The manual will provide ins,tructions.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

/
145
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TRAINING GUIDE

SECTION TOPIC

I* Introduction --

II Educational Concepts - Mathematics

III Educational Concepts - Science

IV Educational, Concepts - Communications

V* Field and Laboratory Equipment

VI Field And Laboratory Reagents

VII* Field and Laboratory Analysis

VIII Safety

IX Records And Reports

*Training guide materials are presented here under, the headings marked *. .
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:

, 4 ,- ssr
1

Determination of Lead by AitpMp Absbrption
Using thet5ciiiCron Procedu e

,

'INTROFCTION'

/ TRAINING GpIDE NOTE

Section I

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

A.2. 'The atomi //absorption determination of lead sho ld
be cons ered as part p'f the overall determinat on
of t' heavymetals.,/The procedure includes a
standardprocedureifor themetal which utilizes
direct aspiration into the ad/antic absorption in-
strument. This proce tireiT owever, is limited a.
to the lower limit which c n be measured. The

e dqction lin-a...tor he s andar ocedure is gi en
a0,5 mgPbP1; howelierthe ma m level permi ted
in potable tAter_is 6.0;1p/1. Consequently, an
additional p opOurelmu'stMe carried out--that i

,

sOpe ty0e
/
o xohcptritiori step.

7P., .. .." ,
r' / ,, 0

e
mieh'tne,p6ntentilitipii of the metal is not
O'uffic+Ontl-kAt§Ob' determine directly or when

opsidgraelle disfib3ved solids are present in the

.mple,Icep640;ofithe metals may be chelated and!
..,..---- extrakc itb-orgaiiic solvents.
1-7., , ,, -3 /.

., Ther4e-i 4a-general procedure available which
. 4

cl !Alines a.chelating and extraction procedure a
/Uistinct pH values to remove all heavy metals f an
/Sow? sample. The procedure here is a modificati n

/ of thiSs rrocedure and is specific for thedeter
'mination of lead.

The easiest concentration procedure would .nvol e
an evaporation at a low pH of a large volume o
sample and then direct aspiration. This proce ure
is recommended for waters where little interfe enpe
is present and having a low,concentration of
The extraction procedure contained in this EM
should be-used if the two previous conditions/cannot
be met in a sample/ By using the extraction ech-

nique both.solids4and interfering ions are re ved.

To just filter such a 'sample would remove the sus-
pended portion and not give-total results.

Atomic absorption spectroscopy is.similarto flame:
emission phbtometry in that a sample is atomized
and aspirated into a flame. In atomic absorption
a light beam is directed through the flame into a
monochromator and onto a detector that measures the
amount of light absorbed by the sample. Absorption
is more sensitive in most cases because it. depends
'upon the presence of free unexcited atoms which
usually haye a higher ratio of existence than ex-
cited atoms. Since the wavelength of the light
be4i is characteristic of only the metal being

1 4 7.

I
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:- Determination c! Lead by Atomic Asorption
Using the Extraction Procedure

.IBINIIIMIMAN=.11

INTRODUCTION

TRAINING GUIDE NOTE11,
Section I (Cont'd.)

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

r

determined the light energy absorbed by the sample
in the flame is a measure of the concentration of
that metal in the sample. This principle is the
basis of atomic absorption spectrdscopy.

D.2. The spectral,seurce of monochromatic light fore atomic
absoqtion Analyses As pnwided by a hollow cathode
%pp. Ar-each lamp emits a. 'ne spectra of the
erement it is'designed for,. :erent lamp is used
for each element with few exceptions. The lamps are
enclosed is ' glass envelope filed with an inert
gas. lead lamp uses neon gas'at a low pressure
(1 to 10 mm Hg). Once sufficient voltage is applied
across the electrodes within the lamp, the inert
gas ionizes and current begins to flow.--Wheri-this

happens, positive -gas ions- bombard the cathode and.
heating occurs. As the inner surface of the
cathode heats, it sputters and the metal from which
it is made vaporizes and fills the cathode volume.
Charged gas particles collide with the metal atoms
rais'.n6 their valance electrons to higher energy
states. When these excited electrOnS return to
their ground state, they emit light. The spectrum
thus emitted contains the same wavelength of light
required for absorption of that metal (lead) atom
in the flame. .

Page No. 4-28
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic AOsorptioi
Using the Extraction Procedure

'FIELD AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

A.1.

D.:

TRAINING GUIDE NOTE

The procedure for washing glassware should include

the following steps:

a)

b)

c)

Wash with detergent
Rinse with tap water
Washwith 1.1 nitric acid (HNO

3
)

Prepare by adding equal volume of concentrated
nitric acid to water--that is, add 500 ml of
acid to 500 ml of distilled water.

d) Rinse With tap water
e) Wasirwith, 1:1 hydrochloric acid-(HC1),

Prepare by adding equal volume of concen-
tratedhydrochloric acid (UC1) to water--that
is, add 500 ml of acid to 500 ml of distilled
water.

f) Rinse with tap water

9) Rinse with deionized distilled water

Chromic acid may be useful to remove organic
deposits from glassware; however,_the analyst should
e cautioned that the glassware must be thoroughly
rinsed with water to remove the last traces of
chromium and any other metals. Chromic acid should
not be used with plastic bottles.

As acetylene (CHCH) is packed dissolved In acetone
(CH

3
COCH

3
), cylinders should be stored only in an

upright position. The acetone,conten'.. of the gas
typically depends on the cylinder temperature and
pressure. Avoid introducing acetone intothe in-
rtrument. Should this occur the normal flame ob-
tained will have a slight pink tinge and yield an
abnormally high background signal. To reduce
acetone carry-over, it is desirable to allow acety-
ene cylindersto stand undisturbed for at least
twenty-four (24) hours before use.

14

Se_ ion V

REFEREMS/RESOURCE3

Methods for Chuical Anal-.
ysis of Water and Wastes,
1974. EPA, EMSL. Page 81.

EPA Methods Manual, page81.

Instrumentation Labora-

tory, Inc., page 3.

Instrumentation Handbook
113 Hartwell Ave.
Lexington, MA 02173
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tFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Lead by Atomic Absorption
Using the Extraction Procedure

FIELD AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS Section VII

E.1

F.1

TRAINING GUIDE NOTE

The "E" section must be carried out to-produce a
result for the determination of the total .netal.
If Section "E" is not carried out, the sample should
be filtered through a 0.045 micron filter,.extracted
and the value reported as dissolved metal.

In an effort to reduce the number of separatnry
funnels necessary for this determination, i 's

possible to prepare the blank and standards
200 ml volumetric flasks. Then allow them . re-
main in the flasks while the sample or samples are
carried through steps-solubilization and extraction.
The standards could then be extracted.

Then all, standards, blank, and samples, could be
carried through the remaining steps, and-brought
together at step G.5.2.

150
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RAW SAMPLE

111111111111.

PRESERVED

SAMPLE
3 ml HNO3
(con)

ADJUST pH
to 2.3

Add NH4OH

HCI

EXTRACTION-0

5 MI PDCA
,

1.714111111, .11.42110.

ADD ACID
2 ml HNO3
(colic)

1111.7. /Nail AM. =1.

EVAPORATE

TO -qi
DRYNESS

COMBINE

EXTRACTS

1

_TRANSFER TO

10 ml VOL.

WITH WATER

ANALYZE ON

ATOMIC

ABSORPTION

CALCULATE

ANALYTICAL

RESULTS

Figure 1. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE EXTRACTION METHOD

asomININNY
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POWER
SWITCH

HOLLOW
CATHODE

POWER SWITCH

FUEL PRESSURE
INDICATOR

AIR FLUSH
SWITCH

POWER HC SCAN HIO FLAME
ON

FUEL

FUEL PRESSURE
REGULATOR

OFF

OXIDANT

OXIDANT
PRESSURE
INDICATOR

OXIDANT PRESSURE
REGULATOR

Figure 3. LOCATION OF GROI P 1 CONTROLS
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WAVELENGTH
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WAVELENGTH ZERO AUTO AUTOCAL CHANNEL A
CONTROL ZERO BUTTON CALIBRATION

CONTROL

Figure 4.LOIZATION OF GROUP 2 CONTROLS
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Figtiri 5. LOCATION OF GROUP 3 CONTROLS
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V

A / PROTOTYPE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF

OUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

for the

RMINATION OF MEKURYUSING THE FLAMELESS
ATOMIC ABSORPTION (COLD VAPOR) TECHNIQUE

as applied in

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES
and in the

, MONITORING OF EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS

Developed by the

National Training and Operational Tachnology Ginter
Municipb1Aperations and Training Division

Office of Water Program Operations
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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FLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

This'operatiOnal procedure was developed

NAME John D. P ff

ADDRESS EPA, &To, TOTC, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

POSITION Chemist-Ins rudtor

EDUCATION AND'TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

B.S. Chemist 34

3 years - R search Chemist
15 years - T aining Instructor

v
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flatheless

Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique
.

1. Analysis Objectives; :i

\
.

The learner will use the attached EMP to place the Coleman Model MAS-50

Mercury. Analyzer System into operation including c4libration, reagent

and sample preparation, and use of the instrument to determine the'

concentration of mercury in a sample.

2. Brief Description of Analysis:

This procedure is a three step procedure which 11 chemically vaporizes

-.the sample, 2) introduces the mercury and 3) determines the mercury by

flameless atomic absorption' techniques.

Page No. 5-4
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EFFUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: -Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

Operating Procedures:

A. Equijampn reparation

B. Instrument Set-up

C. Reagent Preparation

D. Sample Handling and Preservation

E. Solubilization of Sample

F. Calibration

G. Sample Determination

H. Calculation

160
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

General Description of Equipment Used in the Process

A. Capital Equipment

Flameless Mercury Analyzer System - Coleman MAS-50*

.-
The Coleman MAS-50 is a self contained unit designed to analyze
mercury in water and other ironments. It is line operated and
complete manufacturer's speciiications are as follows:

Sensitivity: 0.01 lig Reproducibtlity: less than 3%

Saturation: 9 pg Power Requirements: 110P20 volts
Weight: 17 lbs.

2. Analytical balance, 200 gram capacity
3. Trip 'balance, 5r3 gram capacity
4. Water bath, capable of imintaining,95°C temperature
5: Rcccrder (optional) - any multi - range, variable speed recorder

that is compatible with the system.
6. TIM meter an eectroaes

B. Reusable Supplies

' 1. *Twelve BOD bottles (one bottle is needed per sample)

2. Volumetric flasks'"
Two 1000 ml
Four 106 ml

One 250 M1
3. Pipets .

Three 10 ml, volumetric
Twee 10 ml' graduated

Three 5 ml graduated
'Two 1 ml graduated

.4. One 100 ml gtaduated cylinder; one 25 ml gra..uated cylinder

5. One laboratory aoron coat

6. On pair*. safety glasses

7. One spatula
8. tine pipet bulb

9. One wash bottle fOr distil'ed water
10. One glass stirring rod (about 6 inches long)
11. One powder funnel
12. .tubber stopper's - two size #2 (for drying tube)

13. Fifteenft. Tygon tubing
14. One glass tithing - 6 inches .x 3/4 inr.) diameter
15. One Rotometer (any unit capable of measuring air flow of
. ',liter/min.)
16. One set cark hole bnrers '

17. One brusb 0:or cleaning balance)

18. Ope watch glass for each sample and stardard
9. One 150 ml beaker for each sample

*Mention cf a specific brand name does not constitute endorsement by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROMME: Determination of Mercury Usin the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Coldcyapor) Technique

The following equipmen, is needed depending on which method is chosen to
trap the mercury.

a. Liquid Trap

1. Straight glass frit, coarse porosity, such as Corning #4042
2. Filtering flask, such as Corning #40058
3. Rubber stopper, one hole co accept frit
4. Reagents, KMn04 and H2s44

b. Solid Trap

'' 1. Activated carbon such as Barnebey and Cheney #580-13 or #580-22
from: Barnebey and Cheney

E. 8th Avenue & Cassidy St,
Columbus, OH 43219

or

Coleman Instruments
42 Madison St.
Maywood, IL 60153
Item #50-160

2. Glassware: can be assembled similar to the drying t6e (B-3) or it
can be Orchased as catalog no. 50-807 from Coleman Instrument Co.
(will include adsorbent)

c. Closed System

The following equipment is needed when using the closed system with
a trap.

1. Two position valve, or stopdock, such as ^orning #442838
2. Glass "Y" shaped tubing connecter
3. Pinch clamp, type used for stopping flow in tubing

C. Consumable

1. Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) concentrated

2. Nitric acid (HNO3) concentrated

3. Potassium Permanganate, KMn04

4. Potassium Persulfate, K2S203

5. Sodium Chloride, NaC1

162
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

C. Consumable (Cont'd.)

6. Hydroxylamine Sulfate (HONH2)2H2SO4 or

Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride NH2OHHC1

7. Stannous Sulfate, SnSO4 or Stannous Chloride, SnC12

8. Mercuric Chloride, HgC12

9. Potassium dichromate, K2Cr207 (for cleaning glassware)

10. Magnesium Perchlorate, Mg(C104)2 for drying tube, 20 g.

11. Distilled water

12. Sponges (for-cleaning laboratory table tops)

13. Notebook for recording weights and readings

14. Graph paper, arithmetic (for plotting standard curve)

15. Two pieces of glass tubing (5mm diameter, about two inches long) for

the drying tube

i6 Glass wool (for drying tube)

17. Plastic weighing boats

18. Pen or pencil

Page No. 5-8
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

Sample

Solubilization

,Chemicai Sample Preparation,

'a. Oxidation of all mercury to mercuric form
b. Rduction of all mercuric mercury to metallic mercury

Aeration

The metallic mercury is circulated as a vapor through
the system

Flameless Atomir Absorption

Absorption of energy at 253.7nm from a hollow cathode
lamp measurement by a photodetectu

164
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AbsOrptton (Cold Vapor Technique

4=9,1IMIPM111!.EMMI,41.57

OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. Equipment Preparatin

1. Cleaning _of

Glassware

STEP StQUENCE

.11i1111=11=0,

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING!
GUIDE NOTES

2. Balance Preparation

1. Wash with detergent

2. Rinse with tap water

3. Rinse with 1:1 Nitric Acid

la.

'lb.

3a.

4. Rinse with tap water

5. Rinse with I:1 Hydrochloric
5a.

acid

6. Rinse with tap water
7. Rinse with distilled
1. Check all balances foe

cleanliness and proper
operation.

Cleaning should be carried out in this order.
Care should be taken to insure clean glassware
as mercury is a common contaminant. All glaSs-
ware shoulc; be kept covered after cleaning.

Add 500 mrconc. nitricacid (HA03) to 500 ml
distilled water.

Add 500 ml conc. hydrochloric acid (HC1) to 500 ml
distilled water.

B. Instrumental Set-up

1. Mercury Trap -
Liquid Type

165

Before operation of the
instrument, four additions
to the system should be
considered (Fig. I).

la. There are two wa/s the flow system can be set up.
If can be operated as a closed or open system.
In the closed system the mercury vapor con-
tinuously-passes through the system until wasted
in the mercury trap by the operator. In the

open system the vapor passes through the absorp-
tion tube only once and goes directly to the trap.
Which system is chosen will dictate what equipment
is necessary. Figure I shows the choices and the
equipment necessary for each.

2. One of the following mer-, 0 2a. Because of the toxic nature of mercury vapor
precaution-must be taken to avoid contamination.
The vapor will be held in the trap after it has
been measured.

cury traps should be in- .

cluded in the system.

V.A.1.1
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination o7 Mercury Using the `tameless Atomic

Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

I

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING.
GUIDE NOTES

1. Mercury Trap -
Liquid Type (Cont'd.

4

3. For a liquid type trap use
a 250.m1 side arm filtering
flask.

A. Assemble as shown in
Figure 2.

5. Insert straight gas dis-
persion tube or frit
through the hole so that
the bottom or fritted end

is about, one inch above
bottom of the flask.

6. Insert into filtering flask

7. Connect tygon tubing to top
end of frit and a second
piece, of tygon tubing to
the side arm of filtering
flask.

8. Add 200 ml of 1:1 potassium
permanganate (1(Mn04)-
sulfuric acid
(H SO.) Reagent (Reagent
#1 g)

2. Mercury Trap - 1. The apparatus can be pre -

Solid Type pared %War to the drying
tube (8-3) but packed with

..,, 2-3 grams of activated
carbon.

167

a. Use a filtering flask such as Corning #400580

or its equivalent. .

4a. Use a #3 cork hole borer to make the hole.

ba. Frit should have a course porosity such as
Corning #404260 or equivalent. The frit should

always fall below liquid level in the flask.
Should the level become low add more liquid
(Reagent #10). The nonfritted end should be
lubricated and care taken when the frit is in-
serted through the stopper so as not to break

the frit and injure the worker.

ia. Care should be taken so that the liquid level does
not come close to the opening of the side arm of
the flask. This could flood the instrument if

allowed to do so. If flooding should occur,
dismat,tel the absorption tube and clean it and

the tubing immediately.

8a. A solution of 0.8% iodine in a 3% potassium
iodide (KI) solution may also be used.

8b, Filling the flask Scan be postponed until all of
the .apparatus is assembled.

la. Locate after 2 position valve in closed system,
figure 1 (system two) br after the analyz6 in
an open system, figure 1 (system three).

VIII

168
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

Absc:Ttion (Cold Vapor) Technique

STEP SEQUENCE

2. Mercury Trap
Solid Type (Cont'd.)

3. Drying Tube

2. The equipment can be ppr-
chased with adsorbent as an
option from the analyzer
manufacturer..

1.-Construct as shown in
Figure 3.

2. Bore a hole through a
number 2 stopper with a
number 2 cork hple borer.
Repeat with a second

'stopper.

3. Insert a 2'inch long piece
of glass tubing. (5 mm
diameter) through each
stopper allowing about 1/2
inch protruding from each
end,

4. Fill a 6 inch piece of 3/4
inch diameter tubing with
20 grams of magnesium
perchlorate (Mg(C104)2)

5. Use a small piece of glass
wool in each end of the
tube to prevent loss' of
granules.

6. Insert stopper prepared
above in each end .of tube.

7. Replace drying agent when
needed.

e ame ess Gm c

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

2a. Position'as above.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

la. Place between sample container and. instrument.

3a. Care should be taken when inserting glass tubing.

4a. Other drying agents such as calcium chloride
(CaC1

2
) may be used.

,, .

5a. The tube should not be packed so tight as to
restrict gas flow.

7a. Replace magnesium perchlorate or any drying agent
regularly. These materials tend to cake and form
a plug when their limit of saturation is ap-
proached. The length of time the material will

170
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless Atomic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Tednique

OPERATING PROCEDURES

3. Drying Tube
(Cont'd.)

4. Rotomete

t.

5. Two Position
Valve

171

1

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOA'S/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES'

1. Must be capWe of measur-
ing a gas flow of 1 liter
per, minute.

2. Connet one length etubing
between the sample container
and/be drying tube, then
out of the dryin5 tube__
through t0 rotometer to

°the fitting on the side of
the instrument marked "in".

3. A second length of tubing
should begin at the fittihg
of the instrument marked
"out" and proceed to the
next piece of equipment.

1. A two pokition valve is
neclasiariViin using a.
ck6sed system and a trap.
Use stopcock, Corning No.
442838 or equivalent for
the two we" valve or
stopcock.

2. One position of the valve
should go through the
trap to the sample con-
tainer. The other position

should by-pass the .trap.

It4

lait will vary with use and samples. Experience will

dictate a routine.

la. Place between water trap and instrument.' See
Figure 1 for location.

'lb. The rotometer may be removed from the circuit
after the instrument pimp rate is checked.

lc. The flow rate should be checked periodically to
insure flow rate has not changed.

2a. The connection must be made to the sample con-
tainer by side arm. Revtrse tubing connections

may flood the instrument with liquid.

sr

3a. See Figure 1 for gas, flow path.

2a. It is important to maintain a'specific air volume

in the system. Once the system-is,calibrated
this volume cannot be changed unless the system

is recalibrated.

172
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless Atcmic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE c--
1,

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE -NOTES.
5. Two Position

Valve (Cont'd.)

5. MAS-Fn

173

and be connected to the frit
of the sample container.

Place the instrument on a
flat surface where it will
be isolated from shock and
undue temperature variation

Before turning on the in-
strument a check should be
made of the power
requirements._

3. Remove back panel and note
the position of the 110-220
volt switch. Place the
switch in the position
desired. -Then close the
rear panel.

4. Meter mechanical zerc
adjustment

with power switch off
Check to see if meter
pointer indicates ex-
actly 0 micrograms.
Using the mechanical
zero adjust screw
(Figure 4). Adjust
meter until it reads
0 micrograms.

5. Place the On-Off switch in
the On position. Allow
15 minute warm -up'.

a. Do not block or cover the ventilation slots at the
rear-and base of the instrument.

2a. The instrument requires a grounded power connec-
tion. Preferably a three prong receptacle. if

not then a grounded two prong set-up.

3a. Should 220 V,position be used,ren appropriate 220 V
plug should by installed in place of the plug
supplied with'the analyzer.,

4a. If'meter pointer does indicate zero, no further
action is necessary.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless Atomic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PR0tEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

6. MAS-50 (Cont'd.)

7% Recorder (optional)

6. DUring warm-up check the
connections in the external
set-up of the gai flow
path-as in Figure

1. An external recorder may be
connected to the instrument
to give indications coin-
ciding with the instuments
meter.

2, Adjust reaorder, by plac.og
instrument controls as
follows:

Meter switch - % T
Memory - OFF
Recorder - plugged in
Shutter - open

3. Use recorder zero to align
recorder with 100% T.

4. Use analyzer's recorder
raoge control to achieve
full scale indication on
0% T.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIOP^

6a. Any leaks in the system will cause low readin
and allow hazardous mercury vapors to escape.

gs,

la. Any recorder having 50 K ohm impedance or more -
the output of the instrument is vairable from
0 to 300 mV full scale. Such as a Coleman
Model 56 or 165 chart recorder)

Aa. Shutter closed for this adjustment.

C. Reagent Preparation

1. Sulfurf:c Acid 0.5 N 1. Add 14.0 ml cone., sulfuric

acid 01
2
SO

4
) to approxi-

mately 50') ml water and mix
Then dilute with water to
1 liter volume.

175

la.

lb.

The concentrated M
2
SO

4
should'be of low mercury

concentration.
Unless _pecified the term water means distilled
water.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

4
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Absorption (C d Vapor) Techhique

OPERATING PROCEDURES

2. Potassium
Permanganate Soln,
5% solution w/v

3. Potassium Persulfate
Soln.

5% solution w/v

4. Sodium Chloride -.
Hydroxylamine
Sulfate Soln.
Solution

12% w/v
12% NaC1

((HONH2)2 H2SO4

5. Stannous Sulfate
scin.

10% solution w/v

6. Sulfuric Acid
Concentrated
(H2SO4)

7. Nitric Acid
Concentrated
(HNO3)

STEP SEQUENCE

Prepare 100 ml of solution
containing.5.0 grams
potassium permanganate
(KMn0

4
)

Dissolve 5.0 g potassium
persulfate (K2S208) in

water and dilute to 100 ml.

1. Dissolve 12.0 g of sodium
chloride (NaC1) and 12.0 g
of hydroxylamine sulfate
((HONH2)2 H2SO4) in water

and dilute to 100 ml.

1. Dissolve 25.0 g stannous
sulfate (Sns04) in 0.5 N

sulfuric acid and dilute
with 0.5 sulfuric acid to
250 ml.

1. No preparatidn necessary.

1. No preparation necessary.

I

8. Stock Mercury Soln. 1. Dissolve 0.1354 g of mer-
(HgC72) (Cont'd.) curie chloride (HgC12) in

1 water.

177

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS,

la. Should a larger amount of reagent solution be
needed the same ratio should te_Maintained. For
example: prepare 1000 ml'of solution containing'
50 grams KMn04.

la.,Hydroxy:amine hydrochloride (NH OH HC1.) may also
be used. It !liould prepared the same manner.

la. Stannous chloride (SnC1 2E1,0) may he used and
be prepared in the same

2
mannef4.

lb. The acid is reagent no. 1.
lc. This a suspension and should be stirred con-

tinuously during-use.

la. This should be reayent grade and low in mercury
concentration.

lb. Caution: this is corrosive.

la. This shou-la be reagent grade and low in mercury
content.

lb. Caution: this is corrosive.
lc. If a high reagent blank is obtained, it may be

necessary to distill the nitric acid.

la. Caution: solution will increase in temperature.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

178



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDORE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameiess Atomic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

I1111., 41=MNINIMININIONI

OPERATING PROCEDURES

8. Stock MertUry Soln.
(HgC12) (Cont'd.)

9. Intermediate Mercur
Solution - (HgC1.2)
Dilution of
Solution 8

10. Working Mercury
Solution (HgC12)

Dilution of
Solution 9

STEP SEQUENCE

2. Add 10 ml conc. nitric
acid (HNO3)

3. Cool to room temperature.

4. 'Dilute to 100 ml wit

water.

. This solution is a
dilution of the Stock
solution to adjust the
conc. of Hg to 10.0 pg/mlt
,Proceed es follows.

2. Add about 700 ml water to
a 1000 ml vol.. flask.

3. AA 0.5 ml conc. HNO
3

4. Add 10 ml stock Hg solnl

5. Dilute to 1000 ml mark.
This solution contains
10 ug/ml .

. Add about ml water to a,

1000 ml I. flrk.

2. Add 1.5 ml conc. HNO
3'

3. Add 10 ml of intermediate
solution (10 glim1).

4. Dilute)to.1000 ml mark.
This is working solution
and contains 0.1 pg/ml.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
111.111

2a. Concentration of stock solution is now
1 ml =f1 mg Hg

la. Prepare fresh before use.

3a. The nitric acid conc. of the dilutions including
the working solution should be maintained at
0.15%. This acid should be added to the flask
before addition of the aliquot.

e'

la, Prepare fresh before-use.

, 0

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES
. .

s()
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CUTY-135171g-1118TWIeTer5"/131TITC
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PROCEDURES

11. Potassium
Permanganate .

O.i N (KMn0) and
Sulfuric Acid 10%
Solution (For
Mercury'Trap)

12. Nitric Acid (1 + 1
dilution) (HNO3)

13. Hydrochloric Acid
(1 + 1 dilution
HNIO

3
)

STEP SEQUENCE

. Dissolve .316 g potassium
permanganate (KMn04) in
100 ml water.

2. Add 10 ml conc. sulfuric
acid (H2SO4) to about

80 ml water. Dilute to
100 ml ugh water.

3. Mix equal volumes of each
solution; KMN04(1) and

H
2
SO

4
(2).

1. Prepare by adding an equal
volpme of acid to an equal
yolume of water (te.50 ml
HNO

3
to 50 water).

1. Prepare by adding anequal
volume of acid to an equal
volume of water (i.e. 50 ml

HC1 to 50 ml water),

/

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICANS.

la. Let stand until following solution/is prepared.

/
2a. Caution: heat generated.

2b. Should be at room temperat6re before volume
adjustment. /

r ,.9C 11V. "r"10

la. Caution: acid should always be added to water
. to avoid Spattering.
lb. Caution: Heat is generated.
lc.. Use safety glasses,

la. See cautions above.
lb: Usk safety glasses.

7

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

D. Sample Handling and
Preservation

181

. Upon collection the samp\e
pH should be lowered to
2 or lower by the addition
of concentrated nitric
acid.

la. if only dissolved mercury is to be determined
the sample should be filtered before addition
of the acid. For total mercury the filtration
is omitted. .

a
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using The Flameless Atomic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PROCEDURES

E. Solubilization of
Sample

183

STEP SEQUENCE

1. Acidify the sample with
1:1 nitric acid to a pH
of 2 at the time of sample
collection.

2. Transfer 100 ml of well
mixed sample to a 150 ml
beaker.

3. Add 3 ml of concentrated
nitric acid to the 'sample.

4. Place the beaker on a hdt
plate and cautiously
evaporate to dryness.

5. Cool the beaker-and add'
another 3 ml portion of
the concentrated nitric
acid.

6. Cover the beaker with a
watch glass and return to
the hot plate.

7. Increase the temperature
of the hot plate so that
a gentle reflux action
occurs.

8. Continue heating until a
light colored residue
forms.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

2a. 100ml is the usual sample volume. If more

metals are to be determined, a larger sample
volume must be used. ,'

3a. Use a 10 ml graduated pipet.

4a. The sample should not boil during this time.

5a. Use a 10 ml graduated-pipet.

V

7a. This will be indicated by droplets forming on
the underside of the watch glass.

8a. This will indicate,that the digestion is com-
plete.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

184
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Absorption (Cold Vapor) TeChnique--,

-Ii
:OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATION'

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

E. Solubilization of
Sample (Continued)

.

.

.

9. Add sufficient [1:1 hydro-
chioric acid (HC1) solu-
'tion] and again warm the
.beaker to dissolve the
residue.

10-. Wash down the beaker walls
and watch glass with dis-
tilled water.

.

11. Adjust the volume to 100
ml (or the starting volume
size).)

.

.

9a. Use a 1, ml graduated pipet.

c

.

.

.

lla. The sample is now ready for analysis.
.

. .

*
. . .

.

F. Calibration

. .

01 S
r

.

1. Turn on power and pump
switches.

. .

. Set range switch on %T.

3. Memory switch off.

4. Shutter closed.

5. Adjust to 0%T with 0%T
adjustment knob.

.

la. Refer to figure 4 and 5.
lb. Allw 15 minutes' warm-up time.
lc. Calibration is necessary initially 'and thereafter

only if mercury lamp or optical filter.is re-
placed or if readings with standard samples
constantly deviate more than 5% of full-scale
in one direction. .

.

2a. Refer to Figure 5 for location of var..ds .

switches.
,

.
.

..

.,

9

.o-

.. ...



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless Atomic
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

OPERATING PROCEDURES

F. Calibration (Cont'd.)

STEP SEQUENCE

6. Open shutter.

7. Adjust 100% T with 100% T
adjustment knob.

8. Repeat steps 4 through 7
until 0% T adjustment does
nbt change full-scale
100% T) setting.

9. Prepare four samples of
100 ml volume containing
1.0 jig of mercury.

10. Place, the meter switch on

% T and open shutter,
memory switch off, check
0% T and 100%T settings.

11. Determine as,if these four
standards were samples.
Record the % T value for
each standard sample.

a

12. Adjust meter switch to Xl.

13. Adjust the 100% :iamb so
that meter indicates value
of mercury standard.

14. Set meter switch to % T.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

9a. Use the working solution (Reagent #10)(0.1 pg/ml).
and dilute 10 ml of that'soltttion t: 100 ml with
distilled water. This 100 ml volume will now
contain tO pg Ng,

This step should be performed just after placing
the aerator in the sample BOD bottle.

10a.

la. Use steps 18-32 of Section F - Sample Determina-
tion.

lb. When the sample contains only distilled water and
an inorganic mercury (i.e., mercuric chloride)
the heating step (steps 23, and 24 of sample deter-
mination) can 5e onitted.

12a. This step should only be done after the needle
of the meter has returned to 100% Te

13a. The meter should be adjusted on the X1 settir-,'
to read 1 mg on the scale.

Page No. 5 -21 1.86



EFFLUENT.MONITOkINi PROCEDURE: Determinatidn of Mercury Usini:thelameless Atomic.
Apsorption_(Cold Vapor) Technique

'Page No. 5722

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEPSEQUENCE

t F. Calibration,(Cont'd.). I15..Using the calibration
adjust % T to'average value
found in step 11. ,

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING-

GUIDE NOTES

16. Switch meter switch between
-X1 and 1 T settings.

17. Reset 0% T and 100% T with
meter switch at % T and
memory off. .

48. Transfer 0, CO. 5, 3.0, 2.0,

5.0, and 10 ml portions of
the working mercury solution
..(so1.10 to a series of
300 nit 80D bottle?

19. Add enough water to each
bottle, to makea total
volume of 100 ml.

Treat as saniplk using the
procedure under sample
determination.

!1. Construct a standard curve.

G. Sample Determination 11, Plug the line .curd into
Operation power receptacle.

1:89 7

15a. Located on'the back of the analyzer. This is.a
screwdriver adjustment.

:, -

.

16a. The two scales should agree on the iodation of
the needle. The X1 scale showing 1 pg-and the
% T scale showing 55% T (the corresponding % T.
value just below 1 ug on the Xi scale)...

D

18a. Working solution Contains 0.1 pg per ml. The
series'will contain from 0 to 1.0 pg of mercury.

19a. The Cog or blank,is a Check on the purity of the,
reagents.

21a. Use arithmetic graph paper and plot maximum meter
reading versus micrograms of mercury in standard.

.e>

II.E.21a

la. This procedure provides startzt'o-shutdown in-
structions. It is assumed that the analyzer is
properly installed (Instrument Set -Up) adjusted,
and calibrated (Calibration):

1. 190
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EFFLUENT- MONiTORING;PROCEDURE:- DeterOnation-C'f-Mercurr4.1Sin0 the FlanieTess Atomic -.
-;- Absorption-.(Cold- iapor_) `i

OPERATING `PROCEDURES

,

-G. Sample:beteiMinatiori
40peratir (cont%)

4.

.

STEP--SEQUENCE

'2. Allot-se-at leatt 15 minute

3. Memory switch OFF. .

4: Meter sWitch`p % T.-

5." elbse skitter.

'6..Turir 0% T knob_to adjust-
---nieter--_pointer-to-approxi-

mately 0% T.

-7. Opirr shutter.

INFORMATfON/OPERATING,GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE -.NOTES

8. Turn-100% T knop to -adjust
meter pointer to exactly
100% T.

9.Close shutter.

0. Readjust 0% T.

1. Open. shutter. 4*

2. Meter switch to X5,

3; Adjust 100% T...

14. nepress reset button.

157S'et memory switch as
.

,deSired:
v, testa

S

0.

14a. This Step is necessary only 'on older model
instruments.

15a, Withmemory Switch- oni:the -Meteit'__Wil.11d -the
maximum:= value,_ .At ,Iii -'OF position the _analyst

The
off- each run

to---cancel 'thepteter -instrtmient

-41/filiqio.
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EFPUitiit MONITORING PROCEDURE: -Deterinination-- ofilerctirY Using the flifnel et i_Atomic
Abserptien(ColdliaPor)- Techiiictue-

/-
_ I .- _

age,"

OPERATIM6PtiOCEDURE7S-_

G. gal*
_00e-ration; 400'40

fSTEF:SEQUENC6,_,

- I.
.

6. 'Select 'detired scale
XV .X5 % T.

INFORMATION/ORERATING-TGOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

-to_ returnItelere._-- Ifl all :cases the _ memory
function does .not affect -the 'recorder. .

16a . .-Sta 1 0-_,X1 - _Direct _reading.:0. to 9 lig of Hg. 1

Direct -reiding-_-Oz te _0;28 lig' of Hg .
T- Ener-gttratittnissioe scale 100to 0%-T.

--GUIDE-7NOTES-;

7.:Pour-.100,-ml of sample intiL70. If the saniple- has More :than-9 lig-efnercurY, a VII 17.
4300 -bottle. smaller __portieff--ef:Semple _should: be used and

dil uted- te -1 00 M1,-._--Ther:_resulting = value should be
ied-.,by the_ dilution fatter.- ,

17b;" Die IeparáteBOObottle for eich Sail-01e or
standard. The -reagents -cen-be -added to the
bOttle-and-bettl

da-. Use caution when. adding -conCentrated acids.

I
8. Add _5 ml conc. sulfuric

acid(H2SO4). Mix.

9.- Add :2i5---M1 Cone nitric .

atid- (HNO3). _Mix.
.

0. -Add l5ml potassitin:
;permanganate -(1_CMn0A)-
-reagent no-. "T .

4

"Q0a. Shake and add-additional .portiefiref petai um
perfflanganatz: -seltitifinc.Aptietettary,_Oht the

least 15 utes.
-Used..

21a.'This -fs a_.standinT tinie&nd the-itie e should be-
-. allowed to actually stand for the 15 minutes.

1. Allow to stOnd 15 minutes.'

. Add 8 ml potassiuM per-
sulfate (K9S4011) .! reagent
no...

3. Heat In a water bath at
95°C for 2 hours.

.

o

4

23a,_ The heat- step is_required,for -methyl mercuric
chlot'ide when _present- in or oiked-etoia natural
System; For _Standards prepared with distilled .

water and Merctiire-Chleride; the heating -.step .

is not -necessary. A

116
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EFFLUENT MONITOROIG PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury UsIng the Flameless Atomic,
Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique,

.

IMININION

OPERATING- PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE. INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECMICATIONS °

G. Sample Determination . 4. Cool to room temperature.
Opera nr(Cont'd.)

195

5. Add 6 ml of sodium chloride.
hydroxylamine sulfate,

,kliClz(HON1)2)2 11,s2)

reagent-no. 4.

6. Ali& to stand at leas.t
.30 seconds.

7

7. Add 5 ml of stannous .sul -'

fate (SnSO4) solution.

reagent no. 5. - ,

8. Immediately insert bubbler
into the bottle.

9. Record the highest value
indicated by the meter
pont5.

A

0: In the closed system, turn
one stopcock valve to the
trap position and allow
pump to continue operating.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

24a. Tap water can be used to adjust this temperature.

25a: This is done'to reduce the excess potassium
permanganate.

26a.'Up to this point all samples to be run could -be
treated together_ as a. group. Firm this point
each.must be done individual?. as themercury' is

---generated7and-must-be-measured-immediately:

. Position memory to OFF iO
it was.used.

-

8a'. The shutter should be open and the valve in the
position to by-pass the trap. M

9a. The meter will increase and reach a maximum
Within 1 minute.

9b. With the memory switch on, tie miter will auto-
matically retain the highest ,value reached.

9c. With the memory switch off, either a recorder must
be used or the meter watched continuously.

30a.'Once this has been done the mercury will. e
absorbed add the sample-cannot be reused.

31a. On new instruments this 11 s rear memory. On

older instruments there et button should be
depressed.

31b. Before thenext sample can be started the meter
must be returned tolthe o ug position.

Page-
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AtomicEPFLUENT_MONITORING-, P110tEIURE i "Det irminat;ion- Of rturt _using the 'nameless A
-"- -:AtisargienACOld- Poil Technique

_,:- __

-
-4` r 14
Vat

G. Samp-10---beterdination
-- Operation :(Cont!)----;

STEP= SEQUENCE

-- --

stoptock.',Valve -to the
tample-PoSition.

Qs.
I

-INFORMATION/OPERATING. GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

33. ReMoVe; frit from Sample
container. :

k

34.-Oetermrine all other 'samples
.by,refeating _steps 7
through: _31

45. -When- lst sathple has run, 35a.
s)iut down analyzer: '-

I

33a. _Pup should be allowed to. continue operating.

H. Calculatiors

19``

.

1.--UseiValues- determinedfrom
the standards.
. .

2. plot the _meter reading lugl
versus- the-kiiarm-coricerii-,_
tration, of the stillidardi
(110).

- 41

3411culate the mercury
concentration in the sampl

To 'Shut down, keep valve to trap until- Meter
-ieacts_ and then remove, aerator froin BOO
bottle: It--is_-retentendedlthat the an'lyier be ;.
Teft,:ON-during the day if routine sampTçg is i
tit _continue. _

.

la, Step 20 under Calibration.
Y ''
1 ' ,

,) __ _ __ _
2i. .This will =sbow if the meter, is in calibration.

If all readings:agree, i.e., if for exargple,- a
knoWn'vstandarCof 1,.0!,ug,:iconcentratio-irfeads ..-

' T.011:g* the Xl scale izithe unknown sample
cceterittapionirteLibe Teed dfiect)s f in ug.

.. OtheilWite the _StandrK1 curve should be used to
obtain- the co-reect:val up . .

.

Use the eq ation:ugHg*/1 = from:meter
ug reading) (m% .1066-

s -o amp e us

rcury

4

r



EFFLUENT MONITOgINO PROCEDURE: Xttermination of Mercury Using the Flpimeles's;Atomic .

- Absorption (Cold Vapor)'Technique,

. t .

_.,

g:t

OPTING PROCEDURES

H. Calculations (Contd.)

4 .

/
4

1§9.."

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIEICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTESA

_ . . . .

4. Report meecury.conc. a.s;.- 4a. < = less than.

follows:
-..

,

Below 0.2 ug/1 as <0.2.11/T
Between 1.0 and 10.0 ug/1
-Using one place after
.decimal .

Above 10.0 ug/1 using only',
whoje numbers s'

4

.

o

k.'

7

fl

Page -441327-
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

Section I

1

TRAINING GUIDE,NOTE

.

Theoretical Co cepts

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

-^

The method is iased on the method developedby Hatch
and Ott. The. in the sample is oxidized to
the mercuric i n with potassium permanganate in a
nitric - sulfuric acid medium. Hydroxylamine sulfate
is then added tb remove the excess permanganate.
Stannous sulfate; is then added to reduce the mercury
to metallic form: Then the mercury is vaporized and
circulated by the bubbler.system. This consists of
-a circulating pump and the` bubbler. Meatureittpt i;
made with/a flamelessatomicabsorption spectro-
photometer. The energy at. the 253.7 ilmmercury line
emitted -by a-mercury-lamp-israburbedby tHe.mercury
vapor in the flow-through absorption'cell. The
change in transmittance isjetected by a phototube.

z

Analytical Chemistry,
Volume 40, pg. 2085
December 1968 .

Instruction Manual
Coleman Model ETAS -50

:4arcury'Analyzer
Coleman Instruments
Maywood, IL

,

.Paco No 5-28

201
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EFFLUENT MONITOR/NG PROCEDURE' Determinition of Mercury Using the-Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique1

4

° , Section II

TRAINING GUIDE NOTE REFERENCES/RESOURCES

E.21.A .

4-t

The standard curve is a reference to a fundamental
law of absorption Chemistry known as t' Beer-
'Lambert law. Simply, this laW states tat the amount.
of energy absorbed by a solution is proportiohal to
the concentration of the, absorbingmaterial.in the
solution. Applied to this outline the amount of
energy', absorbed at the wavelength of 253.7 nm is

proportional to the amount of mercury present in a
solution.'

_ .

If a series of knownsOlutions are prepared as in
Step 18 under Calibration and the meter reading. i.e.
the-maximum reading on the,%.T or the X1
-scale-are plotted, -a-- straight line should-result:

When an unknown sample value ii;Obta4ned its mercury
content can'be determined from the straight line or
standard curve.

The two meter setting, i.e., '% Tand.X1 QM give the
same reuslts. Percent T will require a standard''
.curve to convert-the % T reading to concentration
while the 41 scale will convert and expresi the
reading. directly into micrograms of mercury.

To use the attached graph paper prepare the standards
4s in step 18 and 19 of the Calibration section and
run them as samples. The 'known concentrations are
plotted along the bottom of. the graph. Then plot the
values obtained from the meter, X1 is plotted on the
left-of the graph and % T is plotted on the right.

Where the known concentration line intersects with
the /appropriate meter reading a mark is made. After
all six standards are plotted, draw a line-through
the-marks.

Y

4

.

7

"au

Page No.5724
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Meriury Using the Flameless
Atomic Absorptioft (Cold Vapor) Tichn que

. 4 /

/N,=--

TRAINING GUIDE 'NOTE

O

Section

REFERENCE /RESOURCES
1

The use of chromic acid is a recommended;procedure.._... .

.

1. Pour 35 ml of distilled water ina/2g0 ml beaker. 13th Standard Methods,
p. 135, section 2.c.2

Add about 1/8 tiaspoon.(simply estimate this
quantity) of sodium dichromate

'
Na2 2/04_ 'to the water. ,

3. Swirl the beaker until the sodiutn_diaromatel?,'
has dissolved.

t
4. Keep repeating steps ,2 an until nomore

sodiumichromate4will disso ve.
,,:

,

a
. .

5. Pour the solution into 2 liter baker :

6. Slowly pour 1 liter°of_cooCentrated=sulf
r-

acid, H2SO4, into the 2 liter boa

Caution: Use eyeglasses and protective
clothing.

,7"..-Siir the mixture-thoroughly.\
8.. Store it in a glass stoppered bottle.

.

9. The cleaning solution should be at a temperature
of about 50°C when it is used.

. .

O. It may. therefore be necessary to warm the
cleaning solution.

1. When using the warm cleaning solution, fill the
piece of glassware with the solution.

.

2. Allow it to soak for 2-3 minutes*(or longer).

3. Pour the-cleaning solution back into the storage
bottle.

4. Rinse the piece of glassware ten times with tap
water.

5. The cleaning.soTption may be reused until it
turns green.

6. It should' then be discarded.

Page No. .5-P,
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EFFLUENTMONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Mercury Using- the Flameless
Atomic Absorption (Cold Vapor) Technique

Section VIII

T NING GUIDE NOTE REFERENCES/RESOURCES.

Maintenance Practices

. Immediately clean all. spilled materials from tfte
instrument and wipe dry.

. Do not vapors 4n absorpti cell. Remove
bubbler feu the sample flask and operate pump
after passing air through trap for 2 minutes.

3. Whenever the instrument is not in relatively
continuous 'use, turn it off and cover it with the
plastic cover. If it is not to be used for
several days, the line cord may be disconnected. .

from the' power source.

4. Circulating air may eventually duse,dust to
accumulate on exposed optical parts. Parts, such
as the lam!, 'filter and cell windowt maybe wiped

-swith clean, lintless, non-scratching tissue.

Coleman MAS-50 Operation
Manual

,

5. If a-liquid sample should,be, drawn into the

t
Analyzer di connect the tubing at both ends of
the absorp on-tube. Remove the tube, disassemble
rinse with tilled watarl-dry-andreastembl-e--
with new windows. Flush the system with distilled
water introduced at the cell end of both inlet
and outlet tubing. Then gently blow out both

.,lines yith air. ,Re-install'the absorption cell.

6. If'prqblems arise in attaining either 0% T or
1'00% T with the appropriate adjustment controls,
the windows' in the absorption tube should be
checked particularly the one'opposite the mercury
lainp. If'the cell window hai,become cloudy it
stiould'be changed. Care should be taken to keep
finger prints'off the windows. After exposure
to the ultra - violet. light the prints cannot be
removed. To replackfollow the manuacturer's'.
directiors. , . ''

. .;

;kr

204

s.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING. PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using game Photometry
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

Analysis Objectives: . 1
9

The learner will determine the potassium content of a sewage effluent.

2. Brief Description of Analysis:-

The learner will, prepare a calibration graph using the percent transmittance
and,the concentration of a series of standard potassium solutions. The percent
transmittance of a sample of sewage effluent will next be determined, and the .

.
,-potassium concentration found by using the calibration graph.

The work.will be done using a Beckman Model B spectrophotometer with flame.
photometry attachments. Although this procedure has been prepared for use.
with.a .specific instrument, other equivalent commercially available instrur
ments. may. of course be used. Mention of a particular brand name does not
constitute endorsement by the U:. Environmental-Protection Agency.

3. Applicability of thig Procedure:

a.Range of Concentration:
. )

Concentration levels as iew as 0:1 mg/Titer can be detected in a good flame

ti `photometer. .Although the cited reference,(12elow) does not specifically state
the highest' potassium concentration which may be determined, a limit, of

10 mg/liter may be'inferred. Therefore, sample dilutimmay ba required.,

b. Pretreatment of Samples:.
.

The digestion procedure referenced in the Federal Register, Wednesday,

. December 1,' 1976, Part II, table I, footnote. 15*(Methods 'for Cbemical

Analysis of Water &'Wastes, 1974, page 83, par. 4.1.4.) is give in this

effluent monitoring,procedure.-

. r

c. Treatment of Interferences in the Sample:

When the following ratios are exceeded, an it4erference in the dgtermination
of potassium is present, and the cited reference must be consulted.'

eRatio Value of this

-

sodium/potassium 5/1
t.-

calcium/potassium 10/1

magnesium/potassium 100/1

0

4'.

°This procedure was taken from the Standard Methods, 14th ed., pg. 234,

Method 317 A, and from the Beckman Instrument Manual.

Iv&

C.

21(3
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

tquipmentand-Supply Requirements,

A. Capital Equipment:

-1. Beckman Model B. spectrophOtometer with flame photometer attachments
and instrument manual

2. Source.of distilled water
3. Source of deionized-water

4. Oven, for use at 1100C and at 1030C (the Oven-used in the sodiumprocedure
CH.MET.es.EMP.1b.7.77, Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry, may

0 be used here)

5. Analytical balance,,100 g capacity

B.Reusable_Supplips: .

..
.

1: Trip balance, 100 g capacity
'2.' Pencil or pen .

3. Twelve inchuler
.

,

4. Graduated cylinder, 50 ml (for glassware cleaning)
5. Beaker, 150 ml ,

,-,

6. Beaker, 250 ml (for glassware cleaning)
,

7. Beaker, 2 liter (for glassware-cleaning)
8..Laboratoey apron
9. Safety glasses , A
10. Glas stoppered bottle, _1 liter.(for storage of cleaning solution)
11. Three polyethylene bottles,200 ml
12. One oil, two polyethylene bottles,1 liter. (See, page 6-13, steps 9 and 10.)

-13. Graduated cylinder, 250 ml , --

14. Erlenmeyer flask; 125 ml -

15. Erlenmeyer flask, 500 ml
16. Graduated.cylinder, 100 ml
17. Graduated cylinder, 10 ml
18. Plastic weighing boat, about 2 inches square '

19. Small spatula

20. One or two volumetric flasks, 1 liter (See page 6-13, 9a.)
21. Pipet, 100 ml .

.

22: TWo plastic squeeze bottles.
.

23. Funnel, about 60 mm Aiameter
.

24. Onesplece Whatmannumber my (or equivalent) filter paper.(to fit the funnel)
,-....

*s,

25. One ring (to support the funnel)

'26. Six, ortwelve,ivolumetricJlaski, 100 ml (See page 6-17; 3a.)
27. One pipet bulb ti

28. One or two graduated pipets,'10 ml'(See page '6-17, 3a.); r.

29._Eight, cA sixteen, small beakers (depending on whether one or both sets of
standards.aee prepared); either glass (supplied with the flame photometer)
or disposable Olastici and used to hold solutiol- for aspiratiko
Twobpressure reguldtors,(one for hydrogen, one for oxygen)

31., WrenchEa for use in attathing pressure regulators to gas cylinders
32. Wrench for use in making hose connections
33. Two clamps (for safely anchoring gas cylinders)
34. Screwdriver; medium size
35. One ring stand__
36. Hot plate

21.'7
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determinatioh of Potassium Using Flame Photometry '

B. Reusable 'SuPplies. (Continued)

37. Thermometer, 100°C

.38. Onepiece.of rubber or plastid tubing to fitonto the tube extending from
the bottom of the atomizer burner, 1 ft.

39. Asbestos gloves or crucible tongs

40. One piece of pH sensitive paper (to measure a pH of 2)

C. Consumable Supplies: .,

1. Potassium,chloride, KC1, 3 g.
2. One piece graph paper; divided into squares of equal size
3. Sodijum dichromate, Na2Cr207 (for cleaning glassware}

4. Concentrated sulfuric acid,A-SOI (for cleaning glassware)
5. Soap'(for cleaning glassware)
6. Brush (for cleaning glassware)
7. Brush, (for 'cleaning balance) .

8. Paper towels
. Matches
10. Concentrated nitric acrd, ,HNO3

11. Cylinder orhydrogen gas (for-use with the flame photometer)
12. Zylinder of-oxygen gas (for use with the flame photometer)
13. Concentrated hydrochloric avid, HC1
14. Distilled concentrated nitric acid,

.

HNO
3
*

'All reagenti should be of high quality. Different.theMical manufacturers may
have different ways of-indicating a high quality,reagent. While nO endorse-
ment-ofone cheTical.Manufatturer over another is intended,-the following'are
some designations used in four chemical catalogstoAndicate high quality reagents.

Catalog . DesignatidOs
40. s

-Thomas : - Reagent, ACS, Chemical4Y*

-Mathespn;'Coleman & Bell Reagent, ACS .

Curtin Matheson Primary Standard, ACS,AR
Scientific, Inc:

Fisher . Certified, ACS

* Thii reagent is used for acidifying the sample at the time of collectibn.
it must,beof higher purity than Reagent, ACS, etc. J. T. Baker "Ultrex"

ac /d is an example of a higher purity acid. .

,



Beckman Mods, B Spectrophotometer
with.flame photometry attachments ashen °"

valve'
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1-
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slit control-knob
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. EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Usjng Flame Photometry
Page No.M0-

!;-

OPERATING-PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE r,INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE NOTES

A. Equipment Preparation

1. Cleaning of Glass-
, ware .

,

2. Balance Preparation

3. Spectrophotometer

222 .

1. Clean ail glaiiWare and
polyethylene bottles.

2. Rinse with nitric acid
solution.

3. Rinse with tap water.

4. Rinse with deionized water.

1. Check the analytical ,bal-
ance for Cleanlinets and.
proper Oeration.

1. Attach the oxygen and
hydrogen cylinders to the
Beckman Mbde18 spectro,
photometer with flame
photometry attachments.

2: Turn the wavelength knob
.to a reading of 750-nano-
meters.

3. Turn the slit control knob
to a reading of 0.4 mm.

4. furn the sensitivity knob
to the standby positicn.

'5. Turn the fltr-shtr-open
knob to the 'shtr position.

2a. Preparation of the acid is.crcribed tn B.1.

3a. Ten times.

Aa. Five times.

Consult the manufacturer's manual if the balance
does not operate properly."

Consult'the manufacturer's manual for specific'
instructions.
For the remainder of this. procedure, the words
instrument, or flame photometer, will be used
to mean this particular instrument.

5a. This is the closed position:'"---

V.A.1.1

V



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE;

OPERATING PROCEDURES

Determination of-Potassium Using Flame Photomet0

STEP-,SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOAL/SPECIFICATIONS .

A: Equipment Preparation
(Continued)

4.'PhOtotube : Remoye the phototube hous-
ing plate (see Figure 1).

_

2."Check the conditionof the
desiccant in the phototube
ccpartment.

. B. Reagent).repara on

1. Nitric Acid, HNO3,

Solution, 1 + 15

s?
A

224

1

la. The red senSiti phototube should be used-'for
potass m determ .ation.

lb. Refer t figures 1,,-2,1413 when other parts of
the nst ent are mentioned in this procedure.

2a:-It may eeddrying at I03-105°C for 1 hour,
do

follows by cooling in edestccator for 30 min.

2b. The spec ophotometer willbe turned on An E.

"TRAINING _

GUIDE NOTES

1. Measure 150 ml of d stilled .la-. Use a
-water.

.

2. Pour it into a 500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

3Measure 10 ml of concen-
trated nitric acid, HNO3.

4. Pouthe nitric acid slowly
-into the distilled water.

5. Swirl the flask.

6. Store the solution in a
polyethylene bottle.

%

graduated cylinder.

3a. Use a 10 ml graduated cylinder.

5a. To mix the acid and water.; m.

6a. This solution is used 'for rinsing glassware and

polyethylene bottles.

6b. Largeramounts may be prepajtairsTng The same
proportfoh of'acid and water.

225



EFFLUENT.MONITORING13ROCEDUR DOWITicitIon,vof Potassium Using Flame Photometry Page No 6-12
1'

7_

OPERAfINGIROCEDURES'

-13-fleag

(continued),

lc
2. Nitric Acid, HNO3,

Distilled

STEP SEQUENCE- INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

3. Hydrochl6ric Acid,
HC1, Distilled,
1 + 1

/1
4. Stodk Potassium

Solution

4.

226

1. See la.

1. Measure 2.5 ml of dis-
tilled hydrochloric acid,
NCI.

O

2. Pour it into a 125'ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

9

3'. Measure 2.'5 ml of deiohized
'Water.

4. Pour it into the same
flask.

5. Swirl the flask.

6. Store the. solution in a

polyethylene bottle.

Weigh3 g. of potatiium
chloride, KC1.

'2.. Dry it at 110°C.

r.

3. cool it in-a desiccator.

4 eigh .907 g. of the
paissi chloride; K01.

. Transfer it to a 1 liter,
volumet is flask.

r `

t

la. This reagent is used undiluted for 'acidifying the
sample at the time of collection,

la. Use6 10' Wgraduated cylinder.
lb. Five ml of the 1 + T mixture are needed for each

sample. Therefore, larger volumes may be pre-_
pared as necessary. 4#.

2a. Use a larger flask if larger amounts of the mix-
ture are being prepared.

30. Use the 10 ml graduated cylinder from la.

r,

5a. To mix the acid and wate;67.

la. Use a trip balance.

T
lb. This is slightly more than'is-needed.

,
.

2a. Fur 1 hOur:
6 .

. For 30tmin

4a° Use an analytical balande.

5a. Use'deionized water in the plastic squeeze bottle.

, 221
.0
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EFFUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using FlameuPhotometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES

B. Reagent Prepat Lion

(continued)

STEP SEQUENCE

6. Dissolve the salt in de-
ionized water in the
flask.

7. Dilute to the 1 lit,r mark

8. Mix thoroughly.

9. If the erected potassium
. . concentration in the sampl

is between 1.0 and 10.0
mg/liter, prepee the

intermediate potassiu
solution (8.5 below).

10. If the expected potassium
concentration is between
0.1 ar4 1.0 mg/liter, pre-
pare the standard potassi-

um solution (1;.6 below).

5. Intermediate
Potassium Solution 1. Pipet 100.0 ml of the

stock potassium solution
(B.4.) into a 1 liter

volumetric flask.

2. Dilute to the 1 1 ter mar 2a. With deioniied water. imp.

I

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

7a. With .deionized water.

8a. The concentration of this solution is 1.0 mg of
.potassium per 1.0 ml of solution.

9a. If there is doubt abOut-the expected potassium _

conctntration; both the intermediate and standard
potassium solftions shobld be prepared, along
with two calibration-graphs.

.

3. Mix thoroughly.

228

3a. The concentration of this solution is 0.1 mg of
potassium per 1.0 ml of solution.



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using.. Flame -Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES ' -STEP SEQUENCE- INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

B. Reagent Preparation
(continued)

6. Standard Potassium
Solution

"

.

.

,

4

u o

1. Pipet 100.0 ml .0. the

intermediate' potassium

solution (B.5.) into a,
1 liter volumetric flask.

2. Dillite to the 1 liter mark.
:

.

3. Mix thoroughly.
,

4. Transfer the potassium
solutions you have prepared
to polyethylene bottlers.

.
,

.

.,

.

.

-2a. With deionized .water. *-

.

3a. The concentration of this solution is, 0.01 mg
of potassium per 1.0 ml of solution.

.

..

.

4

.

.

.

r'
C. Sample Collection

. .

0 0 (I

1. Collect the sample in a
polyethylene bottle.

_ .

Z. Acidify the sample with
distilled nitric acid,
HNO

3'
.

3. Gently swirl the bottle.

4. Check the pH of the sample.

,

la. Although only a few ml of sample are actually
needed, a larger volume, such as 200 ml, is more
convenient to work with.

.

/

2a. Use 5 ml of acid/liter o sample; 1.0 ml for 200
ml of sample.

.

2b. Measure the acid in a 10 ml graduated cylinder.
,

3a. To mix the acid and sample.

4a. Use pH sensitive paper.
4b. It must be less than 2. If it is not, add a few

more drops of acid, swirl the bottle, and recheck
the pH. Repeat the procedure until the pH is
less than 2.

4c. Do not store the sample for more than 6 months
before completing the -analysis.

e ,''.

.

.

.

231



FFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of OotassiumWng Flathe Photometry

2?-

OPER4TING PROCEDURES

D. Sa0ple ge s ion

$ 2

Wde(

232

STEP SEQUENCE

. Shake the sample container.o

2. Measure 100 ml of the
acidified sample.

3. Pour it int6'a 250 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

-4. Measure 5 ml of 1 + 1 dis-
tilled hydrochloric,acid,
NC1. -,

5. Poor it into the flask.

6. Swirl the flask.

7. Put the flask on a hot-

plate.-

8. Turn on the hotplate and
adjust the temperature--
setting so the sample homes
to a temperature of 95"C.

After the sample has come
to 95"C, continue.:,the
heating for 15 Mil:

O. Assemble a filtration
apparatus.

V

?

INFORMATION/OPERATING GALS /SPECIFICATIONS

la.. To ensure that it is homogeneous..

2a. Use a 100 ml graduated cylinder.

3a. If any solids- remain in the cylinder, rinse-them
into the flask'with a few ml of deionized water.

4a. Use a 10.0 graduated cylinder.

,

6a. To mix the acid and sample.

8a. Check the temperature 'of,the simple with a

thermometer.
8b. Do not allow the tempera re of the sample to go

above 95 C.

9a. During thel5 minute pert d, proceed with

Step 10.

10a.''t ring stand, a funnel (approximately
diameter), a ring to.hold,the funnel,
of medium porosity filter paper (such

'number 40).
10b. Use a clean 100 ml graduated cylinder

60 mm
and a piece
as Whatman

as 'receiver

TRAINING
-.GUIDE NOTES

233
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-EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of PotitsiUm Using Flame Photometry111 Page No.

'OPERATING PROCEDURES
,_, ,

--- D. Sample Digestion
z-- . IcontinUed)

,

E. 'Spectrophotometer
Warm=up

STEP SEQUENCE7 INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SACIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

11. After the 15 min. heating lla. Be cautious of the hot flask.- Use a glove or
period; remove the flask tongs.
frarthe hotplate.

12. Allow it to cool at room
temperature for about 15
min.

13. Filter/the sample through 3a. Solids in the sample would clog the burner on the
the fi ter paper into the flame photometer.
"cylinder.

14. Wash the filter paper with 4a. When the volume in the cylinder is 100 ml, remove
small portions (a few ml) the cylinder from under the funnel.
of deionized water, and
catch the washings in the
cylinder.

15. Cover the cylinder with 5a. Until the analysis.
an invert 0 ml beaker. 5b. To prevent contamination.

2 4,,

1. Plug the power cordon the la. 1150 volts, 50/60 cycle.
instrument into a wall
outlet.

2. Turn on thg power toggle
switch:

,3. Allow the instrument to
warm up for 45 minutes.
While it warming up,
proceed With Section F.

2a. The indicator light will go on.
2b. Do not turn on the lamp toggle switch. It is not

used when,making flame photometry measurements.
3a. With older instruments, 2 hours or longer would be

'a better warm-up time.

235'
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

P°

, OPERATING PROCEDURES

- F.-Preparation of
-. Standards

.

, Iv

- STEP SEQUENCE

1.- While the instrument is.`
*warming up, ptepare the
potassium standards.

.

2. Assemble ix 100 ml volu-
metric

3. Mark-th
and' 10 i you use the.
int6rmed atepotassium solu-
tion
0.0, 0.2, 4, 0.6, 0:8,
and 1.0 if ou use the
standard p tassium,solution
(8.6., 0.01 mg/0).

4. Pipet 2.0 ml of the inter-
mediate potassium solialiin
TIUTTFe flask marOrt 2,
and.2.0 ml' of thd .siind'ard

potassium solution-ltie
flask markdd 0.2.

.

5.' 4.0 ml of the inter.:

Mediate pOtassium soTaTiin
flask marked 4,

and 4.0 ml of the standard .

potassium solution into the
flask marked 0.4.

o

'6. Prepare the 6, 8, and 30, '
and 0.6, 0.8; and 1;0 flask

1

in a similar manner.

1,/

-INFORMATION/OPERATING' GOALS/SPECIFICAT ONS

la. Two standard potassium.solutions were p epared.
One concentration was.0.01 mg/ml (the s andard
potassiuth solution (B.6.), and the othe was 0.1

mg/ m1 (the intermediate potassium solut'on
Experience,, or trial and error, wil ermine
which potassium solution you use.

3a. If you do ilk hot!? which potassium solutio to

use, then prepare two sets of standardsawit six

more 100 volumetric flasks and a second 0 ml

graduated pipet. If you do know the expec d

potassium concentration illthe sample, and there-
fore, whichspotassiumsolution to use;'on y One
set of standards is needed.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

4a. Usebne 10 ml graduated pipet for the intermediate
solutibn, and I second 10 ml graduated pipet for

1 the standard solution;

5a. rse the appropriate pipet.

6a. Ilse the appropriate pipet.

,2 37
I
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassit-WriVs4A.9.4.1ame Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES
.

STEP SEQUENCE
. ..

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINiNG
GUIDE NOTES

F. Preparation of
Standards (continued)

.

.

7. Add deionized water to the
mark in-each of the six or
twelve flasks.

. .

8. Mix thoroughly.

.

'L..

.

. , ,

--"` .,

.
.

. .

,-
.

.

.
. . '

8a. The contentrattons.are:p.0,..2:0, 4.0 6. 0, 8.0,

and 10.0 Mg/liter in the'one set of standards, at
0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0:6, 0.8, and -1.0 mg/liter in. .he
other. ..,

;,
... '

.
.

.

-

,

.

.

,

.

.

G. Analysis

1. Standards and
Sample

::

.

.

,

2. Lighting the Flame

1. Mark the.5 ml beakers (six
or twelve) the same way
that the 1 ml volumetric
flaskp are m

2. Pour the stan rds into the
appropriate 5 1 beakers.

.

O. Shake the sample thoroughly.

4. Fill another 5 ml beaker
with sample.

.. _

5. Fill another 5 ml beaker
with deionized water.

1. Raise the door on the right
side of the burner housing.

,

.
,

,

la. Either glass or plastic disposable.
$lb. Used for aspirating solutions. -

) .

. / -
.

.

- ,. .
.-

2a. Fill the beakers about three-fourths full.
2b. Caution: 'Throughout the remainder of -this

procedure, be careful .not to get your fingers into
any of the solutions. This could cause an error
'in the result.

, .

3a. Even if it was filtered earlier.

4a. About three-fourths full.
.

.
,

.

5a. About three-fourths full.
.

. .

,

, .

,.
,

,

,

_

.

_

.

.

t

.

-

,
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:

C?

OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. Analysis (continued)

Determination of Potassium Using F ame o ometry

0

, -

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOA1.57-SPECIFIC

a. Do not force the sample positio r control:2.,Raise the samplepositioner
Zontrol be ween the -

,t:mentan.d he burner to ing

,to -the-verical-pos'iti n a
far as it will go. :

3. Close the oxygen and fuel
(hydrogen) valves on top
of the control panel.

4. Cloie the low pressure
valve on 4te.regulators
attached-to the hydrogen
and oxygen cylinders.

5. Close the fuel (hydrogen)
-needle valve on the right
side of the control panel.

6. Open. the fuel (hydrogen)
needle valve on the rignt
side of. the control pane'.

7. Open the main valve on the
oxygen cylinder.

/

8. 'Open low oressUee valve
on the oxygen cylinder.

9.'Set'the pressure for 30
pounds-per square inch:

240

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

3a. By turning them counter clockwise until they just
begin to feel loose; i.e., until they can be
wiggled very slightly left and right.

4a. By turning the handles counter-clockwise until
they just begin to feel loose; i.e., until they
can be wiggled very slightly left and right.

5a. By turning it clockwise with a screwdriver is -4V

far as it will go.
5b.'Do not force the screwdriver.

6. By turning it counter clockwise with aYscrewdriver.
6b. About 1/8 turn.

7a. By turning the handle counter clockwise two full
turns.

7b. For safety, oxygen isalways turned on first,
.and turned off, last.

8a. Bylurning.the handle clockwise until the needle
moves away, from zero.

9a. By turning the valve clockwise.

1

Ai

241
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURF:.

ae
Determination of Potassium Using Flame PhGometry Page No. 6-20

OPERATING .PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

242

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPEC:CICATIONS

O. Open the oxygen valve on
the control panel.

Set the pressure 'for 13

'ounds per square inch.

2. Remove the tubing and
cylinder.

10a. By turning ths' handle clockwise until the needle'
moves away from zero.

lla. By turning the handle clOckwise.

11b. The actual oxygen pressure should be written on
a tag attached to the atomizer burner.

11c. The optimum pressure may be checked if no tag
is attached to the burner.

lld. Attach a small diameter piece of rubber or plastic
tubing about 1 foot long to the brass tube extend-
ing from the bottom of the atomizer burner. The
rubber or plastic tubing should fit the brass
tube snugly. Place the other end of the rubber or
plastic tubing in a 10 ml cylinder.
Till it to the ' .0 line with cl,-..:izedHwater.

When the oxygen is'flowing at the proper rate, the
deiofiized water should be aspirated at the rate of
1.5 - 2.0 ml per minute. This rate corresponds to
about thirteen pounds pressure per square inch.

ft

0

3. Open the low pressure valve 13a. By-turning the handle clockwise until the needle
on *the hydrogen cylinder. moves away from zero.

4. Set the pressve for 10 14a. By turning the valve clockwise.
pounds per square inch.

5. Open the fuel (hydrogen) 15a. By turning the handle clockwise.
, valve on the control panel.

6. Set the pressure for 4.5
pounds per square inch.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry
24.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

244

STEPSEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

17. Cautibusly bring a lighted
match to the tip of the
atomizer burner.

18. Close the door he right

side of the bur 4 housing.

17a. The oxygen-hydrogen mixture will ignite with a
loud pop and hissing sound.

'18a. Caution: hot gases are escaping frnm the top of
the coil. Do not place your hand or any other
part of your body over the coil while the gases
are burning.

19. Place the beaker containing 19a.
the highest concentration 19b.

standard,(10 mg/liter or
.1.0mg/liter) into the
holder.

See figure 3.
If two sets of standards are being used, take
readings on the-10, 8, 6, 4, 2, and 0 mg/liter
solutions first,, and then the 10, 0,8, 0.6, 0.4,
0.2, and 0.0 mg/liters7utions.,_ Do not mix the
two sets of standards.

04 Seeing the-beaker into the 20a. A distinct change in sound will be heard as the
burner housing compartment solution is aspirated into the burner.
using the sample positioner 'cub. Forthe remainder of this procedure, if the sound
control. caused by the aspiration of a solution changes

while the solution is being aspirated, it probably'
Means that all of the liquid in the beaker has
been aspirated, and the beaker is empty.

20c. Swing the beaker 'out of the burner housing, re-
fill it with the appropriate solution, and swing
it back into the burner housing.

20d. While the solution is aspirating, check that the
hye-nen pressure is still 10 pounds per sqbare'
inch and that the oxygen pressure is still at the
optimum valve determined aboye. If one or both.

cf the pressures have changed, reset them.

r1..Turn the sensitivity knob
to :position 1.

22. Make the needle read 0%
transmittance using the
dark current knob.

I 22a. In this procedure, all readings will be made on
'the transmittance portion of the scale, not the
absorbance portion.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

241r.t)
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determirfation of Potassium Using Flame Photometry
Page No. 6-22

OPERATING,PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

3. Aspiration of
Standards and
Sample

246

STEP SEQUENCE

23. Tu
/
n the sens4tivity.knob

t position 4. 4

24. Repeat step 22.

25. Adjust tfie-fuel needle
valve so:the tip of the
flame comes to the top of
the burner housing com-
partment, not to the top
of the -colt on top of the

compartment.

1. Turn the fltr-shtr-open
knob to the open position.

2. Turn the wavelength knob
very slowly clockwise.

3. Record this wavelength
and proceed to step 14.

AIMMV

TRAINING
.INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATTAS GUIDE NOTES

25a. Use a screwdriver.
25b..Caution: extremely hot gases are escaping

through the coil.
25c. Adjustment of this needle valve setting isnot

necessary each time the instrument is used, un-
less the setting has been changed for some reason.

la. The shutter is open inthis position..
lb. In the shtr position, the shutter is closed.

2a. Turn the knob continuously. Do not turn the

knob in step.
2b. One of three things will happen, 2c., 2d., or 2e.

2c. is the condition you are trying to achieve.
2c. First: the needle will move tb the 'left, and at

some % transmittance between 50 and100, will
suddenly swing back to the right. ',In this case,

proceed to step.3.
.

2d. Second: 'the needle will swing back to the right
as in 2c, but at some % transmittance between
and 50. In this case, proceed to step 4.

-2e. Thirdly: the needle will swing back td the right,
but at .ome point greater than 100% transmittance;
or, it will not swing baCW to the right, it will,
stay to the left. In this case, proceed to

. step 9.

3a. Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.
3b. Do not change this wavelength until the procedure

instructs you to change it.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium ,Using Flame Photometry:

111111111111!,,

OPERATING PROCEDURES

Al
STEP SEQUENCE--

G. Analysis Icontinued)

248

41111===M, INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATION`'
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

4. Close the shutter.

5. Increase the reading on the
slit nob-by 0:05 milli'
meter.

6. Turn the wavelength back
to 760 nanometers.

7. Repeat steps 1 and .2*.

8. Reco'd this wavelength and
proceed to step IC

9. Close the shutter.

O. Decrease the reating on,the
slit knob by 0,05 milli.,'
meter.

1. Turn the wavelength back to
760 nanometers.

12. Repeat steps 1 and 2.

3c. This wavelength should be 763 nanometers. If it
is too far away from thitLyalve (less'than 763,
or more than 773), thccitibration of the in-
strument shouldrbe checkedusing'the instrument
manual.

5a. It graduated in tenths of a millimeter- between
0.0 and 1.5 millimeters.

7a. If condition 2d still exists, repeat steps 4
through 7 until the needle moves as described
in 2c.

8a.

8b1

10a.

Use the example data sheet(s): see pages 29 & 30.
Do not change this wavelength the procedure
instructs you to change it:

It is graduated in tenths of a millimeter between
0.0 and 1.5 millimeters.

12a. If condition 2e still exists, repeat steps 9
through 11 until the needle moves as described
in 2 c.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING eROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

G. Analysis (continued)

13.tRecord this wavelength
and proceed to step 14.

14. Turn the slit knob so as
to make the needle read
100% transmittance.

15. Close the shutter,

16. Record a reading of 100%
transmittance for the
10 or 1.0 mg/liter solu-
tion..

17. Swing the beaker out of
the burner housing com-
partment.

18. Replace it with the 8 or
0.8 mg/liter solution.

19. Swing tt into the burt4r
housing compartment.

20. Open the shutter.

21. Record the % transmittance
reading.

22. Close the shutter.

"
INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE NOTES

p
13a. Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.
113b. Db. notchange this wavelength unt11. the procedure

instructs you to change it.

15a. Do not change this settj1g until the
,instructs you to change it.

0a.: Use the example data shee
6b. This first set of readi

or two sets of standard
peak readings.

1

procedure

;'sec pages 29 & 30.
u will get on the one
sample are called

21a. Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

252

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

23. Repeat steps 17 through 22
for the 6, 4, 2, and 0
mg/liter solutions and the
sample, or the 0.6, 0.4,
0.2, and 0:0 mg/liter solu-
tions and the sample.

24. Swing the beaker of sample
out of the burner housing
compartment.

25. Replace it with the beaker
of deionized water.

26. Swing it into the burner
housing compartment.

27. Turn the dark current knob
so the needle reads 0% _
transmittance.

28. Replace the beaker of de-
ionized,water with. the
beaker of the 10 or 1,0
mg/liter solution.

9. Open the' shutter.

4 Turn the wavelength knob
very slowly clockwise.

23a. Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 8 30.

1$

28a. It may need refilling.

29a. The needle should show 100% transmittance; rt
may be "off" by plus or minus 1 or 2% because of
the dark current adjustment. Do not change the

slit setting.

30a. Turn the knob continuously. Do-not turn the

knob, stop, and start again.
30b. The needle will move to the right.
30c. At some loW % transmittance iialue,erhaps less

than 1, or even 0; the needle, will move no farther

to the right.

TRAINING
'GUIDE NOTES

253
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE': Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry'

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G Analysis (continued.)

25

Page No. 6-26

.STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SRECIFICATIONS

. Record this wavelength.

2. Record.this low % trans-
mittance for the 10 or 1.0
mg/liter solution.

3. Close the :shbtter*

4. Swing the beaker out of the
burner hOusing compartment.

5. Replace it with the..8 or

0.8 mg/litgpiinTution.

6. Swing it into the burner
housing.

. Open the shutter.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

30d. a there is some doubt as to when the needle stops
moving to the ri9ht,.turn the wavelength knob
-about one-quarter turn count3r clockwise and re-
peat step 30.

31a. Use the example data stieet(s);.see pages 29 & 30.
31b. It is sometimes called the background wavelength,
31c. Do not change this wavelength setting for the,

remainder of the procedure.

32a. Use the example data sheet(s); see es 29 & 30.
This second set of reaaings you will get on the
one or two sets Of standards and sample are called
Litkground readings.

. Record the transmittance 38a. Use the'example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30..

reading.

. Close the shutter.

. Repeat _steps 34 through 39

to obtain readings for the
6; 4, 2, and 0 mg/liter
solutions and the sample;
or the 0.6, 0.4,. 0.2', and

0.0 mg/liter solutibns, and

the sample.

a

1



EFFLUENI'MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

.11

1111.

INFORMATIO OPERA''. JAB/SPECIFICATIONS

1. Replace the beaker of
sample with the beaker of
deionized water.

42. Allow the deioniied.,Water
to aspirate for 10 seconds

43. Swing tie beaker of de-
ionized water out of the
burner housing.

44. Close the main valve on 144a. By turning clockwise all the way.

the hydrogen cylindr-.

45. When the hydrogen pressure
registers L on the control
panel hydrogen (fuel)
gauge, close the main
"alve on the oxygen cyl-
inder.

46. Turn the sensitivity knob
to the standby position.

47. Turn off thp power toggle
switch.

48. Empty all of the smal'.

b,akers used.

49.*Rinse the beakers thor-
oughly with tap water.

50. Ririe the beakers thor-
ougilly with deionized

water.

5a. By turning clockwise all the way.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

48a. Don't forget the one still in the instrument.
48b. If the beakers ate of the disposable type, dis-

card them and proceed to H. If they are glass,

do steps 19, 50, and 51.

257
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

1111

Page No. 6-28

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

G. Analysis(continued)

51. Allow the beakers to
drain dry; and then pro-
ceed to-Sect-foil-1r

H. Calculations

,

.

.

2 5S

1. For all of the standards,
subtract the % trans-
mittance obtained at the
background wavelength from
the % transmittance cb-
tained at the peak wave-
length.

2. On "regular" graph paper
prepare a calibration
graph using the % trans-

. mittance differences along
the vertical axis, and the
corresponding concentra-
Lions (10, 8, 6,,, 4, 2, 0,

or 1.0, 0.81 0.6, 0.4, 0.2
0.0 mg/liter) on the hori-
zontal axis.

.

3. Repeat step 1 for 'Ile

sample.

4. Determine he potassiu
concentrvtion in the
sample.

5. Record the result in
mg?liter.

la. Example: 10.0 mg/liter solution

100 = % transmittance at the peak wavelength

1 = % transmittance at the background wave-'
length

99 = % transmittance difference

2a. If you have used both sets Of standards (the

259 .

intermediate and staddard potassium solutions),
prepare two calibration graphs. Pages 31 and 32

are sheets of "regular" graph paper. .

2b. "RegOlar" graph paper is marked off in squares of
equal size.

2c. EMP CHAN.cg.EMP.1a.1.77 may be referred to for
specific instructions in calibration graph pre-

.. paration and use.
2d: In the case of the intermediate potassium solu-

tion, the calibration graph may have a slight
bend.

,

4a. Using the calibration graph.

.

5a. Use the'example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of PotassiumUsing Flame Photometry

EXAMPLE
DATA. SHEET

Concentration of % Transmittance % Transmittande at IrTeanimittance
potassium Stand- at the Peak ' theBackground Differences;
ards in mg/liter Wavelength; Wavelength; Values in 2nd ColUmn

Peak Readings Background,Readings Minus Values in 3rd Col.

*

Concentration of potassium in the sample in mg/liter_

Peak Wavelength nm '

Background Wavelength nm

* The six values in this column will be 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, or,
0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6.0.8, and 1.0. If both sets of standards were
used, use a second data sheet exactly like this one; see page 30.

260

4.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination. of Potassium:Using Flame Photometry

- EXAMPLE.

DATA SHEET
(See the paragraph at the bottom of Page 29)

Concentration of 'Transmittance %Triosmiitance at %Transmittance
Potassium Stand- at the Peak the Background .Differences;
ards in mg/liter Wavelength; Wavelength; Values in 2nd Columyi

Peak Readings Background Readings Minus-Values 16 3rd Col.

c,

Concentration of potassium in the sample in mg/liter

Peak Wavelength i nm

Background Wavelength nm

Page No. 6-30
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UFLUENT.MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

TRAINING GUIDE

SECTION TOPIC

Introduction

II Educational Concepts - Mathematics

III Educational Concepts - Science

IV Educational Concepts : Communications

Field and Laboratory Equipment

VI ;-,f. Field and Laboratory Reagents

VII Field and Laboratory Analysis

VIII .::;y; Safety
,

IX Records & Reports

V*

* Training guide materials are presented here under the headings Marked *.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

FIELD AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Section y

A.1.1

TRAINING GUIDE NOTE REFERENCES /RESOURCES.

hie-gl-asswaer11-ttpetially dirty and cannot be
cleaned with znsdinary detergents, chromic acid
cleaning may be required.-

T. Pour 35 ml of distilled water in a 250 ml beaker.

2. Add about 1/8 teaspoon (simply estimate this
quantity) of sodium dichromate, Na2Cr207, to
the water.

3. Swirl the beaker until the sodium dichromate
has dissolved.

4. Keep repeating steps 2 and 3 until no more
sodium dichromate will dissolve.

5. Pour the solution into a 2 liter beaker.

6. Slowly pour 1 liter of concentrated sulfuric
acid, H

2
SO

4'
into the 2 liter beaker.

Caution: Use eyeglasses and
protective clothing.

7. Stir the mixture thoroughly.

A
8. Store it in,a glass stoppered bottle.

9. The cleaning solution should be at etemperature
of about 500C when. it is, used.

10. It may therefore be necessary to warm the //4
cleaning solution.

//
11. When using the warm cleaning solution,/fill the

piece of"glassware with the solution.

12. Allow it to soak for 2-3 minutes (or longer).

13. Pour the cleaning solution back into the storage
bottle.

14. Rinse the piece of glassware'ten times with
tap water.

15. The cleaning solution may be reused until it
turns green.

16. It should then be discarded.

265.Page No. 6-34
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A PROTOTYPE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
ROUTINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

for the.

DETERMINATION OF SODIUM USING FLAME PHOTOMETRY

as applied in

WASTEWATERTREATMENT FACILITIES
and in the .33

MONITOKAG OF EFFLUENT WASTEWATERS

4-

Developed by the

Q

National Training and'Operatienal Technology Center
Municipal Operations and =Training Division

'Office of Water Program Operations

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of SoOlin Using Flame Photometry

This operational procedure was devOloped by:

NAME Charles R. Feldmann

ADDRESS ERA,=01420,_NiOTC, Cincinnati, Ohio _45268

POSITION Chemist - Instructor

EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

B.S. ,- Chemistry

M.S. - Chemistry

1-1/2 years Industrial Chemist

4ars additional Graduate School

4 years college Chemistry Instructor

1-1/2-years CHEW - Air Pollution Program, Chemist

10 years DI - EPA, Chemist-Instructor

26,7

/
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry

1. Analytis Objective:

The learner will determine the sodium content of a sewage effluent.

2. Brief Description of Analysis:

Me learner will prepare-a calibratiOn graph-lising,the percent transmittance
andthe'concentration of a series of standarOodiUm solutions. The pefcent
transmittance of a sample of sewage effluent will next be determined., and the
sodium cecentration found by using the calibration graph.

. The work will be done Using a Beckman Model B spectrophotometer with flame
photometry attachments. Although this procedure has been prepared for use
with a specific instrument, other equivalent commercially available instru-
ments may of course be used. Mention of a particular brand name doesmot
constitute endorsement by the U.S...Envirohmental Protection Agency.

3. Applicability of this Procedure:

a. Range of Concentration:

Concentration levels as low as 0,1 mg/liter can be detected in a good flame
photometer. Although the cited reference (below) does mot specifically state
the highest sodium concentration which may be determined, a-limit of
10 mg/liter may be inferred.4Therefore, sample dilution may be required.

b. Pretreatment of Samples:

The digestion procedure referenced the federal Register, Wednesday,
December 1, 1976, Part II,,table I, footnote 15 (Methods for Chemical
Analysis of Water t Wastes, 1974, page 83, par. 4.1.4.) is given in this
effluent monitoring procedure.

c. Treatment of Interferences in the Sample:

When the following ratios ore exceeded, an interference in the determination
of sodium is present, and the cited .reference must be consulted.

Ratio Value of the Ratio

potassium/sodium 5/1

calcium/sodium 10/1

magnesium /sodium 100/1

Chloride, sulfate, and bicarbonate in relatively large amounts can cause
radiation interfelente.

This procedure was taken from the Standard Methods, 14th ed., pg..250,
Method 320 A, and from the Beckman Instrument Manual.

.268.



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Deterdination of Sodium Using name Photometry

Equipment and Supply RequireMents

A: Capital Equipment:

1. Beckman Mode B. spectrophotometer with flame photometer attachments
and instrument manual.-

2. Source of distilled water
3. Source of deionized water
4. Oven, for use at 140PC.
5. Analytical balance, 100 g capacity

B. Reusable Supplies:

\J. Trip balance, 100 g ,oacity
2. Pencil or pen
3. Twelve ';ch ruler.

4. Graduated cylinder, 50 ml (for glassware cleaning)
5. Beaker, 150 M1
6. Beaker, 250 ml (for glassware cleaning)
7. Beaker, 2 liter (for glassware cleaning) 44f
8. Laboratory apron
9. Safety glasses

10. Glass stoppered bottle, 1 liter (for storage of cleaning solutiOn)
11. Three polyethylene bottles, 200 ml

12. One or two polyethylene bottles, 1 liter. (See page 7-13, steps 9 and 10.)
13. graduated cylinder, 250 ml
14. Erlenmeyer flask, 125 ml
15. Erlenmeyer flask, 500 ml

-' 16. Graduated cylinder,..100 ml
17. Graduated Cylinder, 10 ml
78. Plastic weighing boat, about 2 inches square
19. Small spatula

20. One or two volumetric flasks, 1 liter (See page 7-13, 9a.)
21. Pipet; 100 ml

.

22. Two plastic squeeie bottles
23. Funnel, about 60 mm diameter

. 24.. One piece Whatman number 40 (or equivalent) filter paper (to fit the funnel)
25. One ring (to support thelunnel)

4110.
26. Six, or twelve, Volumetric flasks; 100 ml (see page7-17., 3a.)
27. One pipet bulb

28. One or two graduated pipets, 10 mi (See page 7-17, 3a.)
29. Eight, or sixteen, small beakers (depending on whether one or both sets of

standards are prepared);' either glass (supplied with the flame photometer),
or disposable plastic, and used to hold solutions for aspiration

30. Two pressure regulators (one for hydrogen, one for oxygen)
31. Wrenches for use in attaching pressure regulators togas cylinders
32. Wrench for use in making hose .connectiont
33. Two Clamps-(for safely anchoring gas cylinders)
34. Screwdriver, medium size
35. One ring stand
36. Hot plate

1.,
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry

B. Reusable S'Applies (Continued)

37.
,

Thermometer, 100°C
38. One pieceof rubber or plastic tubing to fit onto the tube extending from

the bottom of the atomizer burner, 1 ft.
39. Asbestos gloves or crucible tongs
40. One piece of pH sensitive paper (to measure a pH of 2)

C. Consumable Supplies:

1. Sodium chloride, NaC1, 3 g.

2. One pieta graph paper; divided into squares of equal size
3. Sodium nichromate Na

2
Cr

2
0
7

(for cleaning glassware)

4. Concentrated sulfuric acid, H2:04 (for cleaning glassware)
5. Soap,(for cleaning glassware)
6. Brush (for cleaning glassware)
7. Brush (for cleaning.balance)
8. Paper towels
9. Matches

10. Concentrated nitric acid, HNO3

11. Cylinder of hydrogen gas (for use with the flame photometer)
12. Cylinder of oxygen gas (for use with the flue photometer)
13, Concentrated hydrochloric acid, HC1
M. Distilled concentrated nitric acid, HNO3*

All reagents should be of hi9h quality. Different chemical manufacturers may
have different ways-of indicating a high quality reagent. While no endorse-.
ment of one chemical manufacturer over another is intended, the following are
some designations used in four chemical catalogs to indicate high quality reagents.

Catalcy Designations

Thomas Reagent, ACS, Chemically
(Pure (CP)

Reagent, ACS

Primary Standard, ACS, AR

Matheson, Coleman & Bell

Curtin Matheson
Scientific, Inc.

Fisher Certified, ACS

* This reagent is used for acidifying the sample at the time of collection.
It must be of higher purity than Reagent, ACS, etc. J. T. Baker nUltrex"
nicric acid is an example 0 a higher purity acid.

270
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Beckman Model B spectrophotometer
with flame photometry attachments

control
panel

power
toggio switch

transmittance
scale

oxygen
pressure

gauge

oxygen
valve fuel (hydrogen)

valve

-1( (hydrogen,)
gauge

needle valve

fuel (hydrogel

fuel (hydrogen)

coil

- wavelength scale

sensitivity knob
dark current knob

wavelength knob
slit control knob

tpt .ototu be
ousing plate

fltr-shtrropen knob

'sumer
housing

sample
positioner
control

Figure 1
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low pressure
gauge
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low pressure
gauge

main valve
cylinder .gauge

main valve
cylinder gauge

.4

.. . tcylinders

Figure 2



burner housing

atomizer burner

sample
positioner

control

Figure 3
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry

IMINIMMININIMI

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

A. Equipment, Preparation

1: Cleaning, of Glass-

ware

2. Balance Preparation

. Spectrophotometer.

J

276

1 Clean all glassware and
polyethylene bottles.

2. Rinse with nitric acid
solution.

3. Rinse with tap water

4. Rinse with deioniied water:'

. Check the analytical bal-
ance for cleanliness and
proper operation.

1. Attach theLoxygen and
hydrogen cylinders to the

J'ecKman Model B spEctro-
photometer with flare
photometry attachments.

2. Turn the wavelength knob
to a reading f 580 nano-
meters.

3. Turn the slit contitol knob
to a reading of 0.4 mm.

4. Turn the sensitivity knob
to the standby position.

5. Turn the fltrJshtr-open
knob to the shtr position.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

2a. Preparation of the acid is described in B.1.

3a. Ten time:

Five times.

la. Consult the manufacturer's manual if the balance
does not operate properly.

la. Consult the'manufacturer's manual for specific
instructions.

lb. For the remainder of thisprocedUre, the words
instrument, or flame photometer, will be used
to mean this particular instrument.

5aThis is the closed position.

4



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry
_

OPERATING PROCEDURES 'STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

A. Equipment, Preparation

(Continued)

4. Phototube . RemOve the phOtotube hous-
ing ,plate (see Figure 1).

2. Check the condition.of the
desiccant in the phototube
compartment,

la. The blue sensitive phototube should be used for

sodium determination.
lb. Refer to figures 1, 2, & 3 when other parts of

the instrument.aee mentioned in this procedure.

-2a. It may.need drying at 103 -105 °C for i hour,

followed by cooling in a desiccator for 30 min.
2b. The spectrophotometer will be turned on in E.

TRAI
GUIDE kurES

B. Reagent Preparation.-
t

1. Nitric Acid, NN01, .

Solution, 1 +

278

. Measure 150 ml of distilled
water.

2. Pour 't into a 500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

3. Measure 10 ml of concen-
trated nitric acid, HNO3.

4. Pour the nitric acid slowly
into the distilled water.

5. Swirl the flask.

6. Store the solution in a
polyethylene bottle.

la. Use a 250 ml graduated cylinder.

3a. Use a 10 ml graduated cylinder.

5a. To mix the acid and water.

6a. This solution is-used for rinsing glassware and
polyethylene bottles.

6b. Larger amounts may be prepared using the same
proportion of acid and water.

279
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7
/ EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Potassium Using Flame Photometry

Page No. 7-12

OPERATING PROCEDURESgotlw
B. Reagent Preparation

(continued)

2. Nitric Acid, HNO
3'

Distilled

3. Hydrochloric Acid,
HC1, Distilled,
1 + 1

4. Stock Sodium
Solution

2S0

STEP SEQUENCE WORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

1. See la.

1. Measure 2.5 nil of di s-

tilled hydrochloric acid,
HC1.

2. Pour it into a 125 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

3. Measure 2.5 ml of deionized
water.

4. Pour it into the same flas

5. Swirl the flask.

6. Store the solution in a
polyethylene bottle.

1. Weigh 3 g. of sodium
chloride, NaCl.

2. Dry it at 140°C,_

3. Coot it in E. desiccator.

4. Weigh 2.542 g. of the
sodium chloride, NaCl.

5. Transfer it to a 1 liter
volumetric flask.

la. This reagent is used undiluted for acidifying the
sample at the time of collection.

la. Use a 10 ml graduated cylinder.
lb. Five ml of the 1 + 1 mixture are needed for each

sample. Therefore, larger volumes may beepre-
pared as necessary.

a. Use a larger flask if,larger amounts of the mix-
ture are being prepared.

3a. USe the 10 ml graduated cylinder from la.

5a. To mix the ,cid and water.

la. Use a trip balance.
lb. This is slightly more than,is needed.

2a. For 1 hour.

3a. For 30 minutes.

4a. Use an analytical balance.

5a. Use deionized water in the plastic squeeze bottle.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry

OPERATING PROCEDURES

B. Reagent PreparatiOn
(continued)

5. Intermediate
Sodium Solution

282

STEP SEQUENCE

6. Dissolve the salt in de-
ionized water in the flask.

7. Dilutelo the 1 liter mark.

.8._Mix_thorough1y.

9. If the expected sodium
concentration, in the sample
is between 1.0 and 10 0
mg/liter, prepare the-
intermediate sodium solu-
tion (B.5 below).

O. If the expected sodium'
concentration is between
0.1 and 1.0 mg/liter, pre-
pare the standard sodium
solution (B.6 below).

1. Pipet 100.0 m' of the
stock sodium solution (13.4.)
into a 1 liter volumetric
flask

2. Dilute to the 1 litotomark.

3. Mix thoroughly.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

7a. With deionized water.

.TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

8a. The concentration of this solution is 1.0 mg of
sodium per 1.0 ml of solution.

9a. If there is doubt about the expected sodium con-
centration, both the intermediate and standard
sodium polutions should be prepared, along with
two calitration graphs.

2a . With deionized water.

. The concentration of this solution is 0.1 mg of
sodium per 1.0Im1 of solution.

t

a
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EFFLUENT MONITORING,PROtEDURF: Deterthination of Sodiiim tisingFlathe.PhoiPmetry
Page No 7:-14

.`

OPERATING PROCE1URES

, p.tReaAnt Preparation
(continued)

6. Standard Sodium
Solution

S P .SEQUENCE "INFORMATION / OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFKAIIONS
TRAINING '-

GUIDE 'NOTES

. Pipet 100.0 ml of the inter
mediate sodium. solution
(B.5.) into.a 1 liter volu-
metric flask.

2. Dilute'to the 1 liter mark'.

3. Mir thoroughly.

4. Transfer the soctiiim solu-

A tions you have prepared to
polyethylene bottles.

IN

2a. With deionized water.

3a. The concentration of this solution is 0.01 mg of
sodium per 1;0°m1 of solution:

C. Sample Collecti-on

0+.

1. Collect the sample in a
polyethylene bottle.

2. Acidify the sample. with
distilled nitric acid. ,

HNO
3'

3. Gently swirl the bottle.

4. Check the pH of the sample.

I

la. Although only a few ml of sample are actually
needed,,a larger volume, such as 200 ml, is more
convenient to work with.

2a. Use 5 m] of acid/liter,of:sample; 1.0 ml for 200,
ml of sample.

2b. Measure the acid in a IC41 graduated cylinder.

3a. To mix thed and sample.

4a. Use pH gensitive paper.
4b. It must be less than 2. If it is. not,. add a few

more drops of acid,'swirl the bottle, and recheck
the pH. Repeat the,procedure until 'the pH is

less than
4c Do not store the'sample iOr more than .6 months

before completing the, analysis.

ok



EFFLUENT'MOUJTORINGTRocEDURE: petermination of.Sodium Usi ng Flame POtometry
,, .

OPERATING-PROCEDURES

-
.-. .

D. Sample Digestion'

1

286

, -

STEP SEQUENCE'
. ,

1. Shake the'sample container

2.1Weasiire.100 ml of the '

acidified sample.

: 3. Pour it into a 250 nO
'Erlenmeyer'flask.

4: Measure 5 ml of 1 + 1 dis-
,tilled hydrochloric acid,
,HC1.

,5. Pour it inta.the flask.

6. Swirl the flask.

7. Put the flask on.a het-
plate.. .

' 8. Tur n on the hotplate and
ladjust the temperature
settingso the simplq cone

,tO a temperature of* 950C.

9. After the sample his come
to 950C, coniinue the
heating for 16 min.

10. Assemble a'filtration
apparatus. ,.

INFORMATION/OPERAT ING GOALS/SPECiFICATI6S..

la. TO ensure thatit is homeous.

2a: Use a 100 ml graduated tylinder.

.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

3a, If any solids remain in the cylinder, rinse t
finto the flask With a' few ml of deionized wate

Use .i 10 ml graduated cylinder.

. , % .
.

a. To mfx the acid arld,_Omple.

c? I'

4
8a. Check the temprature of the sample with'*

thermometer.
8b. Do not allow the temperature of the sample to

go above'950C.

9a. During,the 15 minute perioq, proceed with
Step 10.

OA. A ring Stand,.a funnel (approximately 60 mm.
diameter), a'ring to hold the funnel., And a piece
otmedfum porosity'filter paper (such as Whatman

number,
10b. Use a clean 100 graduated cylinder as receiver.

,
_

,t'

2.87.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE.:

OPERATING PROCEDURES

D. Sample,Djgetion-

.

,

Determination_ of Sodium Us ing Flame,Photometry

'4

.

STEP SEQUENeE INFORIATIONIOPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS=ar
(continued) ts 11. After the-15 min. heating lla. Be cautious of the hot flask. Use a glove cr

period, remove the .flask 'tongs.
from the hotplate.

.

12. Allow it to-cool at room
temperature for about 15
min: ,

13. Filtet the sample thtough
the filter paper' into thec.
cylihder.

.

.

14. Wash the filter paper with
smallportiens (a few/m1)
of deiogized water, and
catch the, washings in the.
cylinder,

Page No. 7-16

-

.0

p

15. Cover the cylinder with an
inverted 150 ml beaker:%;

E., Spectrophotometer
Warm-up

. Plug the power cord on the,
instrument into a wall
outlet.

.

2. Turn on the'power toggle
switch.

3. Allow the instrument to
warm up for 45, minutes.
While it is. warming up,'
plocted with Section .F.

/ - I,/

( ';

13a. Solids in the sample would clog the burner op the
flame phptometer. .

.
tr,

14a. When the volume in the cylinder is 100 ml, remove
the cylinder from under the funnel.

15a. Until the analysis.
156. TO'prevent contamination.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

4

. ;115 volts, 50/60 cycle.
A

2a, Thindicator light will go on..
2b. Do not turn on the lamp toggle switch." It isnot.

used whenlmaidng.flame photometry.theasurements.

3a. With older instruments, 2 hours or longer would
r be a better warm -up time.

288
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EFFLUENT MONITORIN CEDURE: DeterMination of Sodium Using FlaMe.Photpmetry.

'OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP suuENtE,-

F. Preparation of
Standards (continued) 7. Add deipnized water to the

mark in each_of-the six or
.twelv latks.,

-8..Mix thorough

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

8a. The concentratipnsArelD.0, 2.01 4.0, 6.0, 8.0,
aid 10.0 mg/liter in the one setofstandards,
anc,d 0.0, 0.2., 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1..0 mg/liter in
the other;

.
q.

..

. .

G, Analysis

1. Standards and
Sample

ti

. 2. Lighting the Flame

2 9. 2

1. Mark the 5 ml beakers (six
or twelve) in the sameway
that the 100 ml volumetric'
flasks are marked:

2. Pour the standards into the'
appropriata 5 ml beakers.

3, Shake the sample thoroUghly

4. W1 another 5 ml beaker
with sample:

5.Fill another. 5 ml beaker
with deionized water.

. Raise the door on the right
side of the burner,hougi

Either glass or plastic disposable.
lb. Used for aspirating solutions.

2a. Fill the beakers-about-three-fourths full.
2b. Caution:. Throughout the remainder of,is pro-

cedure, be careful not to get your fingers into
any.of the solutions. This could cause an error
in the result. , `

Even if it was filtered earlier.3a.

4a. About three-fourths full.

5a. About three- fourths full.

J
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EFFLUENT MONITORIN
.

CEDURE: DeterMination af Sodium Osing Flame Photpmetd.
,

:OPEATING PROCEDURES

F. Preparition of
Standards (Ontinued)

s

--"

, -

.STEP SgpUEWE

7. Add deipnized water to the
mirk in eacil_of-the six or
.twelv latks.,

'8..Mix thoroug4).

)
,

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

. Page No. 7-18

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

8a. The concentrations'arel.D.0, 2.01 4.0, 6.0, 8.0,
and 10.0 mg/liter in the one setof.standards,
ank0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mg/liter in
the other;

.

G.. Analysis

1. Standards and
Sample

*:

. Ltghting the Flame

'Mark the 5 ml bgakers (six
or twelve) in the sameway
that the 100 ml volumetric'
flasks are marked:

Either glass or plastic.disposable.
lb. Used for aspirating solutions.

nar2.Pr the sd& into thd 2a. Fill the beakers'about-three-fourths full.
appropriat2 5 ml beakers. ,.2b. Caution% Throughout the remain's:1er ofjiltis pro- '

ctdure, be careful not to get your fingers into
1 any.of the solutions. This could cause an error

in the result. ,

,

3. Shake the sample thoroughly. 3a. Even if it was filtered earlier. .

4a. About three-fourths full.4. Fir-another 5 ml beaker
with sample:

.Fill another 5 ml beaker
with deionized water. ,

5a. About threv-fourths full.

. Raise the door on the ght
side of the burnerhouSinu,,^



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determinatibmof Sodium Using Flame'Photometry.

;

, .

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analis (continued)

C

1

294

STEP SEQUENCE

2. Raise the samp e positioner
control betwde the instru-
ment and the *per .housing
to the verticOposition'as
aras it will go.

,

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

, .0

2a. Do not force the sample positioner control.

3. Close the oxygen and fuel 13a.
(hydrogen) valves.on.top
of the control panel;

e *

4 (Blose the-low pressure
valve bn the regulators
Otteched to the hydrogen

-send oxygen cylinders. -

5.,Closg 'the fuel (ii,YdrOgen)

heeaje valve withe right .

side of the control panel. Zb.

6. 006n-the fuel (hydrogen) 6..

needle valve on the right 6b.

side of,the control pabel.

7., Open the main valve on the
oxygen cylinder.

. .

By turnfngthem counter clockWi
begin to feel loose; i.e., unti
wiggled very slightly let and

4a. qy tuning the:flan-des counter
ithey just begin,tofeel loose;
can pe.wiggled very slightly le

.

8. Open the low pressure valve
sm:Ahe oxygen cylinder.

9. Set the pressure for 30.
pounds ger square inch.

se until they just
1 they can be
right.

clockwise until
i.e.,, until they
ft and right.

. .
1J ? ...

By turning itclockwise with a screwdriver as
far as it 01 go. . ,

Do not 'force the screwdrivei". .

. . . ,

TRAINING'
GUIDE NOTES

By turning it counter clockwise With a screwdriver
About 1/8 turn.*

7a. By turning the handle'counter clockwise two full
turns.

7b. For safety, oxygen is alwiys turned on first,
and turtle off last.

.

8a.13y turning the handle clockwise until the.needle
moves away from zero,

9a. By turning the valve clockwise,

7,

295
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of SodiUm Using Flame Photometry

.

Page No..7-20

41111

DPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

G. Analysis (continued)

296

10. Open the oxygen valve on
the control panel.

11. Sets the pressure for 13
pounds per square inch.

12. Remove the tubing and
,cylinder.

4 13. Open the low presure
valve on the hydrogen

14. Set theiii'yssu for 10,
pounds per square -nth__

15. Open the fuel (hydrogen) .

.valve on the control pane).

16: Set the pressure for 4.5
pounds per square inch.

1

,

10a. By turning the handle clockwise until the needle
moves away from zero.

lla. By turninn ' ;le clockwise.
11b. The act! t. pressure should be written on

a tag ucached to the atomizer burner.
.

11c. The Optimum pressure -may be checked if no tag
is attached to the burner.

116 Atiice.a,small diameter piece of rubber or plastic
'tubing about 1 foot long to the brass tube extend-
ing from the bottom of the atomizer burner. The
rubber or plastic tubing should fit the brass
tube snug q. Place the Otherend of .the rubber
or .plastic tubing in a 10 10,graduated.cylinder.
Fill it to the 40.0 line with deionized water.
When the oxygen is flowing at the proper rate, the
deionized water'should be aspirate at the rate of
1.5 - 2.0 mlper minute. This rate corresponds to
about thirteen pounds pressure per square inch.

13a. By turning the handle clockwiie until the needle
moves away from zero.

14a. By turning 'the valve clockwise,

,15a.6^tu ning the handle clockwise.

p

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTE ES

297



'EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of sodium Using Flam\e Photometry -
-

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

G. Analysis (continued)

0

I.

298'

17. Cautiously bripg_e
.

lighted
match to the tip df-t e'
atomizer burner.

18. Cioe\itOe door on the
right Sideof the burner;

housing. /

19. Place the beaker' tontain=

ing the highest concentra-
tion standard (10 mgljiter
or 1.0 mgMiter).into the
holder.,

//INFbRMAtION/OPERATING GOAtS/SPECIFICK)'ION

//

17a. Theoxygen-hydrogen mixture ytil ignite with a
loud pop and hissing soUnd.?f '

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

. .

18A. Caution: hot gases are escaping,from the top Afe

the coil. Do not place your hadd or any, other

, -part of your body over the coil while the gases

are burning.

196 See figure 3. ,

19b. If two sets of standards are being used, take
reedit* ion the 10f $, 6, 4,.2, and 0 mg/liter
solutions first, and then the 1.G, 0.8, 0.6, 0.14.

0.2, and 0.0 mg/liter solutions. Do not mix the

two sets of standards.

A-distinct change in soundill,bheard as the
solution is aspirated into the burner;
For tie remainder of this procedUre, if the sound
caused by the aspiration of a solution.changes
while She solution is being aspiiated, i't probably
means thatallCTIFFliquid In the beaker has
been aspirated, and the beaker is empty.

20c. Swing the beaker out>ofthe burner housing, re-
fill itwith the appropriate solution, and swing
it back into the burner housing.

20d. While the solution is aspirating, check that the
hydrogen pressure is still 10 pounds per square
inch and that the Oxygen pressure is still t the
optimum valve determined above. If ine.or' both

of the pressures hive changed; reset°them.

20.Sang the-beaker into the . 20a.

burner housing.compartMent
using the sample position- Ob.

er control.

21. Turn the sensitivity,
knob to.posttion 1.

22. Make the needle read 0%
transmittance using the
dark current knob.

22a. In this procedure, all readings will be made on
the transmittance portion of. the scale, not the

absorbance portion. '2Q9
Page/Nov-1-21



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:

j..111.
*

OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)

o

DeterminatiOn of Sodium Using'Flame photometry

STEP SEQUENCE

23. Turn the sensitivity knob
to positian 4.

1
t

24. Repeat step. 22.
.4

25 Adjust the fuel,needle
valve so the tip of the
flame conies to the top Of

the burner housing com-
partment, not to 'the top-

. of the coil on top of the

capartment.

3, Aspiralionof
Standards and
Sample,

1. Turn the fltrpshtr-open
knob to the open position.

"2. Turn the wavelength knob
very slov)y clockwise.

O

INFORMATIONIOPERATJNG GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

Page No. 7:..22

TRAINIOG
GUIDE NOTES

25a, Use a screwdriver. : 3
. .

25b. Caution: extremely hot .gases are escaping through

:the Coil.
25c. Adjustment of this needle valve 'setting i.s not

necessary-each time the instrtpnent is used, un-

less the setting hasbeeo changed for sqme
.'

reason.
/ . .

,
.

ja, The shutter is open in°this pbsitiOn.

lb. lottieshtr position, the shutter-is

2a."Turn'the knob continuously. ao not turn the

Agnob in steps.
2b. Ong-Of three things will happen-,.2c:, a:, or 2e.

is the condition'yoU,are trYih4 to achieve.

2c..fIrst: the_ needle will move to the left, and at

i'some % transmittance between 50 and 100,,will

suddenly swing. back to 'the Tight, 'In this

proceed to step 3.
2d. Second: .the'needle will swing back.to the right

as in 2c; but at some % transmittance 6etween 0

49d 50. In this case, Proceed to step 4.

e. Thirdly: the needle will swing ,baek,to the right,

but at Some point greater than 100% transmittance;

or, it will not swing back to the right, it will

stay to the left. In 'this case, proceed to ,

. step

3a. Usedifq example "data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.

3b.

1:not change this wavelength until the procedure

i structs you to change it.300
3.)Recota this wavelength

and proceed to step 14.

ze 9 IL,

3.01
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EFFLUENT MON!TORING PROCEDURE:

- OPERATING PROCEDURES

G. Analysis (continued)o.

Determination of Sodium Using liame Photometry

**),

r

4,.. Closed the shutter.

5. Increase the 'readirtg on

, the 'slit knob by 0.05

millimeter.

Turn the Wavelength'biCk
\to 580 nanometers:

7. depeat steps P and 2.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS

3c. This wavelength should be 589 nanometers. If it

is too far away from tE:s valve (less_than 584,
or more than 594),-the calibration' of the in-
Strument.lhould be checked-using the instrument

manual.

5a. It is graduated in tenths of a millimeter between
0.0,and 1.5 millimeters.

.a. If condition 2d 'still exists, repeat steps 4

through 7 until thb,needle-moves,as described
i 2c.

Use the example data sheet(s); see pagesc29 & 30.
Uo,not change this wavelength'until the procedure
iattructs you to change if.

8. Record this-wdelength and 8a.

proceed to step 14. 8b;

9: Close the-shutter.'

14-Decreaselhelreadinn on 10a.

',%the slit knob by 0.05

millimeter.
,

11. Turn the wavelength back
Ito 580 nanometers.`

T2. Repeat steps l'and 2.

302

It is 'graduated in tenths of-a millimeter between

0.0 and 1.51illimeters.

4

4

126.- If condition 2e` still exists, repeat steps.9',

through 11 until the moves at described

in'2c.
)

. ,

0
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using:Flame Photometry
I \

Page No. 7-24

' 4'

1

.

.

. . .

OPERATING PROCEDURES, STEP SEQUENCE . INFORMATION/OPERATING-GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING-P,-'
GUIDE NOTES

..A

.

1

.1

.

v

...

_

G. Analysis (continue4
. . . \

.
\

.

a

,

, '-

.

,

\

\

-

...
.

;

13. Record this wavelength

, and proceed to step 14.

.. .

#

14. Turn the slit knob so,' u
\ to makethe needle read

100% transmittance.
, \

.

ir .1,

13at Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.
13b. Do not change thiq.wavelength until the Tcedure

instructs you'to change it.
.

..

,

.

.

.

.

, ..

.

)
.

.

,.

, .

..,

,',.,

.

\ ,

-. .

.

k,

;

.

i

J30r

,

.

,

+ 1-'r
,

.7

.

.

-.-

.

.

,

.
. .

If

,

i

,

'

e

.

1

0

.

.

15. Close the shutter.
e

.

6. 'Record a reading of 100%
transmittance for the
10 cr 1.0 mg/liter solo-

'tion. °
.

,.. .
. -

17. Swing the be'aker out of
.the burner housing coMi; .

partment. ,
. a

.

18. keplace it with the 8 -or

0.8 mg/ ter solution. .

19. Swing it to the burner
I' housing compartment.

.

O. Open the shutter.
.

21 Rgcord the % transmittance
eading.

.

22. Close he shutter.
.

15-a-.-Do-netichange this e fng-unti 1 the-pro -.

instructs you to change it.

16a. 'Use the/example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30..
16b. Thii'first set of readings you will get on the

one or two sets of standards and sample are called
!Peak readings:

.

..
,

.

-,..

. .

. ,

.

. * .

4111

. . ,..-,.
, , --

$

s 4
.

,
1

t
.

, , .

Va. Use thg_pample data sheet(s); see pages 29 A 30.,.
,.. -

.

,

. .

. -,
..



'EFFLUENT Mar-WRING PROCEDURE:. Determination of Sodium Using Flame PhotometrY

.

.

t

.

/ ,_.

OPERATING PROCEDURES -

..

-

STEP SEQUENCE

.

.. I',

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

.

GUIDE
-TRAINING'

NOTES

G: Analysis (continued)

.

.5.------ ---''

.

-=.,_=____sample,

.

.. .

23, Repeat steps.17 through,
22 for the 6, 4, 2, and 0
mg/liter solutionS and ttie'77.

or the 0.6,1114,
-- 0.2, and 10:0 mg/liter

Solutions and the sample.
,

24. Switig thelbliakett,of, sample
.,iiiii,of the burner- housing

compartment,

25. Replace it with the beaker
of deionized water. ,

6

26. Swing it into the burner
housidg-.coMpartment.

27. Turn_ he dark current knob
so ttre needle reads 0%
transmittance.

.,

.

i
28.

%.

Replace the beaker of de-
ionized water with the
beaker of the 10or 1.0 ,'-
mg, solution.

29. Open the s er.

''
.

:y.,-:,. .

,11 .

v. TurOlthaiWilielength knob
'Ory4liWclockwise.

,_
. ,

23a.

28a.

29a.

')-

-30a.

30b,

10c.

.

.
1-

Use the example data sheet(s); seepages 29 & 30.

-

,..) .

-
6 .

.

,
.

, .

,.
4 -

ii

*
.- lj.

. .
..

.

l
,

..

..

.5

1

.

tt

_

it .

.

,
.,

°'It may need -refilling.
. . .

,

,....
. . ,

. .

-(

The needle should show 100% transmittance; it
'may be, ",off,' by plus or Minus 1 or 2% because,of

the dark current adjustment. Do not change the
slit:iettinj.

Turn the' knob continuously. Do, not turn ,the'

knob, stop; and start again. . .

The needle Will move to the right. :

At some. low % tradimittante value, perhaps less
than T., or:even 0, the needle will move no farther

.to tha rinht_ -

.

,,,,-
,

,

.

.

."--

.

.

.

/ .

,
.

.

.

.

/
,

.

1 .. '
., .

S.

.

,

-,

,

-,-:

.

to.

207

i

n

, 1

t t

.. .

. ,
,

,

.

.

.
:.,

,

.306
...

"'.

,

'

s,

,

.

.

_

...,

4i

.

, ..

N.

;
14.

,Radkir.Noi-j7;25 ,1



EFFLUENTIONITORING PROCEDURE:' Determination of Sodium Using Flame°Photometry

0

2'OPERATOIGTROCgDURES

G.-Analysit'(Contihued)

se)

30A

'f"

STEP SEQUENa

31. Record this wavelength.:
.

,,

32. Record this low % trans
. mittance for the 10 of. 1.0

mg/liter .solution..

33. Close the shutter.

34. SWidethe beaker out of
the burner housing cgm-
partment.-

,

35. Replace it with the 8 or
0.8 mg/liter solution.,

36."-Swing it into the burner
housing.

37:, Open the shutter.

38. Record the % transmittance
reading. .

39. Close the shutter.

40. Repiat steps 34 through 39
to obtain readings for the
6,.4, 2, and 0 mg/liter
solutions-and.,the sample,
or the 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and
0.0 mg/liter solutions, and
the sample..,

Page No. 7426

INF0RMATION/CPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS %.

30d.N4, there is some doubt as to when the neddle,stops

moving to the right, turn the wavelength knob
.aboqt one-quarter turn, counter clockwise and re'-
pedf,,ttep 30.

31a. Use the example data sheet(s);.,see pages & 30.
31b. It is sometimes calledethe background wavelength..
31c.,Do not change.this wavelength setting for the

remaindpr of the procedur:e. ,

32a, Use the example data'sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.
This'second set Of readings you will get on the
one or two iets of standards and sample are called
background readings.

a

38a. 'Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & 30.

0

O

4

'GUIDE NOTES

309
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE.: ,.Determination .of Sodium Using'Flame Photometry

G. Analysis (continued)`
41. Replace the bee - of

sample with the ueaker of
deionized water.

42. Allow the deionized water
to aspirate for 10 seconds.

Oetwingithe beaker of de-
ionized water out of the
burner housing.

44. Close the main valve on
the hydrogen cylinder.

45. When the hydrogen pressure
registers 0 on the control
panel hydrogen (fuel)
gauge, close the main
valve on the oxygen cyl-
inder. .

Afi..Turn the sensitivity knob
to the standby position.

.

47. Turn off the power toggle
switch.

48. Empty all of thesmal

beakers used.

49. Rinse the beakers thor-
oughly with tap water.

50. Rinse the beakers thor-
oughly with deionized
water.

INFORMATION/OPERATINGGOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

44a. By *turning clockwise all the way.

45a. By turning Clockwise all the way.

48a. Don't forget the one still i

48b. If the beakers are of the di
card them -and proceed to H.
do steps 49, 50, and 51.

I

n,the instrument.
sposable type, dis-
If they ar glass,

O

311
Page NO. 7-27.



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: DetOmiriatton of-Sodium Using Flame Photometry
Page No. "7-26

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE ,--, INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

.

G. Analysis (continued)
-

,

'

.....___._

. _ .

,

51. Allow the beakers to drain
dry, and then proceed to
Section H. .

.

.

,

.

.

0

.

H. Calculations

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

t

,

...

31 2

1. For all of the standards,
subtract the % trans-
mittance obtained at the
background wavelength from
the % transmittance ob-
tainea at the peak wave-
length.

.

.

2. On "regular" graph paper
prepare a calibration
graph using the % trans-
mittance differences along
the vertical axis, and the
corresponding concentra-
tions (10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 0,
or 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2,
0.0 mg/liter4on the hori-
zontal axis.

.

.

1. Repeat step 1 for the
sample.

, .

4. Determine the sodium con;
centration in the sample.

.

5. Record the result in.
mg/liter.

,..

la. Example: 10.0 mg/liter solution t

,..,

° - 100 = % transmittance at the peak wavelengch

1 = % transmittance at the batkgeound wave -' '

.

length '
,-- II-

99-= % transmittance difference
- :.,,.

2a. If you have used both sets of standards (the
intermeilliTe and standard sodium solutions), pre-
pare two-calibration graphs. Pages 31 and 32 are
sheets of "regular" graph paper. ,i, .

2b. "Regular" graph paper is Marked off-in squaPes of
equal size. . . ,

2c..EMP CH.IN:cg.EMP.la.I.77 may be referred to for
specific instructions in calibration graph pre-

1 paration and use. ,

2d. In the caseof the intermediate sodium solution,
the calibration graph may have a slight bend.

.

-,
.

f:,
, .

4a. Using the calibration. graph.
,

r

5a. Use the example data sheet(s); see pages 29 & So.-
. ,

,

.

,

.

.

0

.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame 'Photometry
q.

EXAMPLE..
.DATA SHEET

4

Concentration of % Tran oittance
Sodium ,Standards at e Peak
in' mg/1 i ter

. Wavelength;
,,, .Peak Readings

, ..,.

Sample

% Transmittance at
the Background
Wavelength;

PackgprUnd Readings

:% Transm)ittance
Differences;

Values, ir 2nd 'Caltimn =

Minus Values in 314 CO1.

e
Concentration of sodium in the sample in mg/liter

F

c, ,

Peak Wavelength nm

. Background Wavelength nm

.* The six values, in this column will be 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, 'or,
0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. If both sets of standards were
,used, use a second-data sheet exactly like this one; see page 30.

. 314. .



EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE:'Determination of SodiUm Using Flame Photometry

EXAMPLE I
-. DATA SHEET

(See the paragraph,at.the bottom of Page 29)

Concentration of %Tr4-ntmiptance . 1%Trahsmttance at
Sodium Standards at the -Peak \the.Background
in mg /liter- , -Wavelength; ,WaVfolength;

Peak Readings Backgrolund Readings

Sample

N.J
J.

Concentration of sodium in'the sample in mg/liter
. .

Peak Wavelength nm
.:0----7--

Batkground Wavelength nm .

___...

J31 ti P."

r;

%Transmittance
Differendes;

yalues to 2nd Column
Minus Values in3rd Col.
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EFFLUENT MONITORING PROCEDURE: Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry

S

TRAINING GUIDE

SECTION TOPIC

I Introduction

If Educational Concepts - Matheatics

Educational Concepts - Science

Educational ConCepts - CommuniCa4fOns,

Field.and.Laboratory Equipment

Field and Laboratory Reagents

Field and Laboratory Analysis

Safety.

RecOds & Reports

r

4 * Training guide materials are kesented here under the headings marked *.
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EFFLUENT MONITOVING PROCEDURE;_ Determination of Sodium Using Flame Photometry Pa .e No. 7-3

FIELD AND,680RATORY EQUIPMENT .
Section V

TRAINING. GUIDE NOTE

,
:, A.1.1 e glassware, especially dirty and cannot be

cleaned with ordin ry detergents, chromic acid .

cleaning may be'required. .

1. Pour 35 ml of distilled watern a 250 ml' beaker.

sat

A

-

2: Add about 1/8 teaspoon ,(simply estimate this
.qua ity) of sodium dichromate, Na2Cr207,-to

water.

irl the beaker dichromate
dissolved.

4. 'Keep repeating steps 2and 3 until no more:
sddium,dichromate will dissolve.

5,. Pour the solution'into a 2 liter beaker.

6. Slowli, pour 1 liter of toncentratedsulfuric
.acid,'H2SO4,into the 2 liter beaker. -

t'laUtion: Use eyeglasses .and

protective clothing.

7. Stir the mixture thorouHly.

8.'Store it in a glass stoppered bottle.

9. The cleaning solutidOshould beat a temperature
of about.5O°C when, it is used.

)0. Jt-may therefore be necessary to warm the
cleaning solution.

e

11. When using the warm cleaning solution, ?ill
the piece of glassware with the-solution.

12. Allow it to soak for 2-3 minutes (or onger).

13. Pour the cleaning solution back into the
storage bottle. .

14'. Rinse the piece oUglassware ten times with
tap water.

15. The cleaning solution may be reused until it
tUtns green.

16. It shouidAhen, be discarded.

319
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